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Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!
"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain

"Frankly, if circumstances
allowed, I would choose
these speakers for myself"

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade
Now, with the BP2000, Definitive

literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
D'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
They are an amazing achievement!

Each revolutionary bipolar BP2000 ($1499 ea. ) has a built-in
300watt RILLS powered 15" subwoofer for ultimate performance.

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 98

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3 ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines
BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650
ea) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds
(from $399 ea.). Of course, the dual 15"
powered subwoofers are already built
into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly
the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeaken..

111(5 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117* (410)363-7148



simply related. a TV and a VCR be rn toge`
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THE ARAGON COLLECTION

If You're Not Interested in the Best...
Turn the Page

Aragon's Qualifications

Aragon amplifiers are internationally recognized as the pinnacle of power and refinement. The press
in America, Europe and Asia have honored the U.S. made Aragon with accolades and awards.
Because of their sculpted beauty and remarkable accuracy Aragon components have joined
Stradivarius violins in the permanent collection of one the world's most prestigious museums.

Aragon's Unsurpassed Power
In addition to being the ultimate in refinement, it is also the ultimate in power capability. Aragon's
8008 amplifiers can convert the entire 120 volts and 15 amps of your AC line into power for your
speakers. In other words the 8008's power is only limited by the power delivered from your AC
line. You'll be interested to know that the best is also internationally recognized as the best value.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522  914-693-8008  Fax 914-693-7199
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FAST

Afew months ago, a friend and fellow
hi-fi journalist called me up about a
column he was writing for a Toronto
newspaper on how various people first
got interested in audio as a hobby.
The ensuing conversation set me to

reflecting about where we are today versus
where we were then.

By "then" I mean about 1972-the year
I returned to college for my senior year,
carrying with me the Citation 12 power amp
I'd built during the summer. The selection of
that amplifier, and of the other components
for the system I eventually assembled, was
based on more research than I had imagined
possible. I had started out simply to indulge
my enjoyment of music with a good system
for reproducing it, expecting not to return to
the topic for a good long while, only to find
myself fascinated with the process itself.

To me, the decade from that year to the
introduction of the Compact Disc constitutes
an era of sorts. A lot was happening in audio.
The business grew rapidly through most of
that time, and the basic technology got
polished up to the point where the signal path
to the loudspeaker could be very clean and
transparent. CD was the cap on that. Not
to say there wasn't (and isn't) still work to be
done in that chain, but the distance yet to be
traveled on the road to perfection now seems
much smaller than that already traversed.

CD opened the door to a new era in audio,
which is still unfolding. Once a signal is in
digital form, it is both more robust and much
more malleable than the analog original. If
you can think of something you'd like done
with a digital signal, it probably is possible.
But the CD, in particular, also contains
the seed of something I think is even more
enticing-freedom from the fundamental
two -channel limitation of the phonograph
record. An audio -only CD made with the new
high -density disc technology developed for
DVD (digital videodisc) could easily hold
a couple of hours of uncompressed, 20 -bit,
discrete five -channel sound, for example.

At this point you may be thinking back
to the era before CD, to the '70s, when
quadraphonic sound crashed and burned.
The conventional wisdom on the failure of
quad is that it was done in by format rivalries.
I'm sure that didn't help, but such
competition is not invariably fatal (witness
the 33% versus 45 -rpm battle of years gone
by or VHS versus Beta), and I don't think it's
what killed quad. I think two other issues
were much more important. One was the

ORE -WORD

need to place two more speakers at the back
of the room, preferably identical to the ones
in front and forming a symmetrical,
rectangular array with the listening position
right at the center. That was not an easy thing
for most people to do, especially at a time
when there were few good speakers that were
not also fairly bulky. The other problem was
sound quality. I never heard a demonstration
of quad that actually sounded good. Given
that I spent a lot of time in those days
hanging around hi-fi stores, aggravating
salespeople, I suspect pretty much nobody
else did either. Added inconvenience for little
or no perceived benefit is hard to sell.

If you look around today, on the other
hand, you'll find lots of people with not just
four speakers in a room, but five or six
pumping out Dolby Surround. Thanks to an
improved channel layout, a plenitude of good
small speakers, and widespread acceptance of
the satellite/subwoofer concept, it's a lot easier
to set up for multichannel audio than it used
to be. Plus, it really does sound better than
stereo this time around.

The best is yet to come, however. With LPs,
we were literally stuck in a groove-a groove
with two walls and thus ill-suited for
conveying more than two channels of
information. Now we are on the brink of
digital technology that will enable convenient,
low-cost delivery of high -quality, discrete
multichannel music through the same systems
many of us already have installed for home
theater. Breaking the shackles of two -channel
stereo will bring both great opportunity for
enhanced realism and many challenges with
respect to maintaining the level of
reproduction quality we've come to expect
from high-performance audio systems.

Which brings us, circuitously, to the
question I've been asked so many times in
the couple of months since I became editor
of Audio, about my plans for the magazine-
a big question that commands a long answer.
One part of it, though, is that the magazine
should stay more on top of the technological
developments driving us forward today at
such a rapid pace. I'm having more fun with
hi-fi now than I've had in a long time.
The next few years promise to be very
exciting, for audio in general and for Audio
in particular.
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Matthew Polk Redefines State -Of -Me -Art ...Again."
MATTHEW POLK'S HOME THEATER SYSTEM CAN NOW BE YOURS

What started out as Matthew Polk's des:re to desig 1 the ultimate home heater

system turned into the most ambitious research project in Polk's 22 year

history. The result, the Signature Reference Theater

(SRT), is a home entertainment sys-

tem of such enormous dynamic

range, accuracy, clarity and

power that listening will touch

you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk tech-

nologies, including Polk's leg-

endary SDA imaging, are com-

bined to bring you "Performance

Without Limits".

For more information

and the location of a Polk

SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377 - POLK.

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

%I Ad code: 20012

The SRI system consists of 35 active drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Pat
Co -f minder. Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
-Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Pdk Investment Corporotion used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated

CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A Satisfied Customer
Dear Editor:

I was thrilled beyond words to find your
listing for the Lirpa Labs 1 Mk K3 preamp
in your Annual Equipment Directory (Oc-
tober 1995). I bought a Lirpa Stealth Digital
Surrealism Processor back in 1991 when I
saw it in your publication. Trusting your
staffs impeccable credentials and expertise,
I immediately ordered one directly from the
factory. I was eager to sample the unit's
sonic excellence, hoping that it would be as
good as the claims for it. But the instant I
turned on the power, the damned thing
completely disappeared. I mean, I simply
could not see it at all! And when I reached
for the instruction manual, darned if it was
nowhere to be found either.

Anyhow, I've been eagerly waiting for
you to mention Lirpa again so that I might
purchase more of the professor's high -end
equipment.

Rd. Giarc Llerrem

Sallad, Xet.

DSS a Delight
Dear Editor:

It struck me as interesting that in the
"DSS Debate" in the October 1995 issue,
the enthusiastic "pro" letter came from a
DSS owner and user and that of the two
"con" letters, one was from someone who
had never seen or used DSS but liked seeing
a product he didn't want to buy slammed.
And the other was from a user who agreed
that the picture quality of various source
channels varies at the source.

In fact, DSS is outstanding. As someone
who has had DSS since its introduction, I
feel Anthony H. Cordesman was off base in
his criticism of the system (August 1995).
But I think part of some people's dissatis-
faction might be because there were, from
time to time, frequent digital artifacts in the
various channels last June to August, as
channels were added at the same time
DirecTV's third satellite was being put on
line. This called for wholesale readjustment
of the transmission algorithms, and-as I
found out a year earlier when the second
satellite went on line-it takes a little while

to perfect the load shift. By September all
such artifacts had completely vanished.

I paid more than list price to order my
DSS system through the mail, and to say I
am delighted with it would be a major
understatement!

Eric Norberg

Portland, Ore.

CD Portables: Lost and Found
Dear Editor:

I'd like to thank Edward M. Long for his
review of CD portables in "Digital Memo-
ries for Road or Track: Five CD Portables"
(September 1995). I took his recommenda-
tion of the Panasonic SL -S490 and am most
impressed with it, especially in the car. Now
we can listen wherever we go, regardless of
the road conditions!

Also, after reading Steve Haller's request
(in last October's issue) for assistance in lo-
cating a cover for his Sony tape deck, I
thought perhaps Audio could help me in
my own search. I have a Sony D5 Discman
and would like to find a carrying case and
battery pack (the EBP-9LC), which are no
longer available from Sony.

If any of Audio's readers can help, I would
appreciate it if they would contact me.

Jon Oakleaf
1330 -13th St.

Moline, Ill. 61265

Missing in Action
Dear Editor:

I am quite surprised that the turntable
section in your most recent Annual Equip-

ment Directory (October 1995) has no list-
ings for Dual or Thorens turntables. Does
this mean that those makers are no longer
represented in the United States?

William E. Parker

Antioch, Calif

Editor's Reply: It is our policy to list every
manufacturer that returns our Directory
forms. Many pains are taken to include
everyone, but some companies fail to re-
spond in time or do not respond at all. The
latter is true for both Dual and Thorens.
Dual can be reached do Euro-Tech, 19 West

44th St., Suite 1010, New York, N.Y. 10036;

fax, 212/840-2234. For information regard-
ing Thorens, write to 84-05 Cuthbert Rd.,
Kew Gardens, N.Y. 11415; fax, 718/849-
7698. We hope both Dual and Thorens will
appear in the next Directory.-T.C.

Parts, in a Pinch
Dear Editor:

I recently ran into a little problem where
I need your advice. I own an Akai GX650D

reel-to-reel recorder, which I bought in
1982. It has direct drive with dual capstans
and appears to be built like a tank. I as-
sumed I would not need to replace it in
my lifetime. However, I am currently in
need of replacement pinch rollers, Part No.
MP67888. As you know, Mitsubishi gained

ownership of Akai in the 1980s. Upon call-
ing Mitsubishi, I learned these pinch rollers
are no longer available. It seems somewhat
discouraging to believe that the nonexis-
tence of these $10 parts would determine
whether I replace a $1,200 machine. Thanks
for any help you can provide.

Gary Wahlgren

Redondo Beach, Calif.

Editor's Reply: We know of two companies
that may be able to help you. Because they
may have a generic part rather than a direct
replacement, you'll have to deal in inches,
not part numbers. In the past, the following
firms supplied parts similar to the one you
want: Projector -Recorder Belt (W9390
State Rd. 59, Whitewater, Wisc. 53190;
414/473-2151) and Advanced Belt Techolo-
gy (150 Industrial Park Rd., Middletown,
Conn. 06457; 203/632-2211).

Errata
We regret that Polyfusion Audio was

inadvertently omitted from the last
Annual Equipment Directory (October
1995). Polyfusion Audio, makers of
amps, preamps, D/A converters, and a
CD transport, can be reached at 30
Ward Rd., Lancaster, N.Y. 14086; fax,
716/681-2763.

Also, TLT (Transmission Line Tech-
nologies) is located in Georgia and not,
as listed in the Directory's Company
Addresses, in California. TLT's correct
address is P.O. Box 313, Winder, Ga.
30680; fax, 404/867-8567.

AUDIO/JANUARY 1996
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With the introduction of the Krell Audio+Video

line, entry into the world of high performance

audio has just become more accessible. The new

Krell KAV-300i integrated amplifier delivers

sonic quality never attainable before at this
price level.

Integrated is the key word here. The ICAV-300i

integrates a discrete, Class A, remote

controlled preamplifier with a potent 150
watt/channel power amplifier that just happen

to share the same chassis. The KAV-300i also

shares the same engineering, production and
parts quality as eve?), other Krell product
manufactured at our Connecticut factory.
In fact, the proprietary output devices used in

The Price of Admission

has Just Changed!

the KAV-300i are identical to the ones used
in our reference amplifiers. Innovative

engineering, unmatched capabilities, flawless
build quality-fundamental elements of the
KAV-300i and standard in all components
bearing the name Krell.

The KAV-300i-Out of
this world performance at

a real world price.

Under $2,400. From

Krell-The Leader in

Audio Engineering. Audio+Video

The Krell KAV-3001
ii i K AV -300i .V / /i (, .1 I I I) Al 11 l' I II II k

KRELL  45 Connair Road  Orange, CT 06477  Phone: 203-799-9954  FAX: 203-799-9796



WHAT'S NEW
Meadowlark Audio Speaker

The Meadowlark Audio Kestrel
has a footprint of only 8 x 9 inches
and stands 36 inches tall. Its slanted
baffle, isolated from the cabinet,
holds a 61/2 -inch woofer with

transmission -line loading and
a 1 -inch tweeter. The first -order
crossover is externally mounted,
to prevent microphonics. Rated
response is 38 Hz to 20 kHz, ±2 dB.
Rosewood, bird's-eye maple, and
ebony finishes are available. Price:
$995 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 100

MIRAGE SPEAKER
The front and rear panels of
the Mirage M890i carry matching
1 -inch titanium -dome tweeters and
51/2 -inch polypropylene woofers,
yielding a bipolar radiation pattern
suitable for both front- and
surround -channel application.
Response is rated as 38 Hz to 22 kHz,
on axis, and 38 Hz to 20 kHz,
30° off axis; usable bass response
(10 dB down) extends to 30 Hz.
Nominal impedance is 6 ohms

(4 ohms minimum). Price:
$900 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 101

Mordount Short Speaker

With its Performance 860,

Mordaunt Short returns to high -
end audio. The system uses two

61/2 -inch woofers, a 43/8 -inch

midrange. and a 1 -inch dome

tweeter to deliver frequencies
from 35 Hz to 25 kHz. Rated

sensitivity is 90 dB. at which level

THD is said to be less than 2°

To control resonances. the 860's
cabinet is made from Resin Rock
(a mix of concrete. Styrofoam,

and rubber), and the midrange
driver is decoupled from the box.
Price: $2,500 per pair.

For literature, circle No. 102

M & K Sound
THX Subwoofer
Unlike most other subwoofer

systems, the MX-150THX from
M & K Sound is said to meet
Home THX standards without
requiring a pair of cabinets. The
reason is a 12 -inch, push-pull,
dual -driver configuration that
is claimed to virtually eliminate
even -order harmonic distortion
while doubling sound output per
watt of amplifier power. This
sub's built-in amp delivers
150 watts rms, with a Headroom
Maximizer 1 circuit to prevent
amp clipping. For those without
Home THX controllers,
the subwoofer incorporates
a crossover that rolls off at
24 dB/octave above 80 Hz and
at 36 dB/octave above 125 Hz.
Price: $1,295.

For literature, circle No. 103

The upper section of
the Probe Audio Labs Jayde
system is a dipole, consisting
of an open -baffled, 6/ -inch
midrange driver and two
tweeters (a forward -facing
1 -inch driver and a
driver facing rear). The
vented bass enclosure below
holds an 8 -inch woofer.
Sensitivity is rated a high
92 dB, and recommended
power is 25 to 200 watts
per channel. Standard
finishes are light or black
oak veneer. Price: $3,495
per pair.
For literature, circle No. 104
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THE P PITIMATIC MOVPF EXPERIENCE.

LASERDISCS3 FOR JUST' lit
PLUS 1 MORE AT GREAT SAVINGS SEE DETAILS BELOW

Tales from the Crypt:
Demon Knight '1372200

Nell 1382100
The Making Of Jurassic Park
(Speck° Edition) 1372606

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective 1242908

Grumpy Old Men 1251503

Batman 1989)
Street Fighter
Unforgiven (1992)

Disclosure

'0642504

1384007

CLUB FAVORITES
Legends Of The Fall '1371301

Interview With The
Vampire '1364405

Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein (19,44) '1363803

The Shawshank
Redemption 1345503

Stargate '1334903

True Lies '1327105

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day '0233205

Clear And Present
Danger 1326305

Speed '1297407

Bladerunner
(The Director's Cut) 1097906

The Fugitive 1197706

Close Encounters
Of The Third Kind
(Special Edition) 1273002

The Professional

Predator

Predator 2
The Client

Blown Away
The Pelican Brief

The Wizard Of Oz

A Few Good Men

Patriot Games

Carlito's Way

The Abyss

The Sound Of Music

1364801

'0364901

'0104307
'1300409

'1291301

 1251305

0001404

1106301
' 1051309

 1229301

'0881102

'0003905

hilt

ForMA
*Gump

FORREST Gump

RETURN OF THE JEW
,THX) 1415900'

Star Wars (THX)
The Empire Strikes
Back ,THX

Goodfellas
Basic Instinct

JURASSIC PARK
1264001'

STAR TREK GENERATIONS

1382803'

'1416007

Home Alone 2:
Lost In New York

'1415801

-0969808

1033208

The Prince Of Tides
Jaws
Star Trek I:
The Motion Picture
Star Trek II:

1104900

'0847103
'0844605

'0203505

The Wrath Of Khan '0201301

Star Trek 111:
The Search For Spock '0201608
Star Trek IV.
The Voyage Home '0430603
Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country '1001007

Silverado '0181008

Sleepless In Seattle '1154905

Ghost '0826008

The Specialist '1341700

The Last Of The Mohicans
(1992) '1071406

The Hunt For Red October '0825000

Here's a great way to build a collection
of your favorite movies - on laserdiscl
Just write in the numbers of the 3
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange, you
simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs
in the next two years, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping/handling)-and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so
What's more, you can get still one more
movie for the low price of $19.95 and
have less to buy later (see complete
details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our
Director's Selection - plus scores of
alternate choices, including many lower -
priced laserdiscs. And you may also
receive Special Selection mailings up to
four times a year. (That's up to 17
buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want
the Director's Selection. do nothing - it
will be sent automatically. If you prefer
an alternate selection, or none at all.
lust mail the response card always

provided by the date spec )tied. And
you'll always have 14 days to decide; if
not. you may return the selection at our
expense

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership aler fulfilling
your obligation. you'll be eligitle for our
generous bonus plan. It enables you to
enjoy great savings on the 'novies you
want - for as long as you decide to
remain a member'

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send
details of the Club's operaticn with your
introductory package. If nct satisfied.
return everything within 10 days at our
expense for a full refund and no further
obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hovs a day:

1-800-538-2233Y

LASERDISC CLUB

Entertaining

I. (Ile Person

a: a lime.'

ROB ROT
1423201'

OUTBREAK
1389501'

*Letterbox

Backdrah
Cliffhanger
In The Une Of Fire
Maverick
Dragonslayer
(Remastere.1)

Junior
Robin Hood: Prince
Of Thieves

Drop Zone

055900.
114930
119010"
'1297203

'1352103
 1364504

Wolf

Darkman
Darkman II The Return
Of Durant
I.O.

Paper Moo i (Dir's Series)
The Piano

Ren And S impy: The
Essential Collection

Circle 01 F -lends

Philadelph a

Demolition Man

Pink Floyd: The Wall

E.T.: The E xtra-Terrestrial

The Silenca 01 The Lambs

0976803

'1364306
13149C6
'1375609

13721C1

'13819C4

138220
12378C9

'1411206

' 13811(2- - -
'12514(4
 11993C6

' 12938(2

"06811(6

08053(9

Total Recall

Bram Stoker's Dracula '1102904

Nighthawks 0101105

The Bodyguard '1105907

The Brady Bunch Movie 1381003

Under Siege '1077908

On Deadly Ground '1251909

Tank Girl '1389600

Little Women (1994) '1372903

The Hunted 1422807

Major Payne '1411404

Murder In The First '1371103

Bridge On The River Kwai
(Restored) '11.:1809

A Clockwork Orange '1356005

NEW RELEASES
Ferris Bueller's Day Off '0427302

French Kiss 1439603

Hideaway '1422708

Higher Learning '1381805

Immortal Beloved '1372309

Just Cause 1386408

Kiss Of Death (1994) '1422906

A Little Princess (1995) '1404201

Losing Isaiah '1413400

New Jersey Drive '1428903

The Quick and the Dead
(19,15i '1411107

Boys On The Side '1386309

Priscilla Queen Of The Desert '1345206

The Shadow '1297001

Nobody's Fool 1382902

Legend 0218008

The River Wild '1336304

Natural Born Killers 1327709

2001:A Space Odyssey '0844308

Journey To The Far
Side Of The Sun '1352400

Timecop '1332204

The Adventures Of
Baron Munchausen '0594309

rColumbia
House Losercbsc Club

Dept 20P, PO Box 1112, Terre Hauie, Indiana 478111112
Yes, please enroll me under the orms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need
to buy only 4 more selerrions. at rectal 31 Club prices, in the next 2 years.
Send me these 3 laserdists for 51.00 each -plus $150 each shipping and handling (total $750

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
1 995. piu. $

Val S2895)
4. .n me ne,o .' years.

Please Cneck How Paying: My check is enclosed A35/A27
Charge my introductory laserdiscs ard (eve Club purchases to- A36/A2 8
MasterCard Diners Club AMEX VISA Discover

Acct. No. Exp. Doi,

Signature

Name

Address Apt

City State

Zip Phone No (

Do ony of the following apply to yout141)
i own a Personal Computer t, o CD-ROM (2) 1.1plan to buy o PC with a CD-ROM r

'  ne This offer sod es so first vrne .  tea only limo one per household Colurnbra House reserves the
sht in request aMItionol inforrnarron reiee any oppcation or cancel any membership Offer imured a the consnentol U ;

Anskot Apply -able soles lax added so all orders 1i5-12P1t

1



AT'S NEW

SCOSCHE CD HOLDER
You sometimes open ......;...CDs on your car's sun visor,

CD jewel boxes en easy reach. The WS -12
e-handstwhile you are --holds 12 discs plus a pen,
iving xou car, don'tyau? Ore gouge, and a pair af-
also r insurance - ,:r_gkitsef., o tools are

disapproves of ieciu-i. rect.( installation.
Sc he's Vi -Visor

LAA1A1 AUDIO LAR
PREAMPLIFIER

The LI line -level preamp,
from Lamm Audio Laboratory,
combines tubes with high -
voltage MOS-FETs. Operation
is Class A from input to output,

with no overall feedback. The
LI has five inputs and two tape
loops, a signal -polarity switch,
balanced and unbalanced
outputs, and remote on/off
switching for Lamm power
amps. Price: $5,690.
For literature, circle No. 106

MONSTER CAF3LE FLAT WIRING
Monster Cable's 12 -gauge

SuperFlat and 16 -gauge
SuperFlat Mini cables are
designed for easy routing
along baseboards and door
frames or to lie flat under
carpets. Adhesive dots
included with the cable tack it
down; using corner trim
(available separately) will
give you neatly folded
corners. Prices: SuperFlat,
$1.50 per foot; SuperFlat
Mini, 75C per foot.
For literature, circle No. 107

VERSALAB RFI FILTERS
Signal cables. ike any

wires, can act as antennas

for ambient radio signals.

Running those cables

through Versalab's Red

Rollers is said to filter out

such radio -frequency

interference (RFI; so that it

is not passed on down the

audio chain. Filter action

starts at about 100 kHz.

with a gentle slope. Price:

S115 per stereo pair.

For literature, circle No. 108

GRYPHON AMPLIFIER
Named after a son of

Hercules, the Antileon stereo
power amp from Gryphon
Audio Designs is said to
deliver 100 watts per channel
in pure Class A, with
frequency response flat to
beyond 250 kHz. Its "Green
Class A" biasing system lets
you set bias just high enough
to ensure proper Class -A
operation with your speakers

and room, without wasting
electricity. (Gryphon's Elektra
preamp can automatically
reset this bias system during
volume adjustment and can
set the amp to idle when the
preamp is muted.) A display,
separately powered to prevent
noise leakage into the audio
signal, monitors the voltage of
your power line. Price: $17,750.
For literature, circle No. 109

AUDIO/JANUARY 1996
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THE HYMN ST SERIFS AMPLIFIERS

Listen Past the Equipment

and Experience the Music

as Intended

Once in a while an idea

comes along which represents

a significant step forward in

advancing the current state-

of-the-art. We feel our new

ST Series amplifiers exemplify

this unique distinction.

A new approach to low -noise,

low distortion signal -path

has produced a line of

amplifiers which is actually

quieter and more transparent

than any source material

currently available.

e. A

Music

for a

Generation

F?

Bryston ST amplifiers, from the top: 8B ST 4 channel 120 wpc, 5B ST 3 channel 120 wpc,
4B ST 250 wpc stereo, 7B ST 500 watts mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 120 wpc stereo.

-he Bryston ST innovation: our

ultra -linear "input buffer -with -

gain" substantially lowers the

distortion and inherent noise

floor - hearing is believing.

Completely separate power

supp ies for each channel elimi-

nate any crosstalk to ensure firm

focus and completely accurate

imaging of musical instruments.

3ryston Ltd, P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive, Peterborough, Ontario,
Canada K9J 7Y4 Tel: (705) 742-5325 Fax: (705) 742-0882

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Switchable gold plated RCA

unbalanced and XLR-1/4 inch

balanced inputs, with equal

gain, allows flexibility for multi-

channel system configurations.



"Cambridge SoundWorks
Home Theater For

For many speaker designers and
manufacturers, home theater is a
relatively new idea. But the people who
work at Cambridge SoundWorks -

including our cofounder Henry Kloss
(who also founded AR, KLH and
Advent) - have been involved with the
concept of home theater from the
beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs
and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded
Advent, the company that introduced
the first home theater audio/video
systems - complete with big -screen TVs
and digital surround sound. We have
had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators
of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry
Moss introduced the first consumer
products with
Dolby noise

Ow Center Channel Speakers

reduction over 20 years ago. And now
at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe
we have set a new price -to -performance

Our
Popcorn

standard for
home theater
components.

Because we
sell carefully
matched and
tested home
theater speaker
systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen,
you can save hundreds of dollars. We
believe the products on these pages
represent the country's best values in
high performance home theater
components. Audio critics, and thou-
sands of satisfied customers, agree.

Stereo Review said
"Cambridge
SoundWorks
manufactures
loudspeakers

that provide excep-
tional sound quality at

affordable prices." Audio suggested that
we "may have the best value in the
world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks

manufactures four speakers
for use as center channel

speakers in Dolby
Pro Logic home
theater systems.
All four are

Our Surround Speakers

magnetically shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer monitor.
Center/Surround IV is a compact, one-
way speaker identical to our Ensemble®
IV satellite speakers. $49.99. Center/
Surround 111 is a small, affordable two-
way speaker. $79.99. Center Channel is
identical to a Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic
shielding). $159.99. Center Channel
Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -wide
design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $222.99.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two
"dipole radiator" surround sound
speakers. Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator speakers for use
as surround speakers. The Surround has
a very high power handling capacity
and is often selected for "high end"
surround sound systems. Audio,
describing a system that included The
Surround said "In many ways the
surround sensation was every bit as
good as far more expensive installa-
tions." $399.99 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's
best value in a dipole radiator speaker.
$249.99 pr.



Opens The Way To Killer
An Affordable Frice."stereo Review

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a
heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an
acoustic -suspension cabinet with a 140 -
watt amplifier and a built-in electronic
crossover. Stereo Review said it pro-
vides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz
bass output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... they open the way to
having a 'killer' system for an afford-
able price." $699.99.

Our Powered Subwoofers

Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or crossover. It can
only be used in conjunction with the
Powered Subwoofer. $299.99. The new
Powered Subwoofer II uses a
120 -watt amplifier with an
8" woofer. $399.99.

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of

center channel, surround and
main stereo speakers.
The combination we
show here is our best
seller. It includes our
critically acclaimed
Ensemble dual sub -
woofer satellite speaker
system, our Center
Channel Plus and a pair
of our best surround

speakers, The Surround.
You could spend hundreds

more than its $1,219.97 price without
improving performance.

Complete Home Theater
Sound Systems

We offer a range of complete home
theater surround sound
systems, ranging from
$649.98 to $3,069.93.
The system shown here

Our Featured
Home Theater
Sound System

Our Most Popular Home Theater
Speaker System.

is incredibly easy to hook up and to
use. It consists of an Aiwa center unit
that includes a Dolby Pro Logic receiver,
CD changer, dual cassette deck, remote
control - and our Ensemble IV Home
Theater speaker system. It sounds
great, fits into any room, and sells for
an introductory price of only $899.99.

Factory -Direct Savings
The speakers in this ad are
available only directly
from Cambridge
SoundWorks, and through
cost-efficient Best Buy stores - so you
can save hundreds of dollars. Order
them, then listen in your own homes. If
you aren't completely satisfied, return
them within 30 days for a full refund.

To Order Factory Direct, For a
Free Catalog, Or For

The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR8034 HIFI

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
11 Needham Street. Suite I04jAN, Newta\IA 021o4

Tel:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
1555 Cambridge SoundWorks REnsembk is a repstered trademark of

Cambridge S,undWorits Inc KLH is a trademark of KLH. Inc AR and Ads ant are
Trademarks of International Arisen Inc Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated

with KLH. Ads ant or AR.

Fen
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AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Erratic Tape Levels
QWhen I record or play low-level sig-

nals, the output from many of my ana-

log cassettes (even brand-new ones) rises and

falls like waves, sometimes ceasing altogether.

This happens even when I record from digital

sources. I have been able to raise the low sig-

nal levels by using a stack of cascaded signal

processors, but the results are not perfect. Do I

need a different kind of processor?-R. Anid-
jar, Holon, Israel

ASince you experience this erratic per-
formance with both analog and digi-

tal program sources, we can rule out the
program sources themselves. And since you
don't mention the problem occurring ex-
cept on tape, I presume we can rule out
your amp and preamp.

A common cause of wavering sound lev-
els in analog cassettes is partial erasure of
the tapes by a magnetic field. If the edge of
the cassette faces a strong nearby magnet,
the tape will be partially erased; as the tape
unwinds in playback, you'll alternately hear
strongly erased sections (from the part of
the tape nearest the magnet) and weakly
erased sections (from the parts that faced
away from the magnetic field).

Another possibility is that something in
your deck's record or playback circuits
needs repair. If the problem occurs with
prerecorded tapes and tapes you have
recorded, check the playback section; if it
happens only with tapes you made yourself,
the recording section is more likely at fault.
It also pays to check the cables going to and
from your recorder. And try feeding your
tape deck's output signal into a different in-
put on your preamp, to make sure that in-
put isn't at fault.

You did not mention whether you were
using your signal processors before the
problem first arose. If you were, one of
them might be causing the difficulty. Try
eliminating all processors from your signal
chain, and run all signals directly from your
program sources to your deck and from the
deck directly to your preamp, integrated
amp, or receiver. If the problem disappears,
one of your processors is at fault. Try

adding your processors back into the signal
chain, one at a time, and listen after each
addition to see which processor brings the
problem back. Pay special attention to
processors that directly affect volume, such
as compressors, expanders, or noise gates. If
you have a noise gate, make sure you've set
its threshold properly so that it does not re-
move low-level signals.

CD -to -CD Level Variations
QMy "DDD" CDs seem to have signifi-

cantly less sound output than my
"ADD" discs. Because of this, I often have to

adjust the volume from disc to disc. Why is
this so? Or is it just my ears?-Steve Kim,
Lawrence, Kans.

AI often find differences in level be-
tween CDs regardless of whether they

are digital all the way (DDD) or originate
from analog sources (ADD). However, it
could be that digital masters tend to be
made with less limiting and compression,
which would make their dynamic ranges
wider but their average levels (and thus per-
ceived loudness) lower. And because mas-
tering engineers don't usually have to fully
modulate a CD, they may not always take
the trouble to ensure that they do.

CD Surface Imperfections
QOver the past two or three years, I have

been gradually replacing my LPs with

their CD counterparts. Most writers say that

a CD will have a long and useful life unless

air reaches its aluminum surface and oxidizes

it. But about a quarter of my CDs show small

imperfections, such as chips or cracks in the

plastic, black or white particles embedded in

the plastic, fingerprints, adhesive -tape marks,

marks that seem to be on the aluminum sur-

face, scuffs or scratches on the surface of the

"playing" side, and a colorful sheen on the
aluminum surface that could represent a
stain or a separation from the plastic. Dealers

are not usually thrilled to accept returns on

the basis of these common irregularities. (I

must admit that most of these discs play fine.)

Which imperfections will cause air leakage

and premature disc failure? This is very im-

portant to me because I am building up a
collection, and many CDs go out of print

Woelfer, Lancaster, Pa.

AI know of no way to tell whether a
CD that plays well when new will fail

later. None of my discs have failed, regard-
less of their surface appearance, yet some of
them date from CD's earliest days, when
production techniques were perhaps less
refined than they are now. The "colorful
sheen" you mention is probably normal,
caused by the way light interacts with the
disc's pits. Small scuffs and scratches are
usually invisible to the player's optical sys-
tem, which is focused beyond them, on the
aluminum layer. Fingerprints should wipe
off easily with a damp cloth (just wipe from
the center of the disc out, not in circles that
parallel its rim). You might also want to get
one of the repair kits designed to cover up
scratches and other imperfections, as these
products might keep air from attacking vi-
tal areas of the disc.

Speaker Impedances
QI usually don't listen to music and
movies at high sound levels, but some-

times I do like to crank it up. If I get new
speakers, will a 6 -ohm loudspeaker whose

impedance dips to 4 ohms give me any prob-

lems?-James Damiano, Dunwoody, Ga.
AWhether a loudspeaker whose imped-
ance dips as low as 4 ohms will prove

troublesome depends on your amplifier (or
the amp section of your receiver). Most
amps can handle this impedance; those that
have 4 -ohm power ratings should certainly
be able to. You're more likely to run into
problems if you drive two pairs of 4 -ohm
speakers at once, but your amp's manual
should warn you if such loads might cause
distortion or damage the amp.

Big Bass in Small Rooms
QA store owner recently told me that it

would take a room 55 feet long to re-
produce a 20 -Hz wave. If that's true, anyone

buying speakers capable of reproducing really

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 or
via E -Mail to JOEG10@delphi.com. All letters
are answered. In the event that your letter is cho-
sen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,
please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope.
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low bass would be wasting his money. But if

he's right, how can headphones produce bass

when there's only an inch or so between their

diaphragms and the listener's ears?-Jim
Kichak, Palmer, Alaska

ASubstantial bass can be produced in
small rooms. The problem is not

room size but room acoustics, which can be
trickier when the room is small. Positioning
speakers and listeners so that good bass will
be heard is often difficult. Standing waves
can make some bass frequencies loud at
certain spots and almost inaudible at oth-
ers. The larger the room, the more uni-
formly bass is distributed and the lower the
frequencies at which standing waves occur.

In headphones, we're not dealing with
waves but with changes in air pressure. Be-
cause of the tight coupling between the
'phones and your ears, the diaphragms act
like pistons, forcing the air in your ear cavi-
ty to move with them. Break the coupling
by pulling the earphones a fraction of an
inch away from your head, and the ear-
phones' bass will disappear.

Unbalanced Headphone Sound
QWhen I listen to my new receiver

through my new headphones, I find
that one channel of the 'phones is slightly
louder than the other. This is especially no-
ticeable on monophonic recordings. Is this
normal?- Name withheld

Ait is not normal, assuming that your
receiver's balance control is centered.

The problem could lie with either the re-
ceiver or the headphones. You can check
this by plugging your 'phones into someone
else's system or borrowing another pair of
'phones and plugging them into your re-
ceiver. If borrowed 'phones sound fine in
your receiver or your 'phones sound unbal-
anced on another system, then your receiv-
er must be okay and your headphones need
service or replacement. The opposite results
would mean your headphones are okay and
your receiver should be fixed.

Assuming the fault lies in your receiver,
check to see if the sound is still unbalanced
through speakers, with the receiver's balance
control centered. If the sound is balanced,
you have narrowed the problem to the volt-
age -divider circuit from which the receiver's
headphone output is derived. Before send-
ing it for repair, check the cleanliness, condi-
tion, and seating of the 'phone connectors.

Variable -Speed Tape Playback
QBack in the '40s, '50s, and '60s, many

of my relatives' conversations were
recorded on a number of different open -reel

tape decks. I would like to transfer these
recordings onto cassette, but some of the
recorded voices are noticeably higher in pitch

than they should be. Apparently, some of the

tape recorders ran a little slower than the one

I am using for the transfers, an Ampex 1461
having three fixed speeds. Can the Ampex be

modified so that tape speed can be ad-
justed?-John Park, Placentia, Cal.

AThe speed of your particular tape
machine's capstan motor depends on

the frequency of its power source. If, there-
fore, you can find a source of variable fre-
quency at sufficient power, you can connect

the motor to this source. You would adjust
the speed until the pitch of the voices on
your old tapes seems right to you. You
should disconnect the capstan motor from
the rest of the electronics but not feed the
electronics from your variable -frequency
source, lest the source be "dirty" and intro-
duce buzzes into the audio.

Some years ago I had a problem like
yours, and I used a DC -to -AC converter.
These devices, designed for boats or RVs,
produce 117 -volt, 60 -Hz AC from 12 -volt
DC. By substituting a potentiometer for
one of the resistors in the converter's oscil-
lator, I was able to vary the frequency above
and below 60 Hz. At its maximum output
of 200 watts, my converter would draw
about 25 amperes. Though a tape deck typ-
ically draws a lot less power, usually far less
than 50 watts, the drain on the DC source
will still be fairly high. You must either use a

hefty 12 -volt power supply or an automo-
bile battery. (If you're using a battery in-
doors, be sure to vent it when it's being dis-
charged or recharged.)

If you have a high -power audio amplifier
that has a 600 -ohm output ( frequently
found on public-address amps), you may
be able to drive the motor from it, feeding
in the signal from an audio -frequency gen-
erator set to about 60 Hz. Make sure that
the amplifier can handle the necessary pow-
er level on a continuous basis; even if it can,
it will run warm.

Revox (and others) made open -reel
decks with variable -speed motors. It might
be worthwhile to locate a machine of this
type for your application. A

Audio Catalog
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make unique,
critically -acclaimed speakers and music
systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of
AR, KLH & Advent). We sell them-and
components from companies like Sony,
Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-factory -
direct, with no expensive middlemen. Call
today and find out why Audio magazine said
we may have "the best value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
AIWA, Harman Kardon, Philips, Carver
and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, SAM -Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
croducts.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"Best Buy."
PC Magazine

Add our award -
winning $219.99
SoundWorks system
to your computer
radio. TY or Walk-

manfor
room filling
sound and

werful bass.

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Critically -Acclaimed. Factory Direct.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 1041AN, Newton, MA 02154
TeL 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4934 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
01995 Cambndge SoundWorks
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

ALMOST
GOLDEN

This, to my regret, is scheduled
to be the last "Audio ETC."
After 49 continuous years
with Audio, this is a thing I am

not yet able to believe, though
I am trying. So it is farewell.

We are all numerologists at heart. A

few years back, I realized that my
genes for aging were out of sync-I
didn't feel half as old as I ought to, nor
do I now. And so my numerical sense

began craving for a 50th anniversary!
So soon. And especially considering
that Audio would also reach its 50th at

the same time, at which point I might
retire in the grandest numerical glory
while helping the magazine celebrate
as only I can do-the sole living mem-
ber of the original Audio team and still

in astonishingly good health. Well,
numbers or no, it seems this is not to
be. My Friday the 13th is 49. And so I

join the intrepid California Gold Rush

Forty-Niners, who could not wait for
50 either.

Enough lamenting. I do not feel
any need to defend this column,
which has
veered more
and more to-
ward person-
al audio his-
tory as time
has marched
on. Events
that, for me,
were simply
everyday when they occurred now
seem to be incredibly distant and for-
gotten, ripe for renewal and for re-
valuation. So, in that mode, I bring
you our Beginning as perhaps
only I remember it within the audio
community.

It was not the first time I had wit-
nessed a special phenomenon, an es-
tablished organization giving shelter
to a fledgling enterprise desperately
in need of support in order to get
started. In 1924 my literary father
founded The Saturday Review of Lit-
erature in New York, breaking away
from the then conservative New York

Post, where he had edited a weekly
Literary Review. The Post was sold;
the new owners promptly tossed out
The Literary Review. Now, my Dad
was the smoothest raiser of hard
cash that I have ever known. In no
time he got the money he needed,
walked away from The Post with his
entire staff intact, and started a new
sheet-almost overnight-in the
very image of the old. In no time it
was well established, too, with spa-
cious (relatively) offices and a digni-
fied newspaper format. Money helps.

Only a short time later, Henry Sei-
del Canby (that is, Dad) was visited
by a group of young men who had
been his students at Yale University.
They had a brand new magazine idea
but absolutely no means to carry it
out-could he advise? Yes. But what
they most urgently needed (of
course) was a place to work, one
where they could hatch their unborn
baby. My father was sympathetic,
and in short order this junior crowd
moved right into a spare room or
two in The Saturday Review offices.
There they stayed for a considerable
time until they could afford a work-

place of their
own. The new
baby was chris-
tened Time, the
Weekly News
Magazine.

Audio? Move
forward some 20
years to that tur-
bulent, expan-

sive period right after World War II,
when at last "the duration," as we
liked to call it, ended. Then all heav-
en broke loose! Four years of enor-
mous exertion dedicated only to war
work had stalled progress in every
sort of civilian area. Everything

AUDIO?

I HAD NEVER HEARD

THE TERM BEFORE

I MET C. G. McPROUD

IN EARLY 1947.
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had been "frozen"-either suppressed,
rationed, or fixed in a prewar mode.

The first issue of this magazine, then
called Audio Engineering, appeared in May
1947. As you can imagine, it was a remark-
ably early example of the new urge to catch
up. (The first new cars, merely repeats of
1941 models, came in 1948.) Before that
May, planning and production obviously
had taken quite a while, though we were ac-

tually a conversion of an earlier and long-
time mag called Radio, with which our new
Managing Editor and
driving force (later
Editor and Publish-
er), C. G. McProud,
had been associated.
And so, January, 49
years ago this month.
Thinking must have
begun even before
that time and, I feel
sure, was largely

becoming a member of the audio commu-
nity at that time.

McProud merely heard me one day on
my (live) WNYC radio program, a com-
mentary on music (strictly classical), with
78 -rpm records for illustrations. Within
minutes, I like to think, he located me by
phone and asked me over to his place, only
a few blocks away. I remember nothing of
that interview except McProud's Siamese
cats, which when Mac said "Pssst" would si-
multaneously jump 6 feet in the air. No

matter. I was in! And
very soon Audio En-
gineering took off,
making an auspicious

beginning.
At the same time,

one other group of
engineers-no, not
young college grads
this time-was work-

ing on a parallel idea for a new organization
closely related, the AES. And who was right
in there but McProud. The idea was a splen-

did one, actually, and at a very favorable
moment, but the gentlemen lacked the
wherewithal to launch such an expensive
operation. More to the point, they desper-
ately needed what every professional orga-
nization must have, an official journal.

I do not think they had to ask McProud
and our new magazine for help. I expect he
offered it, very quickly. This was part of his
larger plan. By no means did all of his grand
and pragmatic ideas come off, but this one
did. The magazine Audio Engineering, this

very magazine, became the official Journal

of the nascent Audio Engineering Society. A
separate section of each issue was prepared
by the founders of the new Society, an orga-
nization still in the trauma of birth, like
Time in the '20s. I wonder how many of to-
day's AES officers are aware of this history.

Of the three AES titles that are presently
mine, the first, Charter Member, was not
my idea. McProud required it-or, should I
say, ordered it. At that stage the Society was
looking for names, I guess, and the more
the better. My other two titles are another
story-Fellow of the AES and, of course,
through the passage of time, Life Member.

As you may imagine, the AES Journal in

our magazine lasted only as long as was
comfortably needed for the AES to establish
its own publication, exactly as with Time
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AUDIO ENGINEERING

WAS A BOLD TITLE

FOR A NEW

TECHNICAL/CONSUMER
MAGAZINE.

due to McProud's
vision and drive, though others obviously
were aware that a new and separated tech-
nological area within the electrical field, au-

dio, was overdue.
Audio? Where the term came from I do

not know. Certainly I had never heard it be-
fore I met McProud, also early in 1947. Cer-
tainly, too, it was unknown to a public that
had bought millions of phonographs and
radios with "audio" inside! And unknown
to most engineers as well. So our name, Au-

dio Engineering, was a bold and forward -
looking title for a new technical/consumer
magazine.

But there was more to our Beginning,
and mine with it-a surprise to many now
though no more than everyday common
knowledge in the field when it happened.
There is a similarity between our then title
and that of the organization called the Au-
dio Engineering Society (AES). And that is
no coincidence.

McProud was always scheming and was a
calculated step or more ahead of himself in
his pragmatic thinking. This was no ideal-
ist! He was a tough hombre when he want-
ed to be, which was often enough, and as
ruthless as the next operator in any argu-
ment. But he had a most curious farsight-
edness that isn't supposed to go with such
operators-rather with intellectuals, artists,
and such. Otherwise, you understand, I
would not have had the slightest chance of
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"...THIS HAS TO
BE ONE OF THE

GREAT BUYS IN

HOME THEATER!"
- !Alit ur.1 1. !-mt, . 111ww I heater June I946

6 Product of
the Year Awards
in the past year

16 Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year

60 sinceAward1990

$1,966*
gets you this

spectacular home theater

system from Paradigm...

the number one choice

for critical listeners!

"If there's a better bong for the buck for home theater owners than this
Paradigm speaker ensemble, we haven't found it yet. And, it offers

one -stop shopping when it comes to matching speakers."
- Edward J. Foster. Home Theater Magazine. June 1995

Paradigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home
theater sound. Listen to this sensational system today!

Parcidi

and The Saturday Review. In both cases the

contribution to what became two enor-
mous enterprises was crucially helpful, if on

a minuscule scale.

I wickedly think that C. G. McProud
hoped to keep our connection going indefi-

nitely, to the greater glory of his magazine.

But that was only human, an understand-
able part of a sometimes vaulting ambition.

IN HIS FIRST YEARS

AS PUBLISHER,

McPROUD PRACTICALLY PUT

THE MAGAZINE TOGETHER

HIMSELF, BY HAND.

For all his scheming, he was the hardest
worker I have ever known. In his first years

as Publisher, he practically put the maga-
zine together himself, by hand-then, often
after midnight, he would stash the copy
into his big Cadillac and drive all night
from Mineola, far out on Long Island, to (I
think) York, Pennsylvania, where he would
oversee the actual press operation the next

day. That was part of the plan too.

The conversion of our title to plain Audio
was cleverly managed in a way that has al-

ways made me laugh. Instead of a dramatic

(or not so dramatic) overnight change, the
word "Engineering" simply began to shrink
on the cover, while the other word, "Au-
dio," got bigger and bigger. In a painlessly

short time, "Engineering" faded away, and
when it vanished nobody even noticed.

At my own 49th anniversary, I wish I
could depart as painlessly! Not possible but,

anyhow, happy 50th to all and-so long. A

retail

44011164440 1100 11 4444444444
At 01,1Si MPO 8. 2410. Nsarra Falb. NY 14302 (905)632-0180
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PARADIGM BIPOLARS CAN
BE EXPERIENCED AT THESE
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MONDO AUDIO
KEN KESSLER

BEAVIS AND
BUREAUCRATS

Globalization is something
we've been taking for granted
for years. I mean, the popu-
larity of Baywatch has proba-
bly done more to convince
the world that all American

women wear D -cups than anything
since Jane Russell in The Outlaw.
And you've got Italian teenagers
spouting "cool" and "sucks," cour-
tesy of Beavis and Butt -head, while
the French think that the American-
ization of the planet has gotten so
out of hand that they're trying to

make the use of English illegal in
business and advertising.

Hi-fi went global decades ago,
with a common language, interna-
tionally recognizable specifications
(even the Germans have all but dis-
pensed with DIN standards when it
comes to audiospeak), and the use of
English legends on faceplates every-
where but Korea. Yet schisms remain,

so it's appropriate that my first col-
umn of 1996 deals with what Eu-
rope's governing (commercial) body
is doing to consumer electronics.
They've created an "us versus them"
scenario that's splitting the planet
into two markets: Europe and every-

where else. And a company that opts
out of selling in Europe because the
new rules are so stupid will deny it-
self access to roughly a third of the
global market for hi-fi. I don't have
the exact population figures in front
of me, but the whole of the European

Economic Community (EEC) has
close to 300,000,000 potential hi-fi
buyers, far more than in the United
States.

Why is this relevant to an Audio
reader? Look through this magazine.
Count the number of reviews about
American -made products, not to
mention the number of ads. Look
through the October issue, the
Annual Equipment Directory,

to see just how much of the high end
is American. And nearly every one of
these companies owes much of its
health to export. The Japanese may
own the mass market, but the spe-
cialist sector is firmly Euro-Ameri-
can, with the emphasis on the latter.
High -end audio is one of the few
luxury industries that's dominated
by American manufacturers. And
now this near -monopoly is under
threat.

Before you start thinking protec-
tionism and trade barriers, I should
tell you that what's happening in Eu-
rope is not specifically designed to
prevent the spread of imports

through the region. Every manufac-
turer of products that take AC from
the wall has to meet the new stan-
dards, regardless of country of ori-
gin. European companies are in the
same boat as the Americans, the
Japanese, the Chinese, or anyone
else, so this really isn't a case of the
Germans protecting the Germans or
the French protecting the French.
(Surprise, surprise!) Rather, it's a
case of the dunderheads in Brussels
making life difficult for everyone
across the board, and the only people
who'll suffer will be consumers. And
small, specialist manufacturers. And
their employees. And their suppliers.
And their distributors and dealers
and ...

Very briefly, the new regulations
are designed to make sure that we in
Europe don't harm ourselves. It's a
brand of thinking so bereft of logic
that we still cannot believe it's actu-
ally happening. Before giving you

specifics, let me offer some analo-
gies. It's as if a government decided,
because some child cut himself with
a steak knife, that in the future all
knife blades must be dull. Or because 30
another child poked himself in the
eye with a pencil, all pencils must
have a minimum diameter of 2 inch-
es-er, sorry, 50.8 millimeters-but .g
no point.

There are a few stories, possibly :4
apocryphal, that attempt to explain
how this grannyish approach to elec-
trical goods came about. Naturally,
on a continent almost exclusively us-
ing voltages between 220 and 250
volts, people are a mite neurotic
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REVOLUTIONARY
WIRELESS PREAMP

ALSO UPDATES OLDER
COMPONENTS AND

SUBWOOFERS TO REMOTE
CONTROL....

No'so
6111111111111

If you own an older preamp, receiver, or pow-
ered subwoofer and are tired of Jumping up

and down every five minutes to fine tune the bal-
ance or adjust the volume, Chase Technologies'
RLC-1 Remote Line Controller was made to order.
This versatile, acoustically transparent preamp
lets you re -capture the convenience of remote
control performance without having to replace
any components you currently own.

PIREECLE2111aILIIIMER.
In most movies, as the drama unfolds from scene
to scene, the loud sounds are too loud and the
soft passages can barely be heard. The RLC-1
puts instantaneous home theater control right at
your fingertips by allowing you to easily adjust
the volume without interrupting the action.

EXTREMELY CLEAN. NOISE -FREE OPERA-
TION, More than the undeniable appeal of retro-
fitting your older components with remote con-
trol, the RLC-1 is a meticulously engineered pre-
amplifier that won't dilute or degrade signal qual-
ity. As Stereo Review noted, "...the RLC-1 is very
unlikely to introduce arty audible artifacts into
arty hi-fi system." Skeptical audiophiles will
appreciate the way the RLC-1 works via a con-
ventional tape -monitor loop - engage it for
movies. defeat it for critical listening. What could
be simpler?

USK-FREE FACTORY DIRECT OFFER, We're
so sure you're going to enjoy the convenience and
versatility of this remarkable preamp, we invite
you to audition the FtLC-1 in your home for 30
days. If for any reason you're not completely
satifisfied, simply return it to us for a full refund.

Please refer to key code AUD 313 when ordering.

RLC-1 Remote Line Controller. $119 ,$10

HTS-1 5 -Channel Home Theater Decoder. $99 ($10 SSH)
The award -winning S affordable IKV to alloy surround sound.

1-800 531-0631

TECI-INJOL_OG I ES
htp international

111 Second Ave., NE Suite 700A
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

FAX 813 896.7899

E-MAIL: ChaseTeekaaolcom
C.Cepyright 1995. Chase Techno4ogoes

about things with AC cables. And the Scan-

dinavians have grown particularly tetchy
about myriad forms of radiation, e.g., that

which pours forth from your PC monitor.
Add this all up, and you have fingers point-

ing at computers and mobile phones-the

fastest -growing market sectors in history-
as the causes of this decade's greatest safety

woes. With all that stray RF, it's surprising
we're not all walking around with green
hair and three heads, eh?

Because Brussels likes to overreact, the

mandarins have painted/tainted everything

with the same brush: If it uses AC power,
then it's evil and potentially lethal and our
citizens must be protected. However, the
new limits on emission of, and susceptibili-

ty to, RF are indicative of the stupidity that

the legislators have exercised, accusing all

hi-fi products of the same presumed sins as

mobile phones and computers. Don't these
cretins know that the audio community has

been fighting stray RF for decades? That
"we" use power supplies so overengineered,

compared to the crap in the typical PC, that

you'd have to turn to the military to im-
prove on them?

The mobile phone/computer problem is
but one alleged source of the EEC's con-
cern, however. The other is something that

Ripley's will have fun with in 50 years. Ap-

parently, some toddler managed either to
take an AC cable and plug it into daddy's

loudspeaker or to take a speaker cable and
plug it into the wall, which is possible be-
cause certain European countries have AC
plugs that are nearly interchangeable with

19 -millimeter (3/4 -inch) spaced bananas.

Because this unsupervised brat stuck some-

thing into the mains, every electrical appli-

ance, hi-fi component, and anything else
electrical now has to have completely insu-
lated plugs and sockets-even if the plugs or
sockets don't carry or conduct AC.

That's right. Banana plugs, RCA -type
phono plugs, and naked spade connectors

are all under threat, as are all -metal binding

posts and phono sockets. With the excep-
tion of existing XLR-type hardware, it looks

like every hi-fi component sold in Europe
will have to wear newly insulated socketry.

And even if this adds only $1 to each prod-
uct, you can imagine what it will do to the
cost of already expensive imports overall.

But it gets better. The rumor mill
abounds with tales of no more phono

stages because they're rife with RF. Other
sad tales relate to electrostatic speakers:
How do you keep a dimwitted Eurobrat
away from a grid awash with 10,000 volts?

And were you, perhaps, wondering about

the heat issue? Apparently there's a temper-

ature above which no exposed part of any

HIGH -END AUDIO

IS ONE OF THE FEW

LUXURY INDUSTRIES

DOMINATED BY

AMERICAN COMPANIES.

consumer product must go. Will we see
tube amps with cages the size of washing
machines, to ensure that the surface tem-
perature remains low enough? Just imagine

what life will be like, too, for companies
making hair dryers, waffle irons, toasters,

clothes irons, or anything else in which heat

is crucial to operation. Will the Euro-stove
of the future be required to heat up food by
wishful thinking?

Conspiracy theorists have already gone
to work with this one, though they needn't
have. The governing body of the European

Economic Community has proven for
decades that it embodies bureaucracy gone

awry, with nonelected officials making life
hell by banning cucumbers that curve too
much, certain types of beers and traditional
sausages, etc. As if they haven't enough
serious stuff to deal with, like pollution,
government corruption, screwed -up cur-
rencies, and unemployment. But the con-
spiracy buffs have a nice theory for this lat-
est turn of events. It goes like this:

Flaunting the new rules is a criminal of-
fense. One can go to jail for selling a prod-

uct that has no sticker certifying it meets
the new standards or for selling a product

that does have the sticker but doesn't meet
the standards, so the stakes have become

absurdly high. Testing, for example, could
cost as much as $1,500 per product. Now,
that isn't too painful for the manufacturer
whose line has only three models, but even
the tiniest high -end manufacturer might
have a half -dozen or more. For two pre -

amps, two power amps, a CD transport,
and a DAC, a company is looking at $9,000.
And that nine grand might otherwise have
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paid for a lot of advertising or wages or
parts. If you think about it, which compa-
nies can laugh off $9,000 or even $900,000?
Simple: the European and Japanese giants.
Hell, they won't even be paying outside
testers because they're wealthy enough to
have their own test laboratories. So one wag
suggested that these punitive costs are a way
of wiping out scores of small, even insignif-

icant, specialist manufacturers in one fell
swoop. But, you're thinking, why should a
company with sales in the billions worry
about, for example, some manufacturer of
tube amps with sales of $1.5 million per an
num? Simple: Add up the sales of all of the
high -end brands, and you'll see that the
chunk of the market they're taking is not so
small after all. But even if it amounted to
pennies, it's been suggested that the giants
would still want to wipe out the specialists
for one other, almost bizarre reason: ego.

Big as they are, the giants hate to see
themselves outsold, in any market sector, by

the little guys. That's especially true of the

IT LOOKS LIKE

EVERY HI -Fl COMPONENT

SOLD IN EUROPE

WILL HAVE TO WEAR

INSULATED SOCKETRY.

Japanese giants, who presumably had no
part in foisting these absurd rules on Eu-
rope. What's the one market sector where
the Japanese giants have almost no presence
at all outside of Japan? The high end. We all
know that the major brands make high -end
goodies, virtually none of which stands a
chance in the United States or Europe. So if
you wipe out all the opposition, bang! You
can start shipping out your awful flagship
dross to markets now starved of proper
high -end wares.

But that just might be paranoia. I, for
one, don't think that anyone at Matsushita
or Philips or Sony really cares about the
high -end market, because they don't want
to deal with lunatic audiophiles, irrational
retailers, psychotic journalists, or flavor -of -

the -month market instability. They have far
bigger fish to fry, so I still put this whole
mess down to simple bureaucratic idiocy.
Which, alas, we didn't take seriously when
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the regulations were first announced, more
than five years ago.

It was horrifying to learn, as recently as
last June, that most American high -end
manufacturers either hadn't even heard
about the new regulations or thought they
could ignore them. But the forces have been

mobilized, and the EIA (Electronic Indus-
tries Association) and AAHEA (Academy
for the Advancement of High -End Audio)
are doing all they can to smooth the way for

American manufacturers. Special mention
must go to Michael Elliott of Counterpoint,

who's been helping all and sundry wade
through the mass of regulations. And early
reports suggest that the larger and better es-
tablished high -end companies-Madrigal,
Krell, and McIntosh spring to mind-have
already dealt successfully with the various
issues.

Just after this reaches print, I will be visit-
ing the Las Vegas CES. I'm just hoping that,

when I write my show report for the Euro-
pean magazines, I won't be tormenting the
readers with tales of yummy hardware that
will be illegal in Europe. A

What a Concept!
.3 HI -END INTEGRATED STEREO TUBE

AMPLIFIERS STARTING AT$695

CONCEPT
Integrated Amplifiers:
Hook up a pair of speak-
ers. plug in the CD player
and you have a music
system -eady to go.

CONCEPT:
Tube Amplifiers:
Music Lovers acknowl-
edge tube amplifiers
deliver Power,
Reliability and First
Rat.? audio accuracy.

CONCEPT:
Hi End Amplifiers
starting at S695:
Jolida 3reaks the budget
barrier of Hi End amplifiers
with a sound that has
been described by our
customers as silky,
smooth. great sound
preserce. crystal clear
and even awesome.

Bring the concept
home...Hi End Audic at
affordable prices.

Jolida, Inc.
10820 Guilford Road, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701

Phone: (301) 953-2014 / Fax: (301) 498-0554
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the trouble with
ately there's been a lot of
discussion about jitter as a
source of degradation in
digital audio reproduction.
Although the engineers de-

signing the gear have always had to deal
with jitter, most audiophiles have probably
been left somewhat mystified regarding the
causes and consequences of this seemingly
new threat-something to dread without
knowing quite why. Jitter can add noise and
distortion to the analog output signal you
eventually listen to, but depending on its
severity and where it occurs, you may never
hear its effects at all.

by :hen C. `i Iitrnvan

Jitter is fundar-entally dfferent in that it
consists of timing errors u the tram itons
that represent bi7s in a d g-tal data s:ream,
which normally ire contrAed by very pre-
cise quartz-oscilator cl x.ks desired to
keep the intervals betwe2 t them exactly
even and correct for the sampling rate. Be-
cause we don't listen to the digital sig tai it-
self, jitter's effect; are ind sect rather than
direct and, unlike wow and lutter in analog

levels will not prevent error -free trawler of
digital signals from one device to aapthe-r.
When a signal enters or leaves the cigital
domain, however, conversion must -re per-
formed with very low jitter to prevcrt sig-
nificant distortion from being addec -o the
playback signal. In extreme cases, a couver-.-
er's clock might have to maintain :inin;
accuracy to within as little as 20 p ©sec-
onds, or 0.00000000002 second.

Figure 1 can help you visualize what suck

a specification means. Digital jitter :an be
defined as the time displacement of .:loci
signal versus a jitter -free ideal refermce.
The bottom two pulse trains in the Lgure

hat is digital jitter, where does it come from,
and how much does it really matter?

Perhaps the most common misconcep-
tion about jitter is that it is essentially the
digital equivalent of wow and flutter in ana-
log systems. There is a germ of truth in that
idea, in that both are in the category of
what are known generically as time -base er-

rors-inaccuracies or, more to the point for
our purposes, Instabilities in signal rate. In
the case of LP playback, for example, the
turntable is supposed to rotate the disc at
exactly 33% rpm. The inevitable moment -
to -moment deviations from that precise
speed constitute wow and flutter and mani-
fest themselves audibly (when they are large
enough) as pitch instability. The greater the
wow and flutter, the more wobble there will
be in the reproduced sound. This mechani-
cally induced distortion of the analog wave-

form also occurs in analog tape systems.

reproduction, never sound lice fluctuations
in signal speed, even though that is their
root cause. What jitter can do is create data
errors in the bitstream or add noise or dis-
tortion to the signal when it is converted
from digital back to analog. So if the inter
in a bitstream is allowed to become too
great, sound quality may deteriorate.

Jitter can arise when data is read back
from a storage medium (such as a CD),
transmitted, or processed through circuits
such as digital filters and AID (analog -to -
digital) or D/A (digital -to -analog) convert-

ers. The extent of the damage caused b' jit-
ter, and the complexity of implementing
cures for it, depend on where in the signal
chain the jitter occurs. Relatively high jitter

are just time -shifted versions of the top
one, which indicates a period of uncertain-
ty around each ideal transition time. Jitter
may occur as random variations in the tim-
ing of pulse edges (white -phase jitter), or it
may be related to the width of a clock pulse
("white FM" jitter) or to other periodic or
aperiodic events ("correlated" jitter).

One way of observing jitter is to use an
oscilloscope to display an "eye pattern"
(Fig. 2), consisting of multiple, overlaid

Ken C. Pohlmann is a professor of musicengi-

neering at the University of Miami in Coral
Gables, Florida. He is the author of several
books, including Principles of Digital Audio,

Third Edition (McGraw-Hill, New Fork,
1995), from which much of this article was
drawn.
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wactori 1, of the digital signal. Indistinct
plitu variations in :I -is pattern indi-

tic n leas sly ftirg signal transi-
yot_ (mn see, noise clos-

lically, wl-ilc jitter closes it

atfern shows th! dynamic varia-

tri e signal; bu,, a more insightful
:ictliodapioies the data signal to an F

)dulator connected to a spectrum a'

tr this will make the typeof jitter plain.

well as its amplitude and frequency. Ran-
dom jitter exhibits a broadbar.d ipectrum
and raises the noise floor in the analog sig-

nal reconstructed from the dLta. Periodic
jitter, on the other hand, will appear as a
single spectral line, at a low frequency for a

slow clock variation or at a high frequency
for a fast mariation; the reconstructed signal

may contain FM sidebands or modulated
noise. A ji,:ter measurement may be ex-
pressed as a peak -to -peak value or as a root-

PHOTOGRAPH/BILL KOJIRINIS

mear.-square (rms) value; ideally, the mea-

surement's bandwidth should be specifi!ii.
No single number can define the jitter's
spectral content.

1:10:1:Ice .litter :Is. Sim:piing jitte 
It is important to differentiate between

interface jitter (which occurs in digitalso-
digital data transfer) and sampling jitter
(which occurs when converting data into
and .aut of the digital dom lin). Interface lit-
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(Fig. i Variations in signal timing result in
time -base errors, known as jitter.
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'Fig. 2-The eye pattern shows noise a
timing variations in digital signals.

Although a PLL can provide some
jitter reduction, it may not be com-
plete. Consequently, the clock recov-
ered from jittered data will usually
be jittered as well. That's significant
because jitter remaining in the data
stream after it has been received can
cause potentially audible artifacts in
D/A conversion. Jitter can occur
throughout the signal chain and will
accumulate (or can be attenuated) as
it passes from one circuit to another.
Care should therefore be taken at
each stage to decouple the bitstream
from the jitter, so data is passed
along without data error or conver-
sion artifacts. Fortunately, even a
badly jittered signal can be reclocked
to an accurate and stable time base, a
process known as jitter attenuation.
In other words, it is possible to re-
move jitter from a data signal.

ter is not a concern unless it causes uncor- 'Transport litter
rected errors in the received signal. The re- Speed variations in tape and disc trans- jitter in 'Data 'Iranstnission
ceiver circuit of a digital input usually will ports (especially the former) can create jit- Jitter occurring when a data signal is
be able to read correct data values in spite of ter in the data signal. Such variations are conveyed through a transmission channel
relatively high jitter (and noise) levels in the can have many causes. The magnitude of
data, but extreme jitter can diminish the transmission jitter often depends on cable

Although phase -locked servo systems
can maintain relatively accurate and con-
stant transport speeds, there will still be
variations in the data rate off the disc or
tape. Such jitter can be removed by reclock-

ing the data through a buffer memory,
however. Buffering is normally required
anyway (in CD players, for example) for
data demodulation and error correction, so
transport speed variations need not be a
factor in the jitter ultimately seen by the
D/A converter. The reason buffering can be
used to eliminate transport jitter is that the
data output rate from memory can be inde-
pendent (within reason) of the input rate.
Consequently, an inconsistent data input
from the disc or tape does not prevent pre-
cise data output. However, the clock con-
trolling the data readout from memory
must be decoupled from the input clock,
because it is the output clock's jitter level
that will determine the jitter level of the
output data.

'itter can cause noise and distortion
in 4/'D or TVA conversion.

performance to the point where the signal
can no longer be retrieved, at which point
data errors would result.

In most applications, digital audio data is
coded to make it "self -clocking." Down-
stream circuits can then recover the clock
that was used to create the data stream, en-
abling them to reestablish the time base and
lock onto the data signal. It is therefore im-
portant for the receiving circuit to synchro-
nize with the incoming bitstream. For ex-
ample, in the face of unregulated speed
variations in a digital tape recorder, a re-
ceiving circuit using a clock with fixed fre-
quency would not be able to resynchronize
the signal, even if its rate were nominally
equal to the signal's clock rate. For this rea-
son, receiving circuits commonly use
phase -locked loops (PLLs) to align their
clocks with the data rate of the incoming
signal.

caused by eccentricities in the rotation of
capstan and spindle motors or other drive
components. Clocks and servos must be de-
signed to limit mechanical speed variations,
and input and output data must be
buffered to absorb timing variation, at least
to the point where the data can be passed to
or from the transport without error.

Servo control circuits are used to read
timing information from the data and gen-
erate a speed -correction signal for the tape
or CD transport (Fig. 3). In many cases, a
phase -locked loop is used to control the
servo. Speed control can be achieved with a
PLL by comparing the synchronization
words in the bitstream (coded at a known
rate) to a reference and directing a speed -
control servo voltage to the transport to dy-
namically minimize the difference.

characteristics. In general, the wider a ca-
ble's bandwidth, the lower the jitter level.
(For example, data may be literally error-

free with a bandwidth of a few hundred
kilohertz, but a bandwidth of several mega-
hertz may be necessary for satisfactorily low

sampling -jitter levels.) Data cables are also
prone to mismatched impedances and sig-
nal reflections from cable ends, so proper
termination is important.

Whatever the cause of jitter introduced
by the transmitting source and cable, po-
tentially (depending on whether the data
will be subjected to conversion) the receiver
has two tasks to perform: data recovery and
clock recovery.

When data is transferred but will not be
converted to analog at the receiver, only
data recovery is necessary. Interface jitter is
only a factor if it causes data errors at the
receiver. (For example, when transferring
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data from a CD player to a DAT recorder,
then to a workstation, and back to the DAT
recorder, only interface jitter is relevant to
the data recovery.) Nevertheless, jitter at-
tenuation may be required at some points
in the signal path so that data errors do not
occur. Relatively high jitter levels can be tol-

erated in transmission (for example, data
with 10 nanoseconds of peak jitter can be
conveyed without error).

When the data is to be converted to ana-
log, however, clock recovery is also re-
quired. Clock jitter is detrimental to clock
recovery because it may compromise the re-

ceiver's ability to derive a stable clock refer-
ence for conversion. Depending on the D/A
converter design, jitter attenuation may be
essential for satisfactory conversion.

A receiving circuit derives a clock signal
from the input data, uses the clock to recov-
er the data, and then regenerates a low -jitter
clock, using it as the internal time base to
reclock the data. (For example, a receiver
might read a synchronizing field from an
input data frame, place the data in a buffer,
regenerate the clock, and then output the
data with the accuracy appropriate to the
destination.) Using a phase -locked loop to
remove interface jitter can yield a sample
clock that is accurate enough to avoid po-
tentially audible jitter modulation prod-
ucts. To do this, an interface phase -locked
loop accepts the received signal as a timing
reference, measures the phase error be-
tween the reference and its own output, and
uses the error to regulate a voltage -con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) within the loop.
Once locked, the oscillator will run at the
reference frequency, yet be decoupled from
the reference, preventing jitter from passing
through the PLL on the output data or out-
put clock.

Some receiver circuits use a two -stage
clock recovery process. The first step is
clock extraction: The received clock is syn-
chronized so that the data can be decoded
error -free in the presence of jitter. An initial
PLL uses data transitions as its reference;
the PLL is designed to track jitter well, but
not attenuate it. At this stage, the sample
clock may have jitter, so the recovered data
may be sent to a buffer. The second step is
jitter attenuation: A second PLL, with low -
jitter clock characteristics, locks to the sam-
ple clock and retimes it with an accurate
reference, providing jitter attenuation. The

new, accurate clock is used to read data out
of the buffer.

Anyone who routinely copies data be-
tween floppy and hard disks can vouch for
the reliability of digital cloning. Unlike the
noise floor in analog copying, jitter is not
inherently cumulative in digital copying.
However, prior to D/A conversion, it is im-
portant for a receiver to limit jitter because
the clock circuits used in many converters
derive a timing reference from the received
clock. Alternatively, any converter
must clean the jittered signal, to re-
cover a suitable low -jitter clock.

jitter in .WD and
`13/..1 Conversion

Jitter must be controlled through-
out the digital audio chain, but it is
most critical at conversion points. Jit-
ter must be minimized in the clocks
used for both A/D and D/A converters
to keep noise and distortion in the
output analog waveform as low as
possible. Because jitter in a clock sig-

nal can increase as the signal moves
through wires or circuit -board traces,
the low -jitter clock should be placed
physically close to the converter.

For lowest noise and distortion, au-
dio samples must also be acquired at
the A/D converter with an accurate
time base. That is, the sampling rate
must remain as nearly constant as
possible, with precisely equal intervals
between samples. The effects of jitter
on an A/D converter's clock can be
similar to the frequency modulation
used in FM radio: The input frequen-
cy acts as the carrier, and clock jitter
acts as the modulation frequency. Jit-
ter tolerances tighten as the audio sig-
nal frequency increases. Steve Harris
[see References] has shown that if
white -noise clock jitter with a 2 -nano-

second peak level is applied to a suc-
cessive -approximation, 16 -bit A/D con-

verter that does not use oversampling,
then that converter's theoretical dy-
namic range of 98 dB will be degrad-
ed to 91 dB (Fig. 4). Harris estimates
that peak jitter of less than 400 pi-
coseconds will result in artifacts that
decrease the dynamic range by less
than 0.5 dB. By other estimates, a jit-
ter specification of 250 picoseconds

will allow 16 -bit accuracy from a full -
amplitude, 20 -kHz sine wave. Only then
will the jitter artifacts fall below the
quantization noise floor.

The integrity of samples taken from a
perfectly clocked A/D converter will be de-
graded if the D/A converter's clock is jit-
tered, creating the problem of the right
samples at the wrong time. The time devia-
tions introduced by jitter will result in in-
creased noise and distortion in the output
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analog signal. Fortunately, the distortion in
the output waveform is a playback -only
problem; the data itself may be clean, await-
ing only a more stable conversion clock.
The samples are not wrong; they are only
being converted at the wrong times.

The severity of jitter's effect on D/A con-
version is related to the type of converter.
The worst case for white -phase jitter on a
conventional resistor -ladder multibit D/A
converter occurs with a full -amplitude sig-
nal at half the sampling frequency. Depend-

ing on converter design, a jitter level of no

Because jitter control is critical at the
D/A converter, and accurate sampling -

clock recovery is always challenging at the
converter, it is more efficient to create a
highly accurate master clock directly at the
converter and send this clock signal back to
the transport, thus controlling jitter at the
outset. This is more difficult to engineer
when the transport and converter are sepa-
rate components than when they are inte-
grated, though "master -clock synchroniza-

Conclusion
Jitter must be controlled at every stage of

the digital audio chain. Jitter at an interface
is relatively benign, and if a receiving circuit
can recover a data signal without error, jit-
ter is not a factor. This is why data can be
easily cloned from one device to another
without error. Jitter is more critical when
sampling, however; an A/D converter must
be accurately clocked, and clock recovery is
also important prior to D/A conversion.

Although jitter is difficult to measure
and completely specify, traditional analog

coping jitter low is Harder when
the transport and (WIT converter are separate.

more than 1 nanosecond is necessary to ob-
tain 16 -bit performance from a resistor -

ladder converter. A tolerance of half that
level, 500 picoseconds, is not unreasonable.

Some digital components may contain
clocks with poor stability, in which case jit-
ter may cause artifacts to appear just 70 or
80 dB below maximum output. When an
oversampling digital filter is used in front of
a resistor -ladder converter, the converter's
sensitivity to random (white -phase) jitter is
reduced in proportion to the oversampling
rate. Low -frequency (correlated) jitter is
not affected by oversampling, however.

Low -bit D/A converters can be very sen-
sitive to clock jitter or not particularly sen-
sitive, depending on their architecture.
When the converter output is a true 1 -bit
signal, jitter pulses have constant ampli-
tude. In a single -bit converter in which the
output is applied to what is known as a con-
tinuous -time filter, random jitter is signal -

independent, and jitter pulses will appear in
the output even when no signal is present.
A peak jitter level below 20 picoseconds
may be required to achieve 16 -bit noise per-
formance from a 1 -bit converter with a
continuous -time filter. Some low -bit con-
verters use switched -capacitor ("discrete -
time") output filters; because a switched -

capacitor filter will settle to an output value
regardless of when a clock edge occurs, it is
inherently less sensitive to jitter. A properly
designed switched -capacitor converter's jit-
ter tolerance is similar to that of a resistor -
ladder converter operating at the same
oversampling rate.

tion" facilities are becoming increasingly
common in at least high -end CD transports
and D/A converters. In most cases, the con-
verter component must receive the digital
bitstream and carefully recover a low -jitter
clock. Audiophiles have sometimes report-
ed hearing differences between different
kinds of digital cables. That could be attrib-
utable to a D/A converter whose design is
inadequate to recover a uniformly stable
clock from the input bitstream. But a well -

designed D/A converter with a stable clock
will be immune to any variations in the up-
stream digital signal path, as long as data
values themselves are not altered.

measurements, such as total harmonic dis-
tortion plus noise (THD + N), can be used
to evaluate the quality of any output signal
and will include effects caused by jitter. In-
deed, given the wide variation in jitter sen-
sitivity of different converter designs, such
measurements are a far more reliable index

of performance than measurements of the
jitter level itself. For now, jitter is probably
not a significant limiting factor in well -de-
signed, high -quality digital audio equip-
ment, but as new generations of digital for-
mats and components come to market,
with longer word lengths or higher sam-
pling frequencies, the jitter tolerances re-
quired to maintain full performance will
become more critical. A
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The Best Subwoofers In The World!

"...This sub also added a great deal of clean and subtle depth to ochestral music

that has lots of lows."

"...Everything sounded great with this sub, which went a I the way down to 23 Hz in

my living room .. and blasted out 104 dB SPL when playing solo."

...A bravura performance."

-Tom Nousaine Sound & Iriagie Magazine
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or mahogany finish. In addition, the MS3 and MS4 are also available in the

custom Ebony finish and the MS1 and M52 in the arctic white.

Custom finish, from top Birch.
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Sound Dynamics -A 918-15 C.
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A R T N Y L

LTHOUGH THE SPECIALIST PRESS-

INGS WE CALL "AUDIOPHILE 131SCS" HAVE

BEEN AROUND SINCE THE 1950e, THE WATERSHED

LABEL OF THE GENRE HAS TO BE MOBILE FIDELITY

SOUND LAB. WHEN IT EMERGED IN THT: LATE
1970s, IT DID ONE THING THAT MOST OF THE
OTHERS WERE INCAPABLE OF DOING: MOBILE

FIDELITY OFFERED KILLER PRESSINGS OF FAMOUS MATERIAL.

INSTEAD OF SOME OBSCURE HAS-BEEN BORING YOU TO
DEATH WITH AN ORGAN RECITAL OR SOME GERIATRIC JAZZER

CAUGHT NEAR -DEAD DURING HIS LAST JAM, MOFI'S TITLE

INCLUDED WORKS BY THE ROLLING STONY', STEELY DAN, 1111

BEATLES, FRANK SINATRA, THE KINKS,

NATALIE COLE, AND OTHER ARTISTS

WHO NEEDED NO INTRODUCTION.

HERB BELKIN, THE COMPANY'S PRES-

IDENT SINCE 1979, HAS STEERED THE
LABEL FROM ITS PURE ANALOG ORIGINS

INTO THE DIGITAL ERA AND BACK AGAIN, ENSURING THAT

MOBILE FIDELITY PLAYED A MAJOR PART 1'4 WHAT HAS BEEN

REGARDED AS THE LP's REVIVAL. HE TOOK THE TIME 10 TALK

WITH ME AT THE SUMMER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW,

DISCUSSING IN HIS INIMITABLE MANNEE SUCH TOPICS AS
THE INSANITY OF OPENING AN LP PRESS NG PLANT IN THE

19905 AND THE CONTINUED SURVIVAL OF ANALOC IN THE

DIGITAL ERA. K.K.

about Mob le Fidelity and how it's perceived. I
thine we actually do ourselves a disservice by being straight

and honest. We do n't hype anything. And I think that we've be-
come a company tEken for granted by people like you.

By me?!
No, not lot personally. But you've helped me realize something. I'll
give you an example. It's not really negative, but this is the reality:
When [names a competitor! leaves the scene-which they will-
they will have brought nothing to the business other than clever se-
lection of repertoire and marketing. They're not a technology com-
pany, and they have no investment in technology. They rent their
engineer, they rent their cutter, they rent their pressing -plant space.

On the other hand, all we do is keep
building technology.

We build a record plant, and no-
body gives a damn. I've gotta tell you
something-it's the most unusual
record plant on earth. It's built like a

CD plant. The few people who have come to it stand there with
their mouths open! I can't get anybody interested in it. And you
know wny? We've been doing this the right way for so long that it's
ho-huir to people. It's crazy. And you made me realize it.
People mem to acknowledge that you put your money where your
mouth is and made a factory. That has not gone unnoticed.
I understand. But if we ballyhooed stuff and made up lines of bull-
shit about what we're doing and who we are, we'd get much more
attention. It make:. me.. .
You're not exactly what I'd call "ignored." You get a large amount
of press. more mainstream press than any of the other specialist
audio labels.

THE AUDIO INTERVIEW

ilia Kiri aI I

Before the tape recorder was switched on, we were discussing mat-
ters of "audiophile credibility."
And you clarified something that's been troutling me for months,
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Only because we're so much bigger. This year Mobile Fidelity will
do more business than the rest of the audiophile record industry
combined. And it has nothing to do with any of them. It has to do
with a perception people have.
But you're almost considered mainstream!
My pet peeve right now is that there's a particular audiophile re-
viewer whose only bitch with us is that he doesn't like our reper-
toire. He doesn't talk about the content of what we've done; he's
skeptical about why we've picked something. What a stupid thing
to do! Let him spend 4 or 5 million dollars on a company, and he
can pick the ones he wants.

Perception -wise, and that's the point I'm trying to make, I don't
know if there is anything that I can do about it. That reviewer has
never written up the GAIN [Greater Ambient Information Net-
work] mastering system, which is much more interesting than any-
thing anyone else is doing. I look at the coverage of HDCD, and I'm
amazed. HDCD is unproven. Nobody has it; there is no HDCD yet!
[This interview took place before the release of the HDCD-
processed Neil Young Mirror Ball CD and the
release of the majority of latest -generation
CD players with HDCD-ready D/A convert-
ers.] I'm gonna get the fourth or fifth ma-
chine, because if it works, I'm gonna inte-
grate it into GAIN. I don't know if it's going
to work. Half the people who have listened
to the HDCD sampler disc sit there and say
it's terrific, while the other half say it's not
very good.

It's not been that easy a ride for HDCD.
I don't know yet myself. The chip concept is
an excellent idea, and if it works I'll incorpo-
rate it into our GAIN program. We've already
figured out how to do it, to tell you the truth.
That's what we're about. Every day, we've got
to figure out a better way to do what we did
yesterday. That's what our job is. It ain't
about making money. We're lucky that in the
last five years we've made enough to build a

plant, to do other things. But nobody re-
members that there was Nautilus and Direct-

Disc Labs and Crystal Clear and Sweet
Thunder. You know what? There were
22 audiophile record companies be-
tween 1978 and 1984-where are they
now? Oscar Ciornei of Sheffield Lab
told me this morning that he's record-
ing new artists, and Telarc has become a mainstream classical and
jazz label. Which leaves us just with Tam Henderson of Reference
Recordings. Chesky didn't exist in those days. So it's Reference
Recordings and Mobile Fidelity.
When did LPs start to taper off for Mobile Fidelity?
It's simple. In the fall of 1990, I was in Japan for a meeting with the
Victor Company-JVC. The managing director of the audio disc
plant told me that JVC had come to the decision that the plant
where they made our LPs would be torn down and rebuilt as a CD
plant. We had six months to decide what to do, to give them some
orders and then they would be done. That was the end of it.

At that point we proceeded to order a year's supply of LPs. We
mastered some more things and sent them off to JVC, while I went
off on an odyssey trying to find a new partner to make phonograph
records. I went to Sweden, Switzerland, Japan, Germany, Taiwan,
and Korea. Everywhere I went they were closing down pressing
plants. I wound up with three choices. There were companies in
Switzerland and Bremen, Germany, and there was RTI in Califor-
nia. I chose the company in Bremen.

As we were working out the details of making these high-quality
records, PolyGram announced that they were closing down their
plant, and they gave all of their pressing business to the company in
Bremen. They then turned to me and said, "We don't have time to
Mickey Mouse with you." So after spending months with samples
and tests, I was out on the street again.
So what did you do?

Now my choices were down to two. I returned to Switzerland, and
lo and behold, the plant there had agreed to be the backup for Bre-
men if they overloaded. So again I'm out in the street. This took me

up to early 1993. I then offered to buy into
RTI and made Don McGuinness a proposal.
He then told me that he had just signed a

contract with Scientology and didn't need a
partner. So I said, hey, that's terrific. By now
I'm in the latter part of 1993. And then, as so
very often happens in life, serendipity entered
into it.

I got a call from a guy I had known years
before, who said that Westwood One, a radio
syndicating company, owned a plant that
previously had made records for Nautilus
and Crystal Clear. Westwood One had used it
tor 10 years to satisfy Army/Air Force net-
works and their own, and they decided to go
to CD. So they told the employees that if they

wanted to keep their jobs, they had to find a

way to fill the plant up. They called me.

I went down there in a flash and said okay,
let's start. Three months go by, and we're be-
ginning to get some fair samples. Then West-
wood One was sold to a big radio company.

That took about 60 days, and we then got
a call from the guys we were working
with. They said, "We just heard they're
going to close our plant. They don't care
about you. However, we told them that
you might be interested in buying it."

I called the head of finance and said, "I'm interested in buying
the plant. Give me a number." He gave me a number, we negotiat-
ed, and we had a deal. But when I went down there to sign the pa-
pers, he announced that they had one change to make. Now, this
plant had been in Burbank, California, for 19 years, and they said,
"We'll do the deal except you have to take on the responsibility with
the Enviromental Protection Agency for what's there under the
ground."

I said, "Excuse me? Who knows what you guys have done?" They
did plating there. So I said, "I can't do that." And they said, "We're
not going to sell you the plant unless you do that. We have some-
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body who'll buy it that way." So I said, "Good luck," and I left. Be-

cause I knew that couldn't be true.
The guys who were running the place were beside themselves be-

cause they could see themselves out of work. f.bout a month went
by, and I got another call from the head of fir ante. He said, "The
only way we can sell you the plant is if you accpt this responsibili-
ty. You didn't get this from me, but if you malty an offer to buy the
equipment, I think maybe we can make a deal. '
How many pressing machines did they have?
Eight. They were the finest presses made, by 13olex Alpha, a com-
pany in Sweden. Two of them were still in the c riginal packing; they

had never been used. Two others were the moat recent models that

they had made before production
stopped in 1984.

Again, serendipity occurred: I could
not have made the 200 -gram record if I
had been in business with RTI. Their
presses were not capable of making 200 -

gram LPs. So I couldn't have done what I
wanted to do in the end if I had gone the
other way.

In all of life I've discovered that "ge-
nius" is generally an after -the -fact phe-
nomenon. Serendipity has really played
a great part in the events that have al-
lowed us to survive and prosper. And
this was one of them. I was bound and
determined at one time to make a deal
with RTI. But we could not have made
the record we are making today, which
we call the Anadisc 200. I could make a
real UHQR (Ultra High Quality Record-
ing) with the presses we have, which is
an additional 20 to 30 grams.
Is 220 to 230 grams the maximum that'
sensible? Beyond that, is the extra vinyl
superfluous?
I think so. My belief is that the 200 -gram level [with Anadisc] is go-
ing to do exactly what the 220 to 230 would have done without it.
That's what I'm hoping. Time will tell. That was the idea; I didn't
want to make several forms of records.
In the briefest of terms, please describe Anadisc 200.
Anadisc 200 is the coming together of two different technologies,
one having to do with pressing. We use our own vinyl fo-mulation
and our own proprietary approach to pressi ig, manufacturing on a
200 -gram record. We press no more than 450 strikes from a set of
stampers, and then it's finished. That's the physical end.

The other end, which is how an Anadisc gets to the point of the
stampers, is the GAIN system. Nelson Pass c esigned the exctronics,

specifically for half -speed cutting, eliminating all of the h.storic im-
pediments to clear information transmissim. We think we have a
state-of-the-art system. Normally there's a mut 42 different stages
in the signal path, compared to five with Nelson's work.
So it shortens the signal path?
Absolutely.
And you were immediately blown away by the audible gains?

You bet.

I seem to have gotten us off track and interrupted your tale.
Well, we did arrive at an agreement to buy the Westwood One
plant. Mobile Fidelity bought everything in the building that could
be moved We put the entire factory on flatbed trucks, a wagon
train that 'vended its way from Burbank to Sebastopol (in Northern
California'. It was very quick. But then we put everything in stor-
age. I felt that if we were going to do this, we should do it the right
way. I dec ded we should design a plant from the ground up, and I
wanted it :o be as competitive with a CD factory as possible.

All LPs. whether commercial or audiophile, were made in com-
mercial kctories, with special attention given when the records
were audiophile. We had an opportunity to build the frst audio-

phile pressing plant. And because of the
community in which we're located, we
could also make it an environmentally
friendly one.

It took us six months to build the
plant. We have air, moisture, and elec-
trical filtration. We placed certain pieces
of equipment in soundproof environ-
ments, we brought in the most energy -
efficient boilers we could find, and we
built our own cooling system. We took
every conceivable step to make this, by
'90s standards, a state-of-the-art factory
for LPs.

Even better than what the Japanese
had at the LP's peak?
Oh, yeah. Our Japanese supplier had a
great factory, but it was intended to
make commercial records and only a
couple of presses were allocated to us. It
was clean, though, like our factory is. I
mean, you can have a picnic on the floor
in our factory. You go to any other
plant, and the difference is almost
shocking. But we went one better:

Nothing goes outside. We recycle all of the water, and there are zero
emissions and no leakage from this plant. The technology really
didn't exist when the Japanese were making records. This is a 100%
environmentally friendly pressing facility. And we return nothing
to the atmosphere, to the sewers, the water system-zero.

There is nothing else like this plant. People who have come up
have been awed, truly awed.
Are you doing pressing for any other labels?
No, although there are two or three people who we might work
with. We look at our plant as an R & D facility. We have not put all
eight presses on line; we have four on line right now.
Which came first, Anadisc 200 or the new pressing plant?
They were completely separate. When we brought Nelson Pass,
Mike Moffat, Torn Tan, and our own in-house engineers together to
start reviewing what would become the GAIN system, we looked at
it from every aspect, starting with the tape machine. And that in-
cluded a path through the digital in and out, as well as a path
through the analog outputs. That was the beginning-we were go-
ing to do that no matter what, because it was my belief that we
would find the right way to make the phonograph record again.
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So for what parts of the process do you still have to go outside?
Just two parts. In terms of supplies, we don't make lacquers, which
are the transfer vehicle from tape to LP format. That's alchemy-
it's not even black magic. We have two domestic suppliers, Apollo
in California and Transco in New Jersey. Each of them is also a re-
source for styli, which is the other replenishable aspect of disc mas-
tering. We bring those things in.

The other part is plating. We work with Ed Tobin to create some
unique steps in plating. We have a good relationship, a mutually
reinforcing one, and he is the best. And again, plating is an art.
[Mobile Fidelity, like Classic Records and some other companies
still pressing vinyl, used the services of the legendary Ed Tobin at
James G. Lee Record Processing for this crucial stage in production.
Tragically, Tobin was murdered not long after this interview took
place. At the request of his clients, Tobin had been training two oth-
er employees in the skill of LP plating.]
What was the first LP to come off the presses?
Muddy Waters' Folk Singer. The first records came at the end of
1993; we had to have them in time for the Consumer Electronics
Show, shortly after New Year's Day. We pushed ourselves beyond
what we thought we were capable of. We made

those records, but we didn't feel that we were
truly operational until the following May.
What problems did you encounter?
The mistake we made was acting on our own
exuberance. We took those first LPs to CES,
and we returned with orders. But we then
had to make these things, and we weren't that
good. We still aren't. This is a work in
progress; I don't know if we'll ever be as good
as I want us to be. The nature of what we do
is that we're. . .unfinished goods. Our reject
rate at the time of the Muddy Waters album
was 50% for the first quarter. We have now
gotten our reject rate down to about 12%. I
think 10% is probably attainable.

It all has to do with attention to detail. If
the people who are making records don't
have the discipline that we require, they don't
have that attention to detail. So we literally
have to "grow" our own staff. The
biggest fights I have in the whole com-
pany are with the guy who runs our
plant. For 20 years he's been making
records, and he thinks we're crazy. We
have to quality -control him, and he's
the guy who's supposed to be quality -controlling us. It's a great game.

Each of our machines is like a child. They have different tem-
peraments, different personalities. So we're confronted with differ-
ent kinds of problems. We're currently rebuilding each of our
presses, one at a time. We're only going to put six up and will save
two for cannibalizing and to use as prototypes if we have to ma-
chine parts. And if we have the demand, we'll start a second shift.
Some audiophiles would ike to think that the future is black and
round and analog, and there have been articles in the mainstream
press about a vinyl revival.

It's several cult things, a mixture of several different influences. You

have these alternative bands, like Nine Inch Nails and Pearl Jam,
who want to ensure that their fans have an opportunity to buy a
cheaper version of their music, which the LP still would be. That
was their belief. They forced their labels to get initial pressing runs
in vinyl, which created a certain buzz.

And there still remains a limited digital backlash. I'm not sure it
has anything to do with content. Digital, at its inception, promised
an exceptional amount that it should never have promised. And
people bought into it based on those promises. With a great deal of
patience, they waited. And now, more than 10years down the road,
a lot of those promises have not been fulfilled. So many people be-
lieve that although digital is interesting and convenient and quiet, it
is different. After they've had an opportunity to experience analog
again, they're not sure that the quiet and the convenience are worth
the difference. And that's what this is all about. The LP is not for
everybody and is not a threat to the mainstream music manufac-
turer. The LP is a return to the audiophile's roots, but this is proba-
bly less true for the older audiophile than the younger one, frankly.

I've had young people come into our booth at shows, and I've sat
them down and played them recordings, A/B'd stuff in blind tests.

Every time, they've preferred the LP over the
CD. They think I'm lying to them when I tell
them the results. We have a store at Mobile Fi-

delity, and people come out of the listening
area talking to themselves. Because they really
do hear the difference.

So you're pleased with the response to your
return to LP manufacturing?
Absolutely.

How long was Mobile Fidelity without vinyl?
Three and a half years.

Was it hard getting back into selling LPs?
The sad thing is, during that time the nature
of retail changed so dramatically. Now we're
getting into the sad testimony of what's hap-
pened to the retail business, not only in
America but in other parts of the world. The
guys who are the big users and movers of CD
have no interest in the niche business of vinyl,

and the hundreds and thousands of small in-
dependent audio and record retailers
have been annihilated by huge super-
store chains. I have people now whose
only role is to search out and find small
independent retailers where we can place
our LPs. Because as a policy, Mobile

Fidelity will not sell its vinyl releases to the chains.
Tower? Strawberry's?

No, sir. If they want to buy them from a distributor, they might be
able to do that, but I'm not selling to chains. I feel an enormous
sense of guilt in growing and being successful and having left a lot of
my independent dealers behind who couldn't compete. This product
is exclusively available to specialists. That's the way I want it to be. I
want our LPs to be in the hands of people who have collectors and
audiophiles as customers, who would use our LPs as reference discs
and will also buy them because they're in love with the concept. So,
no, we will not make them available to mass merchandisers. A
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1. Enough power to rock a city block.
Great sound takes a lot of power. That's why Adcom's GFA-5800 power ampli-

fier is built around an enormous toroidal transformer. The kind that makes most

high -end stereo buffs listen and take notice. It has the highest power -to -weight/

space ratio of any transformer design on the market. And $ mice it is

designed with totally separate secondary windings and independent ground

connections, each channel is completely isolated from crosstalk and AC line interference. Clear, powerful sound.
rs\

The kind your neighbors love to hear.

2. Front end power. In addition to the GFA-5800's main

toroidal transformer, two separate "front end- transformersare also tiserl These

additional devices isolate the front end input stages from the main output section.

And by using two transformers, one for the left channel and one for the right channel,

any peak demands from the output stages will not decrease the operating voltagesfor the input

sections. This design also contributes to ideal separation at the inputs for better soundstaging and more precise imaging.

3. Huge power supplies. Adcom's GFA-5800 power amplifier

does something that most amps only dream of. It hasexceptionally large capacitors,

(over 100,000 microfarads of total filter capacitance), thatare able to store large amounts

of DC current for supply to the speakers. This large storage capacity means that the

amp won't be starved for power when you're driving low impedance speaker

systems. Now your speakers and your music sound the way you expect

them to, all the time.

4. Circuitry that's in a class by itself. The GFA-5800's glass epoxy circuit board

is a testament to simplicity of organization and outstanding sound. Using single -ended Class "A"

circuitry in the front end, Adcom's GFA-5800 delivers the pure sound that other amplifiers

only talk about. And because the gain devices are biased by constant current

sources, they won't change their bias under changing temperature or

dynamic conditions. All devices are 40144
precision matched for flawless performance &-

(and negligible distortion, producing a high

damping factor and higher output currents.



5. Transistors that sound like tubes. All transistors in the
signal path of the Adcom GFA-58(X) are 100% International Rectifier Hextets. Hexfet circuits are reference

grade, hybrid MOSFET transistors. These innovative circuits surpass conventional MOSFET technology,

providing superior performance, consistency and reliability. Hexfet circuitry produces all the punch and muscle

of bipolar devices with the sweeter sound of tube amps. The use of Hexfet circuits creates an efficient board with

direct gain paths. The GFA-5800 only has three gain stages while comparable amps can

have five stages or more. The shorter the path of power resistance, the better the sound. AN%.

6. Cool running heat sinks. Making a reference

class amplifier that delivers superior sound under ail conditions is one thing.

Making sure it runs cool enough so it won't overheat is another. With Adcom's

GFA-5800 you get both. Because of it's oversized toroidal transformer, front end

transformers and MOSFET circuits it requires an active cooling system to dissipa:e

the heat that all superior power amplifiers create. By combining a state-of-the-art

heat sink design with a micronized cooling fan, the GFA-5800 can blow air through

a tunnel in the heat sink and dissipate up to 1500 watts on a continuous basis. This way your hottest tunes can stay cool.

7. No hassle speaker hook ups. The GFA-5800 comes with versatile binding posts for

easy speaker hook-ups. Accepting either standani stripped or "tinned" wires, single or dual

banana plugs or spade lug connectors, the GFA-5800 is a great match for any system. And

since it can drive virtually any speaker system, regardless of its impedance, even the most

demanding speakers will sing beautiful music. Additionally, the GFA-5800 also comes

equipped with two sets of binding posts for each channel. These extra binding posts allow

the GFA-5800 to accommodate speaker systems that have "bi-wire" capabilities for extra

output compatability.

8. Great sound from the outside in. Adcom makes sure that the sound created

by your other components is flawlessly transfened to the GFA-5800's balanced power and optimum circuit technology.

The GFA-5800 is equipped with two types of input connectors for

complete compatability, "Tiffany style", gold-plated RCA jacks and

XLR jacks. The GFA-5800's professional grade three pin

XLR jacks provide both positive, negative and shield proper-

ties. The result is a balanced line connection between the GFA-

to electromagnetic and radio frequency interferences and

and your other components. This connection is almost

provides a great reduction in "common mode noise".



9. More quality than you bargained for.
Dollar -for -dollar the Adcom GFA-5800 out-perfonns any power

amplifier on the market. Its dependable technology and efficient use

of the highest quality parts makes it one of the most sought after

audiophile products in recent years. And because it's an Adcom

component it will benefit from a high resale value and an outstand-

ing dealer service network. After you hear the GFA-5800 you'll

agree that it's an incredible value in high end audio.

10. Make sure it's an Adcom.

Pt'

THE UNITED STATES OF All E I ICA

The most important detail to look for before you buy your next amplifier is the Adcom name. Adcom audio components

are designed to be second to none. It's this driving passion for accurate, musical sound and performance that has made

Adcom components sought after by the discriminating audiophile. Through its combination of technology and innovative

engineering techniques, the Adcom GFA-5800 is quite possibly, the best amplifier you may ever hear. From its toroidal

transformer and giant capacitors to its revolutionary heat sink assembly and reference grade Hexfet circuitry, the Adcom

GFA-5800 was built to be the best amplifier money can buy. Listen to all the details the GFA-5800 has to offer at your

Adcom dealer today. We're sure you'll agree that the GFA-5800 is tnily a sound investment.

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390 -1130  Fax: (908) 390-9152
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC., Montreal. Quebec (514) 344-1226 details you can hear
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Anyone who has been around

the audio industry for as long
as I have can't help but remi-
nisce over the early days of
high fidelity, when brands like
Fisher, H. H. Scott, and Har-
mah Kardon dominated not
just American hi-fi but the
world's. And always at the top

of the list was McIntosh. All
but Harman Kardon are now owned by
Asian giants. But McIntosh, though now
owned by Clarion, a Japanese company, is a

case apart. McIntosh still designs and, for

the most part, assembles products in up-
state New York.

Physically, ergonomically, and cosmeti-
cally, the McIntosh MCD-7009 is most dis-

tinctive. It's large for a CD player, and its
glass front panel glows invitingly. Five
good-sized and well -spaced sculpted but-
tons lie on each side of the central display.

On the left are "Open/Close," "Repeat,"
"Stop," "Pause," and "Play"; on the right
are "REV" (reverse), "FF" (fast forward),
"Back" (track skip backward), and "Next"
(track skip forward). The last button, which

is red instead of black, is "Power." A red
lamp above "Open/Close" blinks as the tray

opens and closes and glows continuously
when a disc is loaded. Another lamp, above

"Pause," indicates when that function has
been activated.

From the remote, you can control all
aforementioned functions except opening
and closing the disc tray and turning power
on and off. You can also access tracks di-
rectly via numbered buttons on its keypad.

The remote's keypad and "Clear" button,
together with a "PGM" button, can be used
to program as many as 20 tracks for play-

back in any order. Program memory is re-
tained even after the selections have been

played or stopped. The program memory is
released by pressing "PGM" once again or

by pressing "Stop" twice.

Dimensions: 53/4 in. H x 171/2 in. W x

15 in. D (6.8 cm x 44.5 cm x 38.1 cm).

Weight: 22 lbs. (10 kg).

Price: $2,750.

Company Address: 2 Chambers St.,
Binghamton N.Y. 13903; 607/723-
3512.

For literature, circle No. 90

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

McINTOSH MCD7009
CD PLAYER

You can check the memory by using the
"Review" key; each tap displays the next
program in the queue. Individual programs

can be deleted by using

"Review" to access the
specific program and
pressing "Delete." You
can add programs by
advancing to the de-
sired point in the queue

with "Review" and then

entering the new pro-
gram with the remote's
numeric keypad-even
after programmed
playback has begun.
"Delete" can also he
used in conjunction
with the numeric key-
pad to skip over particular tracks; the
maining tracks will then be played in con-

secutive order. You can inspect what's left in

the queue by following the "review" proce-
dure outlined above. This McIntosh play-
er also can be programmed to pause at

any point (for exam-
ple, when you want to
turn over a cassette
that you're dubbing
onto) by using "Pause"
as if it were another
program in the queue.
When you're reviewing
the contents of the
program memory, the
MCD7009 displays
track number, program
number, and total

THE MCD7009

IS DISTINCTIVE

PHYSICALLY,

ERGONOMICALLY,

AND COSMETICALLY.

re-

programmed playback it3

time, so it's easy to -..L2
determine when you

have accumulated enough time to fill
one side of your cassette. When you're
playing a lineup that contains a pause f-
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command, the total -remaining -time display

shows the time remaining to the pause point.

You can program more than one pause into
the queue but not consecutive pauses (which,

in any event, would be meaningless).

The "Single" button can be used to play
one track simply by pressing it and entering

the track number. The single -play mode is

released by pressing "Single" again. "Single"

can also be used in conjunction with "Re-

peat" to repeat a single track. Used alone,

"Repeat" replays the entire disc; if you use

10k 206

the "A -B" button to mark start and

stop points, "Repeat" replays that

particular section of the disc. Musi-

cians find this handy to analyze a

specific passage, and it's a feature

relatively few players provide these

days. If a program lineup has been

memorized, "Repeat" replays the
contents of the memory.

The remote carries "Index"
search keys, another now -rare fea-

ture that I appreciate. An "Auto
Space" pad inserts about 4 seconds

of silence between tracks, and it
can be toggled on and off. When
the "Fade" key is pressed during
play, the output level gradually di-
minishes and the MCD7009 paus-

es; pressing "Fade" again will re-
sume play and fade the level up.

The "Time" button selects dis-
play of elapsed time on the current

track, remaining time on the cur-
rent track, or total remaining time
on the disc (or to the next pro-
grammed pause). I found the dis-
play unusually legible.

The back panel is straightfor-
ward: gold-plated RCA jacks for
the analog line outputs and coaxial

digital output, a Toslink optical
digital out, and two means of inter-

facing with McIntosh preamplifiers
or system -remote components: a
"Data In" jack for components that

have a McIntosh "CD Data Port"
and a seven -pin DIN jack for those

that don't. A small slide switch en-

ables you to defeat the digital out-

puts when they're not used.

Measurements

All of the test measurements
were made with the CBS CD -1 test

disc. Where only one data point is given, it
is for the left channel or, where the possibil-

ity of significant interchannel differences
prompted separate measurements, for the
worse channel.

As far as these test results go, McIntosh

devotees will find relatively little to com-
plain about. Converter linearity, in particu-
lar, is exemplary, as seen in the plot of lin-

earity error (Fig. 1) and the plot of total
harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N)
versus level (Fig. 2). It's relatively rare to

find a CD player whose worst -case linearity

error is barely more than 1 dB at -90
dBFS-and that's on an undithered track of
the test disc. With a dithered track, the -90

dBFS worst -case (left -channel) error is only

0.29 dB (0.34 dB at -100 dBFS), and the
right -channel error is virtually zero all the

way down! The fade -to -noise curve in Fig. 3

tells a similar story, with an average error of

less than 2 dB down to, perhaps, -113 dBFS.

Linearity measurements are made using

1 -kHz recordings, where full-scale distor-

tion can be expected to be low. The
MCD7009 fares relatively less well in the
test of THD + N versus frequency, which is

taken at a series of points from 20 Hz to 20

kHz (each tone recorded at full level). As
you can see from Fig. 4, distortion rises
gradually above 2 kHz and spikes up
sharply at 18 kHz. This likely results from a
combination of high -frequency conversion

inaccuracy (perhaps due to jitter) and a
marginal reconstruction filter that permits
intermodulation of the signal's harmonics
with the carrier. The rather unusual rise in

frequency response above 8 to 10 kHz, seen

in Fig. 5, lends credibility to my hypothesis

about the MCD7009's reconstruction filter.

On the more plebeian side, this player's
output level was about a decibel greater
than the "standard" 2 volts, the output im-
pedance was adequately low, and its chan-

MEASURED DATA

Line Output Level: 2.2 volts at 0-dBFS
recorded level.

Line Output Impedance: 1,100 ohms.

Channel Balance: ±0.03 dB.

Frequency Response: +0.32, -0 dB, 20
Hz to 20 kHz.

THD + N: At 0 dBFS, less than 0.061%,

20 Hz to 20 kHz; at 1 kHz, less than
-91 dB from 0 to -90 dBFS and less
than -94.7 dB from -30 to -90 dBFS.

Linearity Error: At -60 dBFS, 0.01 dB;
at -70 dBFS, 0.15 dB; at -80 dBFS,
0.42 dB; at -90 dBFS, 1.07 dB.

A -Weighted S/N for Infinity -Zero
Signal: 118.3 dB re 0 dBFS.

Quantization Noise: -91.8 dBFS.

Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 95.7 dB;
A -weighted, 98.5 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
114.9 dB from 125 Hz to 16 kHz.
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nels were exceedingly well bal-
anced. The channel separation was
superb in both directions, averag-
ing about 115 dB, and A -weighted
noise from the "digital -zero" track
of the test disc was vanishingly low.

Taken together, these specifics tes-
tify to excellent analog circuit de-
sign and layout. This opinion is re-
inforced by spectral analyses of the
digital -zero and -60 dBFS, 1 -kHz
tracks of the test disc (Fig. 6). Hum
related to the power supply, the
only "line" components of signifi-
cance within the audio band, is
about -120 dBFS at 120 Hz and
-125 dBFS at 240 Hz from the dig-
ital -zero track on the test disc.

The quantization noise and dy-
namic range tests exercise the D/A
converter (the former over the
converter's full range, the latter us-
ing the 1 -kHz, -60 dBFS test
track). Therefore, this data reflects convert-
er noise and distortion as well as the noise
and distortion contributed by the analog
circuitry. Although the MCD7009 did not
do particularly poorly in these regards, it set
no new records either-and, indeed, could
be better.

Use and Listening Tests

I could not help but be dazzled by the
McIntosh MCD7009's tasteful illumina-
tion, clearly defined controls, user friendli-
ness, and well -conceived features. Nor
could I be anything but impressed by its
smooth, silent operation. Its disc tray, for
instance, glides open and closed with the
surefootedness and silky smoothness of a
pampered cat. Unfortunately, I did not find
the player's sound as silky or as surefooted
as its mechanism.

I have always been impressed with Mit-
suko Uchida's ability to coax bell -like clari-
ty from the tenor and soprano registers of
her piano while maintaining a solid bass
foundation. Yet on the MCD7009, her new
recording of Schumann's "Carnaval" and
"Kreisleriana" (Philips 442 777) seemed
plagued with an unusual treble brittleness
coupled with a relatively weak bass line.
Further, I found it difficult to distinguish
between the two violins Itzhak Perlman
used to record the J. S. Bach solo sonatas
and partitas (Angel ZDCB 49483). Accord -
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ing to Perlman's notes, he used his
Guarneri del Gesti for most of the record-
ing but the Stradivari of 1714 for the C ma-
jor and A minor sonatas. On some players I
can distinguish between the instruments,
but both were rather scratchy on the
MCD7009.

Matters improved somewhat on works of
larger scale: the Borodin symphonies with
Neeme Jarvi and the Gothenburg Sympho-
ny (DGG 435757), the Handel "Messiah"
by The English Concert conducted by
Trevor Pinnock (Archiv 423631/2), and the
Bach-Malloch "The Art of Fuguing" con-
ducted by Lucas Foss (Sheffield Lab 10047-
2-G). The MCD7009 was especially adept at
preserving the ambient "tails" that are
particularly well recorded in the Handel
work, and I found the width of the sound -
stage quite good. It lacked depth, however,
and I still felt the sound was overly bright in
the treble and lacked a really firm bass
foundation.

The nostalgia that McIntosh causes to
rise in my soul may work to its disadvan-
tage, for I must admit this feeling likely in-
fluences the standard to which I hold the
company. The MCD7009 is not a bad play-
er, and I would not wish to discourage any-
one from buying it. But in my opinion, it is
not a great player, and I find it hard to ac-
cept less than greatness from this venerable
company. A

LI Crutchfield Park. Dept. SR. Charlottesville. VA 22906
-11
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The Experts
On M&K

Satellites And
Subwoofers

44.

S -100B

S-90
...response, from 500 Hz to 20 KHz, was among the
flattest we have ever measured...."-Sferee Review

S-5000 and MX -5000
1 had much fun with the M&K's loud and clean
capabilities, their effortlessness. and the vast

quantities of clean bass they can generate."
"If you also have a home theater and need very high

performance speakers, the M&K system is one of the
best. I recommend it."-Audio

S-80
"Extremely clear, with lots of detail and ambience"

"'A' for Sound Quality"-Sound aood Image

S-90/MX-90
* * * * * (fwe stars)

"Home theater sound and dedicated audio sound, so
often in conflict with each other, coexist beaitifully in

the M&K S-90 and MX -90 system."
"These are without a doubt among the finest speakers

available at 'real world' prices, reproducing stereo
musicality and home theater multichannel sound with

exquisite delicacy and fidelity."-Video Review

You've Heard the Experts
Now it's your turn. Hear 'he three

dimensionality and massive deep bass horsepower of
M&K Satellites and Powered Subwoofers.

MILLER 8. KREISEL LAC
SOUND CORPORATION

10391Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232
(310) 204-2854 Fax: (310) 202-8782

hittp://www.mksound.comfmksound

Stereo Review, Audio,
Sound & Image,
Home Theater Technology,
Video Review...

S-100B/S-80/MX-100 System

'This system kicks. It got my
blood flowing and got me
excited about what I could
listen to next...) couldn't get
enough...."

*Superb sound coupled with
extremely flexible placement
make this a home -theater
system to be reckoned with.
Highly recommended for both
movies and music.'
-Home Theater Technology

V-125

V-125 Subwoofer

"The V-125 reminds me of a
young Muhammad Ali: It's
smooth and deft when that's
required, but when the time is
right it slides in and pounds
you silly."

"With the V-125, low bass is
just the way you want it-
strong, tight, anc muscular.'

Speaker Test Rank:
#1 (of 17 tested subwoofers).
-Sound & Image
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
D. B. KEELE, JR.

MISSION 735
SPEAKER

Quick: Which speaker company is
Number One in sales in the United
Kingdom? KEF? B & W? No, it's ac-

tually Mission, according to GFK, a
leading statistics -gathering firm in
the U.K. Mission was founded in

1977 and is now part of the Verity Group,
which includes two other well-known U.K.
speaker companies, Wharfedale and Quad.

Last summer I visited the plant where
Mission manufactures its high -end loud-
speakers and electronics. I was extremely

impressed with the production and ware-
house facilities, which operate with a level
of automation, efficiency, and cleanliness
that I have not seen in any other speaker
plant. Farad Azima, Mission's founder, had
the plant designed to be environmentally
friendly, using natural resources sparingly
and minimizing pollution.

Currently, Mission exports two lines of
speaker systems to the United States, the re-

cently introduced 73 series ($249 to $1,099
per pair) and the upscale 75 series ($800 to

about $2,000 per pair), which has been on
the market since early 1994. The company
will soon add a completely revised and up-
dated Cyrus electronics line to its U.S. offer-
ings, including amplifiers, preamps, CD
players, and home theater components.

The Mission 735, at the top of the 73 se-
ries, is a tall, slender tower that contains
four drivers: two 7 -inch woofers, one 7-

inch woofer/midrange, and a 1 -inch tweet-
er. Although Mission describes the 735 as a
three-way system, it is actually a modified
two-way design with three identical
woofers. The bottom two operate in a vent-
ed box, the top one in a smaller sealed
chamber. All three work at low frequencies,
while at higher frequencies the bottom two
woofers are rolled off and the top woofer
operates as a midrange driver up to the
crossover frequency (specified as 3.2 kHz),
where the tweeter takes over.

The 735's cabinet is made from medium-

density fiberboard; the front panel is 3/4 inch
thick, and the rest is of %-inch material. In
addition to a shelf that divides the cabinet
into two chambers, there's a single internal
brace that connects the side panels in the
larger bottom chamber, to minimize side -

panel vibration. Spikes are provided and
can be screwed into the bottom panel of the
cabinet.

A custom -designed, injection -molded
front baffle, made from a mica -loaded
polypropylene, covers the front of the cabi-
net and, according to Mission, provides op-
timum acoustic loading for the drivers. The
molded front baffle is also said to partially
decouple the tweeter from the woofers, to
reduce intermodulation distortion. The
port, 23/4 inches in diameter and 5 inches

Rated Frequency Response: 60 Hz to
20 kHz, ±2 dB; +0, -6 dB at 35 Hz.

Recommended Amplifier Power: 25 to
150 watts.

Dimensions: 413/4 in. H x 8 in. W x 13
in. D (105.9 cm x 20.3 cm x 33 cm).

Weight: 35 lbs. (15.9 kg) each.
Finish: Satin black ash.
Price: $1,099 per pair.

Company Address: 400 Matheson
Blvd. East, Unit 31, Mississauga,
Ont., Canada L4Z 1N8; 905/507-
0777.

For literature, circle No. 91
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ter is partially decoupled
from other drivers by the molded
panel design.

long, is molded into the bottom of the pan-

el. The port is flared at its exit to reduce tur-

bulence, and it contains an internal
strengthening vane that gives it a distinctive

look. The grille frame, made of injection -
molded plastic, attaches to the front panel
with a combination of pegs and press -fit

couplings.
The molded front panel looks like a sin-

gle structure with separate mounting bezels

for each driver. In fact, however, it is four
interlocking subpanels with the bezels
molded in. To gain access to the bottom
woofer requires removing each of the three

higher interlocking subpanels, which are
fastened by a total of 16 screws. The port is

on the bottom of the fourth subpanel. It
took me several minutes and a lot of head -

scratching to figure all this out!
The three long -excursion, 7 -inch woofers

have see-through polypropylene di-
aphragms with rubber surrounds, mounted
in stamped -frame baskets. A large ferrite
magnet generates high magnetic flux for
the 11/4 -inch -diameter voice coil. The

THE MISSION 735'S

VENTED -BOX WOOFERS

ROLL OFF TO LET ITS

SEALED -BOX WOOFER

HANDLE THE MIDRANGE.

closed -back, Ferrofluid-cooled tweeter is a

ring -radiator design with a 1 -inch

metal/polypropylene dome. The dome it-
self is covered by a protective metal screen.

The 735 employs what Mission describes

as a "straight -path crossover network [that]

minimizes component -induced
distortion, which would otherwise
color complex, dynamical pas-
sages." The crossover is wired
point-to-point and mounted on
the back of the input connection
cup, at the bottom of the rear pan-

el. It contains just four compo-
nents: one resistor, two ferrite -core

inductors, and one capacitor, all of

high quality. Connections between

the crossover, drivers, and input
panel are made with 18 -gauge
stranded wire. The wire is soldered

to the crossover and connected to

the drivers with clips.

The bottom two woofers, which
are connected in series, are fed
through a large inductor that
forms a first -order low-pass filter
at about 260 Hz (the -3 dB point,
as determined by electrical mea-
surement). The top woofer is fed
by a much smaller inductor that
forms another first -order low-pass

filter, at a higher frequency. The
tweeter is driven from a series re-

sistor -capacitor network forming a

first -order high-pass filter. No driv-

er -impedance compensation net-
works are used. At low frequencies,

all three woofers operate together,
with the top woofer in parallel with
the series combination of the bot-

tom two.
Input connections are via a pair

of five -way binding posts on the
bottom rear of the cabinet. The ter-

minals are spaced 1/4 inch apart, so

standard double -banana plugs will

work. The two sets of terminals normally
are linked by straps that can be removed for

bi-wiring or biamplification. Wire up to 1/s

inch in diameter (10 -gauge) can be accom-

modated by the terminals.

Measurements

The Mission 735's on -axis anechoic fre-

quency response is shown in Fig. I. Mea-
surements were taken 2 meters from the
front of the cabinet, on an axis between the

woofer/midrange and the tweeter, 4 inches

down from the top of the cabinet. A signal
of 5.66 volts rms was applied (equivalent to

4 watts into the rated 8 -ohm nominal im-
pedance) and then referred back to I meter
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Fig. 1-One-meter, on -axis
frequency response.
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with a 2.83 -volt rms input (equivalent to 1
watt into the rated 8 ohms). I used a combi-

nation of ground -plane and elevated free -

field measurements to derive the curve
shown, which was averaged with a tenth -

octave filter.

The curve in Fig. I is fairly smooth, with
minimal roughness. It fits a fairly tight, 7 -
dB, window (+3, -4 dB referenced to 1
kHz) between 55 Hz and 20 kHz. The over-

all curve's level drops somewhat above 2
kHz, with two moderate dips at 2.2 and 8

kHz and a peak at 12 kHz. Below 2 kHz, the

curve is flatter, with a slight rise between 80

and 500 Hz and a hump between I and 2
kHz. Below 50 Hz, the response rolls off at
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about 12 dB/octave. With 90 dB as

a reference, the response is 3 dB
down at 55 Hz and 6 dB down at
45 Hz. Below 8 kHz and above 10

kHz, as you can see in Fig. 1, the
grille causes only minor response

variations. Between about 8 and 10

kHz, however, the grille reduces
the response some 3 to 4 dB.

The Mission 735's sensitivity,
from 250 Hz to 4 kHz, averaged
out at 90.5 dB, just slightly above

the manufacturer's 90 -dB rating.
The right and left speakers
matched fairly closely, ±0.75 dB
from 100 Hz to 20 kHz.

Figure 2 shows the phase and
group -delay responses of the 735,

referenced to the tweeter's arrival

time. The phase curve is quite
smooth and well behaved. Aver-
aged between 500 Hz and 3 kHz,
the group delay indicates that the

woofer/midrange output is delayed
behind the tweeter's by about only

0.25 millisecond. The delay is due
to a combination of electrical delay

through the crossover and physical

misalignment of the drivers'
acoustic centers.

The waveform phase curve in
Fig. 2 primarily indicates that
waveforms will not be preserved
over any significant bandwidth.
(This is typical of all but the hand-

ful of speakers specifically de-
signed to maintain near -constant

waveform phase.) Only between
about 400 Hz and 1.2 kHz does the

waveform phase stay near zero,
which means that waveshapes may

be preserved somewhat, in positive

polarity, for signals band -limited
to this range. The jumps in wave-
form phase at 90 Hz and 5.1 kHz
result from the way the curve is
plotted, not from any discontinuity
in the speaker's response.

Figure 3 shows the 735's ener-
gy/time response. The test parame-

ters accentuate the speaker's re-
sponse from 1 to 10 kHz, which
includes the upper crossover re-
gion. Although the main arrival, at
3 milliseconds, is quite sharp and
narrow, it is followed by lower -lev-

el arrivals, 21 to 22 dB down and delayed
about 0.2 to 1.2 milliseconds.

The 735's horizontal off -axis responses
are shown in Fig. 4. (The bold curve at the

rear of the graph is on -axis response.)
These curves are quite well behaved and ex-

hibit no high -frequency rolloff above 10
kHz in the main listening window, within
±15° of the forward axis. The good curve-

to -curve uniformity indicates broad and
even horizontal distribution.

Figure 5 shows the vertical off -axis re-
sponses. (The bold curve in the center of
the graph is on -axis response.) In the main

listening window, ±15° from the forward
axis, the response is quite uniform on and

above the axis. Below the axis, however,

OFF -AXIS RESPONSE

IS QUITE WELL BEHAVED,

WITH NO ROLLOFF

ABOVE 10 kHz IN THE
MAIN LISTENING AREA.

there is a hole in the vicinity of the
crossover frequency, between 3 and 7 kHz
(not clearly seen in the graph). This indi-
cates that the woofer/midrange and tweeter

are partially out of phase through this
range. Fortunately, the directional lobe at
crossover points up rather than down. My
comparison of on -axis responses, with nor-

mal and reversed tweeter polarity, revealed

that the crossover frequency was closer to 5

kHz than the specified 3.2 kHz.

Figure 6 shows the 735's impedance
magnitude. The impedance characteristic
of a vented box shows up in the bass range,

with peaks at 22.5 and 70 Hz flanking a dip
at 34 Hz, the approximate box tuning. Un-

characteristically, however, the lower -fre-
quency impedance peak is far lower in am-

plitude than the upper peak. This is because

the bottom two vented -box woofers operate

in parallel with the top woofer, which is in a
closed box. The dissimilar impedance char-

acteristics of the two different loading
methods causes the widely different peak
amplitudes. The 735's overall impedance

variation between 20 Hz and 20 kHz is a
moderately high 5 to 1 (21.3 divided by
4.2). Cable series resistance should be limit-

ed to a maximum of about 0.06 ohm to
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keep cable -drop effects from caus-
ing response peaks and dips greater
than 0.1 dB. For a typical run of
about 10 feet, that would mean us-
ing 14 -gauge (or thicker), low -in-
ductance cable.

The complex impedance is plot-
ted in Fig. 7 over the range from 5
Hz to 30 kHz. Two large loops, cor-
responding to the impedance peaks
at 70 Hz and 2.5 kHz in Fig. 6, dom-
inate. The lower -frequency imped-
ance peak at 22.5 Hz shows up as a
small loop in the center left of Fig.
7. The minor impedance irregulari-

ties seen in Fig. 6 show up in Fig. 7
as very small loops at 208 Hz and
1.02 kHz. These very small loops
are often due to internal acoustical
or panel resonances of the speaker's
enclosure.

A high-level sine -wave sweep re-
vealed a fairly rigid cabinet. There
was only one noticeable wall reso-
nance (at 280 Hz), which involved
the sides and top of the sealed
chamber at the top of the cabinet.
The 7 -inch woofers had a fairly gen-

erous excursion capability of about
0.4 inch, peak to peak, and they
overloaded quite gracefully. I de-
tected no dynamic offset at any fre-
quency or drive level.

The high-level bass sweeps made
it immediately apparent that the
sealed -box woofer/midrange was
not high-pass filtered and hence
operated all the way down into the
bass range. This was evident be-
cause this driver's excursion was
significantly greater than that of the
bottom two woofers all through the
bass range. This made the
woofer/midrange much more sus-
ceptible to overload, which gener-
ates distortion, and it would always
reach its excursion limits before the
bottom two woofers.

The unequal excursions are due
to the series connection of the bot-
tom two woofers, which cuts their
individual voltage drives (and
hence their excursion) by half, and
to their vented -box loading. At high
levels at the 34 -Hz tuning frequency

of the vented box (where the box

loading minimizes cone excursion), the
bottom woofers' excursion was hardly no-
ticeable while the woofer/midrange cone
moved considerably.

Figure 8 shows the 3 -meter room re-
sponse, with both raw and sixth -octave -
smoothed data. The 735 was in the right-
hand stereo position and aimed laterally at
the test microphone, which I placed at ear
height (36 inches) at the listener's position
on the sofa. The system was driven with a
swept sine -wave signal of 2.83 volts rms
(corresponding to 1 watt into the rated 8 -

ohm impedance). The direct sound and 13
milliseconds of the room's reverberation
are included. Overall, the averaged curve is
well behaved and balanced and does not ex-
hibit any extreme peaks or dips. The aver-
aged curve fits a fairly tight, l0 -dB, window.

Prominent characteristics include a peak at
285 Hz followed by a dip at 340 Hz, both in
the upper -bass (or lower -mid) floor-

bounce region. There's a slightly broader
peak between 700 and 900 Hz.

Figure 9A shows the 735's E, (41.2 -Hz)
harmonic distortion. Immediately evident
are the high levels of distortion all the way

THE WOOFERS HAD

FAIRLY GENEROUS

EXCURSION, AND
THEY OVERLOADED

QUITE GRACEFULLY.

to the fifth harmonic. Particularly high are
the third harmonic, nearly 38%, and the
fourth, almost 16%. When I was conduct-
ing this test, it was obvious that the
woofer/midrange was causing most of the
distortion because of its great excursion. At
maximum power at E, (20 volts rms, or 50
watts into the rated 8 -ohm impedance), the

woofer/midrange's excursion was past its
limit, at about 0.45 inch (peak to peak),
while the excursion of the bottom woofers
was less than one-third as great.

The unequal distribution of power to the
woofer/midrange and the bottom woofers
prompted me to redo this test, this time
with the woofer/midrange disconnected. I
raised the input power by 3 dB, to 100 watts
(28.3 volts rms), to compensate for the
drop in acoustic output caused by the
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absence of the woofer/midrange's acoustic
output. The results are shown in Fig. 9B.
Even at twice the power, the distortion is
now considerably lower. The maximum
distortion is only 11.1% at the third har-
monic, and the fifth harmonic, at 1.4%, is
very low. (The sixth harmonic was below
the measuring floor of my analyzer.) With
the Mission 735 connected normally and
driven by a high-level sine wave at or above
15 volts rms (28 watts) in the bass range,
the speaker sounded distorted and stressed.
However, with its woofer/midrange discon-
nected, it sounded quite clean and effort-
less, even at levels of 28.3 volts rms (100
watts) and higher.

As seen in Fig. 10, the A, (110 -Hz) har-
monic distortion rises only to 4.4% second
harmonic, 1.6% third, and 0.9% fourth.
(Higher harmonics were below the floor of
my test gear.) At this frequency, most of the
distortion was again generated by the
woofer/midrange.

The A4 (440 -Hz) harmonic distortion
(not shown) was very low. It reached only
1.1% at the second harmonic and 0.7% at
the third. (Maximum power was 50 watts
for this test.)

100

Figure 11 shows intermodula-
tion distortion versus power, a test
using tones of 440 Hz (A4) and
41.2 Hz (E1) of equal power. The
IM rises smoothly and reaches a
moderate 14% at full power.

The 735's short-term peak -pow-
er input and output capabilities are
shown in Fig. 12. (The input level
was raised until the speaker sound-
ed subjectively bad or the output
waveform was quite distorted. I
then calculated the peak input
power by assuming that the mea-
sured peak voltage was applied
across the rated 8 -ohm imped-
ance.) The peak input power starts
somewhat low (20 watts), stays
fairly low until 80 Hz (where it ris-

es to 80 watts), and then rises
rapidly to a plateau of about 900
watts between 200 and 800 Hz. At
higher frequencies, the maximum
peak input power rises rapidly, to
about 3.5 kW, and then levels off.

Because the 735's ability to han-
dle power was relatively modest
below 100 Hz, I again disconnect-

ed the woofer/midrange and reran this test.
That energized only the vented -box portion
of the speaker, which contains the bottom
two series -connected woofers. As can be
seen in Fig. 12, the input power handling
greatly increases between 20 and 125 Hz. At
40 Hz, it is 600 watts, almost 17 times high-
er than the 35 watts it had been previously,
or 12.3 dB! The peak acoustic output will
not increase this much, because the effi-
ciency is lower at 40 Hz, by about 3 dB,
when the woofer/midrange is disconnected.
However, the effective increase in output
will still be about 9 dB, or eight times more
power, a very significant amount! Above
125 Hz, the maximum output of the bot-
tom woofers drops below that of the three
woofers combined, because of inductor -

core saturation.

The peak acoustic output is also shown
in Fig. 12, with the speaker connected nor-
mally. With room gain, the maximum peak
sound -pressure level starts at a usable 94 dB
at 20 Hz and then rises rapidly to cross 100
dB at 30 Hz, 110 dB at 62 Hz, and 120 dB at
130 Hz. The output then falls just a little, to
119 dB at 630 Hz, before rising into the very
loud range of 122 to 126 dB above 1 kHz.

If you judge the Mission 735's bass out-
put by the frequency at which the maxi-
mum output crosses the 110 -dB SPL point
(the lower the better), then this speaker is
about two-thirds down the list of all sys-
tems I have tested. Yet even though it is fair-

ly far down on the list, it is still ahead of

AT 35 POUNDS APIECE,

THE 735s WERE EASY

TO LIFT AND REPOSITION,

EVEN WITH THE SPIKES

ATTACHED.

such well-known speakers as the Thiel CS5
and Meridian D600. Operating the 735
with only the vented section working would
lower the 110 -dB point from 62 Hz down to
about 37 Hz. The 735 would then be only
one-third down from the top of my list.

Modifying the crossover to add a high-
pass filter to the woofer/midrange would
make the 735 a true three-way system. The
vented -box section would then operate un-
restricted and not be throttled back by the
woofer/midrange. This would also signifi-
cantly lower the Mission's bass distortion
and increase its maximum low -frequency
output.

Use and Listening Tests

When the Mission 735s were delivered to
my lab, I was pleasantly surprised by the
lightness of the cartons, compared to some
heavyweights I have reviewed lately. Mis-
sion provided handholds on the sides of the
cartons (a nice touch), so it was very easy
for me to carry them alone. These speakers
were also very easy to unpack. Once un-
packed, the speakers were again easy to
move around, as they weigh only about 35
pounds apiece. It was also easy to hook
them up, because their rear terminals are
quite accessible.

My review samples were quite good look-

ing. The cabinet's molded front panel was a

definite plus, giving the speaker a fresh, up-
to-date look. Fit and workmanship were on
a par with the best I've seen. The grille fit
well and was easy to remove and replace,
but the plastic frame appeared to be fragile
and not very rigid; it may not withstand
rough handling.
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The spikes were easy to attach to and re-
move from the bottom of the cabinet. By
virtue of the speaker's light weight, I could
easily lift it off the floor, with the spikes at-
tached, and reposition it. On my thick car-
peting, the 735 was somewhat tippy, side to
side, when the spikes weren't attached; ap-
plying a lateral force of only about 21/2
pounds on the top was enough to push the
speaker over.

The 14 -page instruction booklet is well
written and very informative and covers the
entire Mission loudspeaker line. The manu-
al stresses that the speakers be subjected to a

"running -in" period of 10 hours before you
use them. I fulfilled this requirement by driv-

ing the 735s with a 10 -volt rms, 20 -Hz sine
wave for 8 hours. The manual begins with a
long list of "DO NOT"s, including an ex-
hortation against the use of filters, tone
controls, or equalizers. Other sections cover
hookup, positioning, grilles, spikes, cables,
bi-wiring, biamping, and ancillary equip-
ment. A very useful technical section ex-
plains such terms as coloration, transient
response, dispersion, and sensitivity.

The manual strongly recommends that
all Mission speakers be placed 8 inches away
from the wall behind them and that they
should not be toed in or angled toward the
listener. The distance from the side wall
should be a minimum of 11/2 feet. I posi-
tioned the Mission 735s both where I usual-
ly place speakers, 8 feet apart and far from
the rear and side walls, and also much clos-
er to the wall behind them. I experimented
with both straight -ahead and angled -in ori-
entations, listening 10 feet away from the
speakers. When the 735s were close to the
front wall, the bass took on a woolly and
somewhat loose character, so I did most of
my subsequent listening with them farther
out in the room.

Octave -to -octave spectral balance on
pink noise was quite acceptable, but the
735s did exhibit some tonality. When they
were canted in, I heard some midrange
tonal changes when I stood up. These varia-
tions were reduced when the systems were
aimed straight ahead, as recommended.
When I was sitting down, the sound was es-
sentially the same with either aiming. On
music, the sound was less direct and more
reverberant when the speakers were aimed
straight ahead. I preferred them canted in
and did most of my listening that way.

Input terminals can be
unstrapped for bi-wiring or
biamplification.

Listening gear included Onkyo and Rotel
CD players, Krell's KRC preamp and
KSA250 power amp, Straight Wire cabling,
and B & W's 801 Matrix Series 3s as com-

parison speakers. The 735s required 3 to 4
dB of attenuation to match the lower sensi-
tivity of the 80I s.

The first CD I listened to was one that I
brought back from my trip to the U.K., a
sampler of choral works sung by the King's
College Choir of Cambridge, The Sound of
King's (EMI Classics CDZ 7 628 2). With
this choral material, the sound was full-
bodied and well balanced; overall, the 735s
sounded quite similar to the B & W 801s.
The Missions were slightly less smooth in
upper mids and highs as compared to the
B & Ws, although not obviously so. Vocal
sibilants were emphasized somewhat.

THE 735s IMAGED WELL,

SOUNDED NATURAL,

AND HANDLED ALL BUT

THE MOST BASS -HEAVY

MUSIC NICELY.

On wide -range, complex orchestral mu-
sic containing significant bass, the 735s
made a very good account of themselves.
They could be played loudly and cleanly
when the material demanded it. However,
on music containing high levels of low bass
but without much else going on-such as
the strong bass drum whacks on track I of
Winds of War and Peace (Wilson Audio
WCD 8823)-these speakers produced gen-
erous levels of bass, but with a character
that was clearly distorted. Don't expect gut -

busting deep bass from the 735s. Yes, they
can do justice to loud rock music, such as
from Queen, AC/DC, and ZZ Top (I'm
showing my rock 'n' roll age here). Al-
though the 735s' bass was not as kicky as
that of the 801s, I nevertheless found it
quite satisfying.

On third -octave band -limited pink
noise, the 735s did not generate any usable
fundamental output in the 20- and 25 -Hz
bands; all I heard was distortion. They did
come on fairly strong at 32 Hz, generating
usable fundamental output but still with
significant distortion. Close listening re-
vealed that most of the distortion was com-
ing from the woofer/midrange, as one
would expect from the measurements. The
story was much the same in the 40-, 50-,
63-, and 80 -Hz bands.

The 735s did a worthy job on male
speaking voice, with a character and bal-
ance quite similar to that of the 8 0 1 s . Fe-
male vocals were also reproduced well.
There was a bit of forwardness and sibilant
emphasis, but the sound was very clean and
had no harshness.

Stereo imaging and soundstage re-cre-
ation were excellent. I heard just a slight
forward movement of solo instruments.
Stereo focus and stability of a mono center
image were particularly good. Treble repro-
duction was crisp and clear, with good ex-
tension and no wiriness on orchestral
strings.

The 735s' dynamic ability and quick
transient response were readily apparent on
Dean Peer's solo bass guitar on a super
demo CD, U -cross (Fahrenheit FR 9403).
These speakers' high sensitivity paid off
well here.

In summation, the 735s performed ad-
mirably in most of my bench and listening
tests. Only in bass capability did they pre-
sent a dichotomous picture. On one hand,
the Missions did quite well with the majori-
ty of bass -heavy selections, particularly
those coupled with wideband spectral con-
tent. On the other hand, they fared poorly
with material having high-level content re-
stricted entirely to very low frequencies. In
other respects-dynamics, spectral balance,
stereo imaging, transient response, disper-
sion, coloration, and naturalness-the 735s
did a very credible job and should be seri-
ously evaluated, particularly considering
their reasonable price. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
BASCOM H. KING

MARANTZ
SM-5 AMP AND
SC -5 PREAMP

The SM-5 amp and the SC -5 preamp
are the first Marantz components
that I have ever formally reviewed,
and what impressive gear this is!

There are those who feel that bat-

tery power supplies are best for au-

dio equipment, and someone at Marantz
evidently agrees, because the SM-5 and SC-

5 share the BB -5 battery power supply. This

supply, included with the SC -5, will also be

available separately, which will enable SM-5
amps to be used with other preamps. The

SC -5 preamp is completely powered from
the BB -5, but the SM-5 amps use the BB -5

only for front-end power; the amps' output
stages are powered by a conventional supply

derived from the AC line.
In the SC -5 preamplifier, wide -band-

width HDAM (High -Definition Amplifier
Module) gain blocks, made of discrete de-

vices, are used instead of the usual ICs for

all amplification functions. Unusually, the

volume control is said to be implemented
actively rather than passively. Instead of a
balance control, separate level -trim con-
trols, adjustable in 1 -dB steps, are used for
each channel. Unbal-

anced inputs are pro-
vided for a CD player,

two tape recorders,
five other line -level
sources, and MM or
MC phono. Addition-
ally, there is one pair
of balanced inputs, a
pair of balanced out-

puts, and a multipin connector for the BB -5

power supply. The front -panel controls, all
but one of which are rotary knobs, fall into

two groups: selector switches (for input,
phono mode, and "Rec Out") on the left
and volume and level -trim controls on the

right. At the bottom center of the panel is a
pushbutton on/off switch.

The SM-5 amp has three selectable in-

puts, two unbalanced and one balanced,
which could be useful for those with no
preamp but several line -level signal sources.

Front -panel controls consist of two cali-
brated rotary input -level knobs, a rotary in-
put selector, and a pushbutton power
switch. Rear -panel facilities include inputs,

speaker connectors, a normal/bridged-
mode slide switch, a connector for the BB -5

power supply, an IEC AC -cord socket, and
an AC line fuse. I was impressed with the

speaker connectors, which use large knobs

to control thick, movable plates that clamp
wire or spade lugs inserted into top open-

ings on the connector assembly. Much to
my amazement, they would accept and hold

the thick, angled spade lugs on my Cardas
speaker cables.

Marantz says the BB -5 can power one
SC -5 and one SM-5 in stereo mode for
about 7 to 8 hours. With two SM-5s going,

the operating time on batteries decreases to
about 5 to 7 hours. A front -panel meter
shows the DC voltage available. Three
front -panel pushbuttons allow selection of
battery charge, AC operation while charg-
ing, or DC operation from the batteries.

All three components appear to be con-
structed of aluminum. The internal side
pieces, front subpanels, rear panels, and
bottom (but not top) covers are copper -

plated. In the SC -5 preamplifier, a copper -

plated subchassis is bolted to the side
pieces; the main audio p.c. board is mount-

ed to this subchassis with standoffs. A thick

piece of felt covers the top surface of the
subchassis, presumably to damp mechani-

cal vibrations. The in-
side surfaces of the
SC -5's side dress pan-

els are similarly lined
with felt.

On the main audio
board, copper shields
separate the phono
section, the two out-
put sections, and the

area where balanced input signals are con-

verted to the unbalanced form used by the
subsequent circuitry. Each functional area ??.'

has two of the potted HDAM gain blocks 2
plus a handful of such external parts as dis-

crete transistors, ICs for servo functions, re-

sistors, and capacitors. The phono section
has two larger potted modules that presum-

SOMEONE AT MARANTZ

MUST AGREE

THAT BATTERY POWER

IS A GOOD APPROACH

FOR AUDIO GEAR.
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TO BUILD THE WORLD'S
BEST SUBWOOFERS, WE

WENT BIPOLAR. AGAIN.
At Mirage, we've pro ,en the
sonic superiority of Bipolar
loudspeaker design. Now
we're proving it once again
with our powerful new line
of Bipolar subwoofers.

41/1"111:1114141116agial-tr

All feature our new "Auto -On"
circuitry. And, for the ultimate
in outboard control convenience,
combine any of them with one
of our LFX-Series of external
crossovers.

From the original Bipolar
explorers comes the world's
first complete line of Bipolar
subwoofers, the ideal
adding dramatic new depth to
both a rdio and home theater
systems. Track one down and
explore the possibilities
yourself.

From the co npact 100 -war.
BPS -100 to the flagship
250 -watt BPSS-210, all four
feature dual bass drivers in a
unique Bipo ar configuration.
This eliminates transfer of low
frequency energy to the floor,
a major sou'ce of coloration in
single driver subwoofers.

..41,11r61,

THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR L1LIOSPEAlt?' 3641 McNicoll tvenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MI) 1G5 (416)321-1800 Fax (416)321-1300
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ably contain the moving -coil circuitry. Sig-
nals are carried to and from the main audio
board by shielded cables. The main volume
control is a beautiful, machined cylindrical
piece, an Alps unit I haven't seen in any
other equipment.

The BB -5 also has a subchassis, upon
which all its components are mounted. The
two batteries are nominal 12 -volt types, rat-
ed at 3.4 ampere -hours apiece.

The SM-5 power amplifier contains two
large heat sinks and a potted toroidal trans-
former, among other components. An in-
ternal shield separates the left -channel heat
sink from the input amplifier module and
from the signal input jacks on the rear panel.

In general, parts and build quality of
these Marantz components are typical of

AMP
Power Output: Stereo mode, 100
continuous watts/channel into 8
ohms or 200 watts/channel into 4
ohms; bridged mono, 400 continuous
watts into 8 ohms.

Dimensions: 17% in. W x 83/4 in. H x
17% in. D (45.4 cm x 21 cm x 44.7
cm).

Weight: 701/2 lbs. (32 kg).

Price: $7,000 each; requires BB -5
power supply.

PREAMP
Dimensions: 177/8 in. W x 51/2 in. H x

133/4 in. D (45.4 cm x 13.8 cm x 34.7
cm).

Weight: 29.8 lbs. (13.5 kg).

Price: $8,000; includes BB -5 power
supply.

BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
Battery Life With one SM-5 amp and

one SC -5 preamp, approximately 7 to
8 hours per charge; with two SM-5
amps in bridged mode and one SC -5
preamp, 5 to 7 hours per charge.

Dimensions: 177/s in. W x 51/2 in. H x
133/4 in. D (45.4 cm x 13.8 cm x 34.7
cm).

Weight: 351/4 lbs. (16 kg).

Price: Included with SC -5 preamp.

Company Address: 440 Medinah Rd.,
Roselle, Ill. 60172; 708/307-3100.

For literature, circle No. 92

high-grade Japanese
equipment -excellent
but not quite up to the
standards of elegance
and perfection that I
have encountered in
the best American
high -end gear.

As in most other
preamplifiers with
balanced and unbal-
anced inputs and out-
puts, the SC -5 con-
verts balanced input
signals to unbalanced
ahead of the main sig-
nal selector and vol-
ume control. Relays are

used for signal switch-

ing. The selected input
signal passes to the
main volume control,
which (regardless of
Marantz's claim) is a
conventional passive
potentiometer. There are, however, active
level controls in the SC -5: the level -trim
controls that are used instead of a balance
control. The attenuation resistors in these
controls are actually shunt feedback resis-
tors for the output amplifiers, which are fed
directly from the preamplifier's volume
control. Each output amp uses two HDAMs
per channel, with a servo circuit to keep DC
offset close to zero.

The HDAMs themselves apparently con-
sist of a differential front end followed by a
complementary gain stage that, in itself,
can't drive much of a load. Every HDAM in
the SC -5 is therefore followed by a two -

stage complementary emitter -follower out-
put buffer that is included in the particular
circuit's negative feedback loop. In the
phono preamplifier block, each HDAM is
preceded by a discrete input stage. An
RIAA-equalization feedback loop encloses
the whole circuit. Switching between MM
and MC gain modes is accomplished by
changing the shunt feedback resistor.

In the SM-5 power amplifier, the selected
input passes to the 1-dB/step input -level at-
tenuators. The relay switching network that
selects stereo or bridged mode feeds four
HDAMs, two per channel, connected as
unity -gain noninverting buffers. Another
HDAM is the input stage for what I would

Table I- Output noise levels for SC -5 preamp's line section,
with unbalanced input and output. Volume -control settings
shown are full counterclockwise (CCW), full clockwise (CW),
and worst -case (WC, which was typically at -6 dB). Unbalanced
inputs were terminated with 1 kilohm, and balanced inputs
were terminated with 600 ohms per phase.

Bandwidth
Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz
A -Weighted

Output Noise, mianvohs
LEFT RIGHT

CCW CW WC CCW CW WC

39.9 52.7 53.7 40.0 65.0 110.0
11.8 29.4 21.2 12.5 25.0 45.0
8.4 11.3 13.7 9.0 18.0 45.0
6.8 10.2 11.2 7.5 18.0 50.0

Table II- Output noise levels of SM-5 amplifiers.

Bandwidth
Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz
A -Weighted

Output Noise, microvolts
LEFT
119.8 122.2
37.8 37.9
37.0 36.8
28.6 28.6

term the power amplifier proper. This is
followed by an unusual arrangement of a
complementary J-FET source -follower
stage driving a complementary bipolar
common -base stage, which in turn feeds a
complementary cascode voltage amplifier.
The output stage is a triple Darlington
emitter -follower with four output transis-
tors per channel.

Measurements
All of the following measurements were

made with the BB -5 in AC -power mode.
Using the battery -power mode made no
difference in any of the tests. The majority
of the measurements for the SC -5's line
output section are for unbalanced input and
output. If a characteristic was noticeably
different in the balanced mode, it is noted.

Gain and sensitivity measurements for
the SC -5 were essentially equal in both
channels. Line -amp gain from the unbal-
anced input was 20 dB at the unbalanced
output, nearly 7 dB higher at the balanced
output, and -0.5 dB at the tape output; with
balanced input, gain was about 1.5 dB low-
er in each case. Phono gain for MM input
averaged 55.4 dB to the unbalanced output,
61.4 dB to the balanced output, and about
34.6 dB to the tape output; MC gain was
just about 22.2 dB higher for all outputs.
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Otherwise
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error.
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The SC -5 preamp has
no AC cord.

Line -section sensitivity for unbalanced
input was 49.7 millivolts at the unbalanced
output, 25 mV at the balanced output, and
about 532 mV at the tape output. For bal-
anced inputs, the results were about 60, 30,
and 648 mV, respectively. Phono sensitivity
with unbalanced output was about 850 mi-
crovolts for the MM input and 66 µV for
the MC input, while sensitivity with the
balanced output required just about half

those figures. Phono sensitivity at
the tape outputs was about 9.3
mV for MM and 727 µV for MC.

Frequency response as a func-
tion of volume -control attenua-
tion for both channels is shown
in Fig. I. Clearly, the SC -5 is a
wideband design. Further, a

rough idea of the interchannel
balance error can be gathered
from the figure. At the -6 dB
point, the volume -control circuit
has its lowest high -frequency cut-

off point. At lower settings, re-
sponse flattens out again, as
shown by the -20 dB curve. Re-
sponse remained constant at low-
er settings (not shown) and at
various level -trim settings. Inter -

channel balance error was within
0.5 dB down to 96 dB of attenua-
tion, and actual attenuation was
within 4 dB of the front -panel
markings between -40 and -80
dB. With the volume control at
maximum and gain trim at -6
dB, rise and fall times (with in-
strument loading at an output
level of ±5 volts) were about 380

nsec, which corresponds to a -3
dB point (or an equivalent band-
width) of some 920 kHz. With an
IHF load, the rise and fall times
increased to 500 nsec, for a band-
width of 700 kHz. With the vol-
ume set to -6 dB, rise and fall
times increased to about 1.4 µsec,
for an equivalent bandwidth of
some 250 kHz. This is, indeed,
one fast circuit!

The SC -5 did not invert signal
polarity with unbalanced or bal-
anced input and output. Howev-
er, polarity was inverted for bal-
anced input with unbalanced
output (and vice versa).

Common -mode rejection of the bal-
anced inputs (not shown) rose at about 6
dB/octave from a level of -60 dB at 10 Hz to
a bit less than -10 dB from about 10 kHz
up; this was a bit disappointing for what ap-
pears to be sophisticated circuitry. Both
channels behaved identically.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) is plotted in Fig. 2 for unbal-
anced input and output of a 20 -kHz signal.

As can be seen, the IHF load slightly lowers
the output level at the onset of clipping, and
the 600 -ohm load is driven at low distor-
tion to above 5 volts rms. In the balanced
input and output mode (not shown), maxi-
mum output was about 13 volts before clip-
ping, with instrument or IHF loading, and
distortion reached a low of 0.001% to
0.002% for outputs of 5 to 10 volts. With a
600 -ohm load (which is really 300 ohms
per driving phase), maximum output was
about the same level seen in the figure. The
SC -5's distortion performance is quite
good.

The preamp's interchannel crosstalk was
down more than 80 dB from 20 Hz to 4
kHz; it rose at 6 dB/octave to about -67 dB
at 20 kHz. High -frequency crosstalk was

RISE AND FALL TIMES

DEMONSTRATE

THAT THE SC -5 PREAMP

IS ONE FAST CIRCUIT!

better in the balanced input and output
mode, remaining more than 80 dB down at
20 kHz.

The SC -5's output noise as a function
of bandwidth and volume -control posi-
tion is listed in Table I for unbalanced in-
put and output. An intermittent sputter-
ing noise in the right channel at the -6 dB
volume setting prevented my getting all
the noise data desired for that channel, so
the left -channel data is more representa-
tive. I also measured IHF signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N for 500 mV in and out) for all
input and output conditions. I found the
S/N at the unbalanced outputs was a bit
lower when measured for unbalanced in-
put (95.5 dB for the left channel, 90 dB for
the right) than for balanced input (97.7
and 94 dB, respectively). However, S/N at
the balanced outputs remained constant
for either type of input, measuring 93.0
dB in the left channel and 91.5 dB in the
right.

The Marantz preamp's input impedance
was 10.2 kilohms for balanced inputs, inde-
pendent of volume setting. With the unbal-
anced inputs, the input impedance was 5.2
kilohms with the volume control down in
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Announcing thenew B&W 600 Series.
B& %as the first company to pioneer the use of Kevlar®

cones in loudspeakers.
And we've applied our patented technology to some

of the world's most respected monitors-the legendary
B&W Matrix 801, the celebrated Silver Signature, and
our highly acclaimed THX Home Cinema System

Now B&W brings Kevlar cone technology to a family
of affordable, high performance loudspeakers. Intro-
ducing the new B&W 600 Series.

Why does Kevlar make such a big difference in sound

reproduction? Because of its unique properties, this space-

age, woven material virtually eliminates the effects of

global jazz grooves (CD)
for info: 312.880.5379 fax
<staves©interaccess corn>

resonance and standing waves. Especially in critical mid-
range frequencies. So all you hear is pure, uncolored music

Add B&W's incomparable metal dome tweeters,
minimum -diffraction cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired
speaker terminals, and you have the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.

We invite you to audition the new B&W 600 Series
ranging from bookshelf to floor standing, center channel
to surround sound, even an active subwoofer. For the
name of a B&W dealer near you, call 1-800-370-3740.
The difference is easy to see. And even easier to hear.

Listen and You'll See

B&W Loudspeakers of America.
54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864

tel 1-800-370-3740 fax 508-664-4109

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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he SM-5 amp has
unusual speaker connectors.

the working range and 4.5 kil-
ohms with the control fully up.
Output impedance was 100 ohms
for the unbalanced outputs and
200 ohms for the balanced out-
puts. The DC offset, measured at
pins 2 and 3 of each channel's
XLR output jack, was a maximum
of 1.4 mV.

RIAA equalization error of the
SC -5's phono section is plotted in
Fig. 3. Results are shown for in-
strument loading; IHF loading re-
duced the overall output level by
some 0.8 dB and the high -fre-
quency response at 20 kHz by
about 0.07 dB.

Figures 4A and 4B show THD
+ N in the MM mode. The
strange foldback in the 20 -kHz
curves is a real phenomenon. At
frequencies near or above 20 kHz,
the SC -5's phono circuit virtually

paralyzes whenever a certain in-
put level is reached. While distor-

tion is assuredly rising at this
point, the circuit starts to clip,
thereby reducing the output volt-
age. Luckily, this occurs at input
levels no one is likely to en-
counter. When I attempted to
measure phono overload versus
frequency, the circuit's overload
behavior prevented my getting
data above about 5 kHz. At 1 kHz,
however, input overload was an
ample 125 mV. In the MC mode,
the high -frequency input over-
load was better, enabling me to
get data up to 10 kHz. Input over-
load at 1 kHz was about 15 mV
for this mode.

Phono-circuit interchannel
crosstalk, with the undriven chan-

nel's input terminated by a 1-kil-
ohm resistor, was better than -85
dB up to 1 kHz and rose at less
than 6 dB/octave to -68 dB at 20
kHz. With the IHF simulated MM
source, the crosstalk peaked at
-45 dB at 10 kHz. With the MC
input terminated with 100 ohms,
crosstalk was better than -85 dB
up to about 3 kHz and then rose
at 6 dB/octave to -68 dB at 20
kHz. For both the MM and MC

inputs, crosstalk behavior was very similar
in the left -to -right and right -to -left direc-
tions. Phono S/N for either channel was
72.7 dB in MC mode and 72.5 dB in MM
mode.

For the SM-5 power amplifiers, most of
the data presented here is from a single
amp. The four channels in the two ampli-
fiers performed very similarly in the vast
majority of my tests.

Amplifier gain measured a little over 26
dB, and input sensitivity was just about 137
mV. These results are for either channel and
for both balanced and unbalanced input.
For bridged operation, gain was approxi-
mately 32 dB, and sensitivity was 68.7 mV.

Frequency response at 1 watt/channel, in
stereo mode and with unbalanced input, is
plotted in Fig. 5. (Response was very similar

for unbalanced input in the stereo mode
and for unbalanced and balanced inputs in
the bridged mode.) As can be seen, the -3
dB point (bandwidth limit) is close to 200
kHz. Rise and fall times at an output level of
±5 volts into 8 ohms were 1.8 µsec at the
normal (full clockwise) setting of the input
level controls. With the amplifier's input
level controls set 6 dB below maximum, rise
and fall times increased to 2.2 psec, and
bandwidth was reduced to about 160 kHz.
Square -wave measurements (not shown)
revealed a slight overshoot at an output lev-
el of ±5 volts into 8 ohms. This overshoot,
which is unusual in a modern solid-state
power amp, was present in all four channels
of the two SM-5s. When a 2-pF capacitor
was paralleled across the 8 -ohm load, the
resultant ringing was minimal and well
damped. Some amount of tilt could be seen
in the 40 -Hz square wave.

Figure 6 shows THD + N and intermod-
ulation distortion versus power output in
bridged mode. (The curves for the stereo
mode were similar but with lower power
levels.) The fact that the power level at clip-
ping does not come close to doubling as
load impedance is halved demonstrates the
relatively loose regulation of the SM-5's
power supply. This amp will have good dy-
namic headroom, as we shall see. A graph of
bridged -mode THD + N versus frequency,
for various power levels into 4 ohms (Fig.
7), shows admirably little increase in distor-
tion at high frequencies.

The SM-S's output noise levels, for stereo
operation with unbalanced input, are listed
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in Table II. The results are outstandingly
low. The IHF S/N ratio for the same condi-
tions was 99.9 dB. It dropped impercepti-
bly, to about 99.75 dB, with balanced input;
for bridged operation, S/N was 96.4 dB
with unbalanced input and 96.2 dB with
balanced input.

Damping factor was 277 for the left
channel and 261 for the right channel up to
about 800 Hz. It then fell to about 68 at 20
kHz. In the bridged mode, the damping fac-
tor was about 165 up to about 800 Hz
again; it fell to about 40 at 20 kHz.

In the test of dynamic power, the SM-5
amp could deliver 175 watts/channel into 8
ohms at the beginning of the IHF tone-

burst signal and 163 watts/channel at its
end. With 4 -ohm loads, the results were 325
and 264 watts/channel, respectively. Corre-
sponding figures for dynamic headroom
were 2.4 dB for 8 -ohm loads and 2.1 dB for
4 -ohm loads. In bridged mode, power into
8 ohms was 676 watts at the start of the
burst and 576 watts at its end; with a 4 -ohm
load, those figures were 1,104 and 800
watts, respectively. Corresponding dynamic
headroom for 8 -ohm loading was 2.3 dB.

Steady-state power at the visu-
al onset of clipping in stereo
mode was 147 watts/channel into
8 ohms and 245 watts/channel
into 4 ohms. In bridged mode,
clipping power was 503 watts into

8 ohms, 732 watts into 4 ohms,
and 866 watts into 2 ohms. Driv-
ing one channel into a 1 -ohm
load yielded ±38 volts, for a peak
current of ±38 amperes.

Input impedance was 11 kil-
ohms for unbalanced mode and
21.5 kilohms for balanced mode.
Output DC offset for one SC -5
was 0 mV for the left channel and
-0.7 mV for the right. For the
other amp, it measured +3.6 and
-3.2 mV, respectively.

The AC line draw when the
SM-5 was first powered up on a
fairly cold morning was about
440 mA; it stabilized at about 600

mA when the amplifier warmed
up. When the amp was really
heated up, line current remained
essentially unchanged, which in-
dicates excellent output -stage
thermal stability.

Use and Listening Tests
Phono equipment in my system during

the review period included an Oracle
turntable, a Well
Tempered Arm, and
Stanton's 981 HZS
moving -magnet car-
tridge used with my
own preamp (a tube
phono stage with a
passive signal selec-
tor and volume con-
trol) or a Quicksilver
Audio preamp. For CDs, a Counterpoint
DA -11A transport drove Museatex Bidat,
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 MKII, and other (ex-
perimental) D/A converters. Additional sig-
nal sources included a Nakamichi ST -7 FM
tuner, a Nakamichi 250 cassette recorder,
and a Technics open -reel recorder. In addi-
tion to the preamplifiers mentioned above,
I used a Forssell tube balanced line driver
and a First Sound II passive model. Power
amplifiers used for comparison were a
Crown Macro Reference, a pair of Quicksil-
ver Audio M 135s, and an Arnoux 7B digital

switching design. My loudspeakers were
B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s, augmented
from 20 to 50 Hz by my two subwoofer sys-

tems, each of which has a JBL 1400Nd driv-
er in a 5 -cubic -foot ported enclosure.

For my initial listening tests, I set up one
Marantz SM-5 power amplifier in stereo
mode but did not use the companion SC -5
preamp. The amplifier sounded quite good
but was slightly closed in and darker tonally

than the Arnoux switching amp I had been
using. I then tried the Crown Macro Refer-
ence and thought that the Crown sound-
ed a bit clearer and more spacious than
the Marantz amp. I was impressed with
how close these two amplifiers sounded,
however.

I next listened to the same Marantz SM-5

with the SC -5 preamplifier and with the
Forssell line driver, to assess the sonic char-
acteristic of the SC -5. The Marantz preamp
seemed to soften the sound and reduce spa-
ciousness, a sin of omission that made the
music enjoyable and easier to listen to but
took away some of its vitality, drive, and
space.

After I completed the measurements, I
set up both SM-5s in bridged mode along
with the BB -5 power supply and SC -5 pre-

amp for my final listening session. Whoa!
In the bridged mode, these amps do kick
butt! Bass impact was great, and the over-
all sound of the combination was musi-

cally lush and smooth.
It was, however, still a
little lacking in resolu-
tion and spaciousness
compared with my
reference setup. I
think that the SM-5
amplifiers are more
neutral than the SC -5
preamplifier.

that the SC -5 wouldn't

THESE AMPS KICK BUTT!

AND THEIR OVERALL SOUND

IS MUSICALLY LUSH

AND SMOOTH.

I was surprised
run on battery power when the BB -5's AC
cord was disconnected. This could be a
mild disappointment for those tweaks (in-
cluding me) who suspect the sound might
be better with no physical connection to the
AC line.

The Marantz equipment was very plea-
surable and sensuous to use, and the vol-
ume control on the preamp felt especially
wonderful. In conclusion, I think that
Marantz has created some impressive top -
of -the -line components. A
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Neil Young
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"Borman Forever"
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four -play '.01(WOMOI BIOS
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Yanni or the Acropolis (hooks Music)
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3109 Canterbury CT,
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CDHQ/CD
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Headquarters, and
send me the 7 Free
selections indicated on
nls form under the

terms outlined in this
advertisement. I agrge
to buy just 1 more CO
within the next year at
regular pnce. Atter
that. I can choose 2
more Ws free I'll get
10 CUs for the price of 1
- - and there's no oblig-

ation to buy more! (A
shipping and handling
charge is added to
each shipment

Note. This application
must be used to
redeem this special
offer We also reserve
the right to request
additional information,
reject any application
or cancel any member-
ship. This offer not
available in APO FPO,
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico or Canada.
Applicable sales tax
added to all orders.
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MUSIC WITH A PLOT

"The Bodyguard" ', ),31
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"Murder Was The Case
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Alison Krauss Now Thor Ice Found You A Collection
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Tracy Lawrence ,ee It Now (Atlantic) 10.2582
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gonna cost you. Zero !J'. We're talking free
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colossal catalog of 5 000 CDs and information on
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16.98) at some time in the coming_year
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at any time.
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19 catalogs over the course of the year
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ward to big savings. And from urge to Ume, aftm you
purchase your first CD. you II r tee offers which
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regular prices, which allows you to mdul e in lots of
muyic wig, out sacrificing - - spy -- food A shipping
and handling charge wiff be added to ear selection I

 $o take advantage of our 10 -day risk -free trial.
Flip through the catalog end an the
membership info It you deck you're not
interested, just return everyt ing to us at our
expense - there's no further obligation

CO1110 write to
HQ,,310E1 Canter gry uit,

oommgton, 4 404- I
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Al unauthorized use is zwonmted
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
DAVID L. CLARK

JBL HT SERIES
THX SPEAKERS

Acomplete HT system from JBL con-
sists of seven speaker boxes: three
identical front speakers, two dipole
surrounds, and two subwoofers. At
$3,000, this is one of the least ex-
pensive systems to earn the Lucas -

film Home THX certification for small
rooms (less than 3,000 cubic feet). What's
more, the HT Series basks in the glow of
JBL's prestige for having produced the first
THX-certified movie -theater system, in
1983, and the no -compromise Synthesis
Home THX systems (see "Currents," Sep-
tember 1992).

The HT system is intended for use with a
THX-certified surround decoder or receiv-
er. Such components differ from standard
Dolby Pro Logic units in that higher mini-
mum performance is mandated, and cir-
cuitry is added to modify the signals slight-
ly and provide an electronic crossover
between main speakers and subs. Left, cen-

ter, and right THX speakers are intended to
be fed with a signal high -passed at 80 Hz,
with the subwoofer fed from a matching
80 -Hz low-pass filter. These outputs are not

usually available from a standard Pro Logic

although you candecoder or receiver,
achieve good results
with one if its center
channel is set to "nor-
mal." However, you
will also need an ex-
ternal electronic cross-
over to high-pass the
left and right speakers
as well as to derive a
subwoofer signal.

All HT Series cabinets have simple, func-

tional styling and are finished on all sides in
a black wood -grain laminate with remov-
able dark -gray knit grilles. Connection is
via recessed five -way binding posts. No
controls or adjustments are provided on

any of the speakers. Medium -density fiber-
board, 3/1 inch thick, is used throughout,
with some additional bracing in the sub-

woofer cabinets. Overall, quality is high and
rigidity of the cabinet walls is adequate.
The 22 individual drive units in the sys-
tem appear to be of three types: 12 -inch
drivers in the subs plus 5 -inch woofers and
1 -inch titanium -dome tweeters in the fronts
and surrounds.

The three identical front speakers, Model
HT1F, each employ a vertical array of four
magnetically shielded drivers-a pair of
tweeters in the center, flanked by a pair of
the 5 -inch woofers. This is a fairly common
solution to the THX requirement for limit-
ed vertical high -frequency dispersion to re-
duce ceiling and floor reflections. It works
through reinforcement of the sound on
axis, where path lengths to the drivers are
equal, and through cancellation of sound
above and below axis at frequencies where
the path -length difference causes varying
degrees of phase shift.

The HTID surround speakers achieve
the Home THX requirement for a dipole
radiation pattern through an approach I
have not previously encountered. The chal-
lenge facing the designer is in making the
transition from dipole operation at middle
and high frequencies to monopole opera-
tion at low frequencies. True dipole opera-
tion would allow the out -of -phase radia-
tion from the speaker's opposing faces to
cancel more completely with decreasing
frequency. But that's not ideal for dipole
surrounds, because some bass is required
from them. Although the HT1D does have
matching woofers on opposite faces of its
cabinet, the cabinet is divided internally

into two different
types of enclosures:
The woofer firing to-
ward the front of the
room gets a larger,
vented enclosure to
extend its response,
whereas the woofer
firing toward the rear
gets a small sealed en-

closure to limit its response so that it won't
cancel any of the front woofer's low -bass
output. Very clever.

The two HT1S subwoofers can best be
described as "classic." Each has a 12 -inch
woofer with a free -air resonance of 25 Hz in

THE SYSTEM DELIVERED

CENTERED DIALOG,

ENVELOPING AMBIENCE,

AND A WIDE AND DEEP

MUSICAL SOUNDSTAGE.
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a 4 -cubic -foot vented box tuned to 25 Hz. A
pair is required to produce enough output
to qualify for Home THX certification. Al-
though neither JBL's claim nor my mea-
surements show an anechoic response flat
down to 25 Hz, this frequency is repro-
duced cleanly and with adequate volume in
a 2,000 -cubic -foot room.

Sometime in the second quarter of this
year, the pair of HT1S subs will be replaced
by the HTPS300 powered subwoofer. This
new unit, which uses two 12 -inch drivers
placed back to back to counteract each oth-
er's external magnetic fields, is rated flat
down to 25 Hz. However, it will also raise
the HT system's price to $3,500. (The
HTPS300 alone will sell for $1,500.)

Measurements
Figure 1 is the vertical polar response of

the HT1F speakers in four octave -wide fre-
quency bands. Overall, the driver array
works as it should, but there are problems.
For one thing, the spectrum of the sound
that does reflect from the ceiling or floor is
particularly nasty. Even though the octave-

band averaging tends to smooth the re-
sponse, 12 -dB variations can be seen at
+30° and -30°. Audibly, this is a tonal
comb -filter effect. (On the other hand, if di-
rectivity is not well controlled, as in a typi-
cal stereo speaker, the reflected sound also
causes a comb -filter effect when it com-
bines with the direct sound.) A second po-
tential problem is extreme vertical directiv-
ity at very high frequencies, caused by the
HT1F's double tweeters. Check the 16 -kHz
curve in Fig. 1. If the listener moves up or
down by 5°, the response drops 5 or 10 dB
in the top octave. A shift of 5° is the differ-
ence between sitting up straight and
slouching-forget about standing or sitting
on the floor.

During my testing, I found that one of
the subs produced much higher distortion
than the other. Investigation revealed that
its spider had been misaligned when it was
glued to the voice -coil form. This resulted
in the cone being pushed 5 millimeters (a
little less than 1/4 inch) rearward at its rest
position. An input signal would cause the
cone to move forward much easier than it
could be moved further back, thus distort-
ing the waveform. I promptly received a re-
placement system from JBL, which correct-
ed the problem.

One -meter, on -axis frequency response
of one HTIF and one HT1S is plotted in
Fig. 2, along with maximum output of a
single HT1S sub when it was driven to 10%
total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD
+ N). A pair of subs, required for Home
THX certification, should, if properly
placed, produce nearly 6 dB more output
than a single sub. I regard the plot as excep-
tionally flat, although the bass extension is a
bit disappointing. Also, the HT1F curve was
measured from a point exactly centered on
the speaker's vertical axis; you will have to
aim the HTIFs carefully to get such flat re-
sponse at your ears.

My measurements showed that the
HT1D surround speakers' dipole cancella-
tion went away quickly below 200 Hz, ex-
tending flat response from the forward -
mounted driver array down to 70 Hz. In the
treble, the tweeters on the opposing cabinet
faces extend the response to 20 kHz. Re-
sponse on the dipole's null axis, which
should be aimed at the listening position,
averaged 20 dB below the response directed
to the front or rear of the room. As with
other dipoles I've tested, the null axis is too
narrow to perfectly cover a group of listen-
ers, but the overall effect is to provide ambi-
ence without the pinpoint localization that

is so undesirable in this application.
The HT1Ds do an excellent job of that.he HT1S

subwoofer mounts
a 12 -inch driver
in a vented
enclosure.

Use and Listening Tests
I set up the HT Series according to

JBL's instructions. The left, center, and
right speakers were spaced 4 feet apart
and 3 feet out from the 13 -foot -wide
front wall of my listening room. Sur-
rounds were placed high on the side
walls, to the sides of the listening posi-
tion, and 10 feet from the front speak-
ers. After some experimentation, I

stacked the subs in one front corner to ob-
tain maximum bass extension. With its 8-

foot ceiling, my listening room's volume is
2,000 cubic feet, comfortably within the
3,000 -cubic -foot upper limit for which the
HT Series is THX-approved.

After initial listening, I felt a need to
boost the bass progressively more below 50
Hz, so I inserted an equalizer in the sub -

woofer path. (The alternative of simply
turning up the subwoofer resulted in a
"tubby" sound from too much 80 -Hz out-
put.) The subs handled the boost well. You

FRONT SPEAKERS

Frequency Range: 70 Hz to 20 kHz.
Sensitivity: 87 dB for 1 watt at 1

meter.
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms.

Dimensions: 10 in. W x 171/2 in. H x
81/2 in. D (25.4 cm x 44.5 cm x 21.6
cm).

Weight: 21 lbs. (9.5 kg) each.
Price $1,200 per set of three.

SURROUND SPEAKERS

Frequency Range: 110 Hz to 20
kHz.

Sensitivity: 87 dB for 1 watt at 1

meter.
Nominal Impedance 6 ohms.
Dimensions: 91/4 in. W x 137/8 in. H

x 73/4 in. D (23.5 cm x 35.2 cm x
19.7 cm).

Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg) each.
Price: $800 per pair.

SUBWOOFER

Frequency Range: 35 to 80 Hz.
Sensitivity: 91 dB for 1 watt at 1

meter.
Nominal Impedance: 6 ohms.
Dimensions: 251/4 in. W x 211/2 in. H x

17% in. D (64.1 cm x 54.6 cm x
44.8 cm).

Weight: 62 lbs. (28.1 kg) each.
Price: $500 each.

System Price: $3,000 (three front speak-
ers, two surround speakers, and two
subwoofers).

Company Address: 80 Crossways Park
West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797;
800/336-4525.
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"The HCA-2200" has all the features and flexibility
any audiophile could want...," notes Stereophile.

Sure, it's nice to be hailed as a "benchmark!'

But what, exactly, does that mean? Well, let's

read the quote in context:
"While the HCA-2200" has virtually

unlimited brute power, it has enough finesse

to let the music come through largely

unscathed. Over the last six months it has

proven, with a variety of speakers in both

my listening rooms, that it's a benchmark

product against which other amplifiers can be measured. If an amp of equal or greater price isn't at least

as good as the HCA-2200", it doesn't cut it."

It's clear that Mr. Stone has discovered the virtues of our amplifier. And while we're pleased he
found the process so enjoyable, we aren't surprised. It's all part of our design philosophy, whose essence

he captures nicely when he says, "...a middle-class audiophile like myself no longer has to take out a

second mortgage on his house to afford a musically satisfying amplifier."

"...A BENCHMARK
PRODUCT AGAINST WHICH

OTHER AMPLIFIERS CAN BE
MEASURED."

- STEVEN STONE, STEREOPHILE, VOL. 17 No. 3, MARCH 1994

But what did surprise us, as well as flatter us, was being thrown into the ring with $12,000
monoblock behemoths. The result of this apparently absurd comparison? Not carnage, but rather: "...the

Parasound HCA-2200" gives them all a run for the money, and even beats 'em in flexibility and price."

He continues, "...a pair of HCA-2200"s performed with Apogee full -ranges on a par with a pair of

Boulder 250 AEs and four VTL Deluxe 300 amps.

Dynamic impact and attack were excellent...Compared

to the VTL300, the HCA-2200" had a greater sense of

extension..."
Enough quotes. It's time to experience one yourself.

Just visit your local Parasound dealer and learn that
"benchmark" is the expert's way of saying you don't have

"to break the bank to get the best. And you can quote us ...prodigious bass output and sense of unlimited power
and effortlessness" says Stereophile. And no wonder. It

on that. delivers over 90 amps of peak current per channel.

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the cruical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, Satz Francisco, CA 94111  415-397.7100  Fax 415-397-0144
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Mature, detail oriented seeks music
lover. I m trim fit and slyer with a
penchant for music. I'm pedigreed and

- come from on advanced background
in

metallurgy I'm easy to interface with and
work well in upscale environments. let
me take you to the top and show new
highs bring bliss to your life and life

boxholder KCAL
to your music GUARANTEED!

Respond to it

Seeking audiophile 4 endless
intimate listening sessions.
Me-I come from a scientific
background and into all types of musk.

I can take all the power you con

unleash, but respond with equal finesse

to quiet moody types. Telephone 801

621-5530 lve msg box 4TC

Number crunchin' speed freak
into x -mission line theory; wave
propagation. Seeks transports & DACs
4 extended listening

sessions. Me--
Stable (impedance, that is). You-
Thrill seeker looking for the best in
binary performance. Reply to
Ilkonsisarti

Successful, young, worldly over
achiever seeks intellectual type
who enjoys movies & musk. Me-
comfortable with bohemian and

 aristocrat alike. I m from a long musical

lineage and well versed in scientific

disciplines too. I'm easy to fall in love

with and 111 go to great lengths to please

the discerning and deserving. Hook up

with me today 8. fall in love Tor life. No

bad amplifiers, torn cones or lo-fi

(allsituations

please. SSS not im Pportant.

801-621-5530 ask for 11.1

1110..015...P"""....*ama

Bass freak looking for that
perfect subwoofer to get down
with. How low can you go/ Check out
box 8PR for the low down today I'll
go to great depths to please you

inLe9 AJerving
Crntronen135o9eMer for

_711nwil 5wo 21ccule.I.

1:21 KINSER KABLE
South 1900 We,:

Ogden, Utah 84401 USA

(801) 621-5530

can look at this equalization in two +90.

ways: The JBL subs may be criticized

for lacking flat response to the low-
est frequencies or praised for their
ability to handle the power added
by the boost. Most woofers distort
badly when low -frequency boost is

attempted. My take on it is that, in
the end, I was able to get what I
wanted, which is rare.

The JBL system passed critical
laserdisc imaging test passages,
such as a campfire scene in Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom
(Paramount LV 1643), with high
marks. This particular scene re-
quires that voices at the campfire
remain locked in the center, in the
midst of ambient jungle sounds,
while the heroine screams from
different locations in the back-
ground. Through the HT speakers,
flyover scenes had good spatial
continuity and timbral match to
the fronts. Dialog was focused,
centered, and up front, just as it
should be. Music was rendered
with a wide and deep soundstage,
with the surrounds providing a
beautiful sense of enveloping am-
bience often missing in mere
stereo. Rifle fire cracked and explo-
sions whumped with seemingly
endless dynamic range. Bass did
not thud and drone, as I have heard
it do on many underpowered sub -
woofers when pushed into more or
less continuous compression.

I also used the HT system to play stereo
music from CDs, in the "correct" two-
speaker-with-subwoofer mode and with
Dolby Pro Logic processing. I actually pre-
ferred the Pro Logic mode, with the center
speaker's gain reduced slightly. Conven-
tional two -channel stereo forces me to sit
exactly on the centerline of the speaker pair
to get the best, or even acceptable, imaging.
I find this restriction odd-especially when
someone joins me, because only one person
can enjoy the sound fully. (We could sit one
behind the other, but that seems even more
odd.) Stereo with surround decoding, espe-
cially with a good music -enhancement
mode (as long as it is free of added rever-
beration) can widen the sweet spot into a
sweet area and improve ambience repro-
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duction. The JBLs did a credible job, al-
though I've heard better stereo -only speak-
ers in the $3,000 price range.

My new 35 -inch ProScan monitor ar-
rived just in time for these tests. The combi-
nation of a large direct -view monitor with
the JBL HT Series speakers seemed perfect
for a serious home theater system in a mod-
erate -size room, particularly one where
wide viewing angles and bright ambient
light may be desired. Since this setup is in-
stalled at my place of business, lunch hours
have stretched as employees linger in the
listening room and just ". . .have to finish
this side." We all go in there after hours to
experience our newest laserdiscs on the JBL
THX system. We love it. Now, get it out of
here, so we can get some work done! A

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD



*I'm particular.

Rhtle engineer' lig recordings for

many clients. anong therr the

Chicago and St Louis Syrphories.

I heart cf Martin-Logan 's special

e I ec-ostat lc precision anc clarity

from several of my colleagues.

So, I ns-alled a pair in my studio.

What happened next was amazing.

Every change n the recd ding

process becarr e apparer I Details

of space in the hall, micrc phone

placement anc even converter

qualities were nstantly perceived.

Yet :he superor disperson of tier
curvilinear -Jar sducer all wed

remarkably easy room pacement

even in my studio.

Atte- using Martin-Logar products

for yea's, I arr excited tc introduce

the sew advaiced SL3, shattering

indLstry stancards yet again.

Wnat else can I say?

Go to your local dealer and
audition the new SL3.

Be prepared for the experte ice.

$5.200 00 US

FoPow ng is a ompfing of L:.--..rrys

WFMT Fine Ars Network ineekly b-oadcast

o' the :3hicagoSymphony 0,chesnia. Erato.
PCA'BMG CBS Sony. Ko..s- Classes.
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Pro Arte. Sumnit. CentaL'r. Orteo.

Musical Heritage Society.
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Experience

o box 707 lawrence, ks 66044, tel (913) 749-0133, fax (913) 74.c-5320



AURICLE
LEN SCHNEIDER

AMC AV81HT
PREAMP/

SURROUND PROCESSOR

A

lthough its parent organiza-
tion, Taiwan's IEEE Group,
has been manufacturing
components for other com-
panies for close to two
decades, AMC has only re-

cently emerged in the United States.

The AV81HT preamp/processor is
marketed under AMC's H.O.M.E.
Automation banner, which the com-
pany describes as offering "total sys-

tem integration for both audio and
video in your living and working en-

vironment." The AV81HT is actually

Company Address: c/o Wel- '
tronics, P.O. Box 80584, San
Marino, Calif. 91108; 818/799-
6396.

For literature, circle No. 94

one of two versions of the same basic

component, the other being the
Home THX-cerffied AV81THX. Al-
though it lacks
the re -equaliza-

tion, timbre -
matching, and
decorrelation
circuits that
form the elec-
tronic heart
of THX, the
AV81HT does
provide very high -quality Dolby Pro

Logic decoding and ample flexibility

(video switching included) to con-
trol all but the most comprehensive
home theater systems. At $750, it's a

strong contender in the affordable
performance arena. It's also upgrad-

able to full Home THX status for an

additional $550. (Although you can
buy the AV8ITHX for $100 less than

the HT -plus -upgrade price, you have

to ante up $1,200 all at once. Some

audiophiles may find the stepping-
stone approach well worth the mild
premium.)

Coming out of the box, the
AV81HT impressed me. It's not a
large unit, especially for a home the-

ater preamp/processor. It stands only

31/2 inches tall (feet included) and is

17 inches wide. A surface 14 inches

deep will leave plenty of room for ca-

bles, as the chassis itself is only a little

more than 11 inches from faceplate
to back -panel RCA jacks.

The AV81HT's basic circuitry is
well done. The highly praised Analog

Devices SSM2125A IC performs
Dolby Pro Logic processing, and the

almost ubiquitous Sanyo LV1000
provides digital delay for the sur-
round outputs. There's no cutting-

edge technology here, but the basic
board layout is very clean. Yes, there

is a spider's web of wire harnesses

connecting various boards, but that's
almost inevitable when complex cir-

cuits are implemented on compara-
tively simple double -sided boards.

The AV81HT is refreshingly sim-
ple, as there's a welcome absence of

seldom -used features. This shows on

the front panel, where just five knobs

and two buttons stand between you

and whatever sonic nirvana you're
chasing. And with its 16 carefully

grouped and
color -coded
keys, even the
remote's a mod-

el of restraint.

Ergonomi-
cally, however,

AMC picked a
somewhat dif-
ferent drum-

mer to march to. It's not wrong, mind

you, just different. For instance, there

are no front -panel controls to select 2
c.,

input or operating mode; you'll find 1
them only on the remote. There is a t
control on the front panel to select
record source, however, and a rotary j

knob for surround -channel delay
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If you appreciate the natural -
sounding reproduction of music
made possible by vacuum -tube
technology-but were afraid of
the hassles and the prohibitive
price-have we got news for
you. Audio Research. the 25 -
year leader in vacuum -tube tech-
nology dedicated to music
reproduction. has made a
vacuum -tube music system more
affordable than ever. It's the
New LS7 stereo line preamplifier
and VT60 sterec power amplifier.
both featuring new, all -tube
circuits that deliver rich. satisfy-
ing sound and vorld-renowned
Audio Researci_ ccnstruction.
Two down-to-earth audio compo-
nents that are capable of truly
out-of-this-wo :Id performance.

audio resent'

audio research
HIGH DEFINITION®

I

5740 Green Circle Drive / Minnetonka. Minnesota 55343-4424 / Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604
CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD



time. But there's no such delay control on
the remote, where it would be more useful.

The rotary controls are a bit odd to the
touch. The plastic knobs are molded to ac-
cept a thick, small -diameter casing around
their sides-sort of a fat, tacky rubber band
your fingers won't slip off as you're turning
the knob. There was a little delay between
turning the master volume knob and feel-
ing the pot's resistance. The knob was tight
on the control shaft, so I assume this was
due to some slack in the clutch assembly of
the motor used for remote volume control.

One of the AV81HT's strangest features
is its use of six rear -panel 3/4 -turn trim pots

for level adjustment of the six outputs (left,
center, right, surrounds, and subwoofer), to
compensate for different loudspeaker
placements and sensitivities. Although it's
not the first time I've seen this approach on
a surround processor, I have strong reserva-
tions about this particular design. The rear-

panel placement makes calibration adjust-
ments very awkward, but a more serious
problem is that these pots can't be friction -

locked once they've been properly set. Their

aassk
1411 'Beetle

tonvertible!
Your Sennhn._ , , eiser

Lmerler or Detat

Two classic Open -ire 'Marvels
ot German Engineering

They're both durable and a great value, but the ultra -lightweight HD 414 headphone features

added comfort and incredible sound. The world's most popular headphone, the HD 414,

is available again (for a limited time) to celebrate our 50th anniversary.

Own a classic that doesn't need a garage!

JUST LISTEN

HD 414
HE A D P H O N E S

SENNHEISER
11 you need fel, getfing your konds on A. HD 414

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOO 987

OLD LYME, CT 06371  TEL: 203-434-9190  FAX: 203-434-1759

exposed position invites inadvertent
change.

To smooth the calibration process, the
AV81HT comes with a microphone that
plugs into a front -panel receptacle. A verti-
cal LED array behind the display window
acts as a sound -level meter when you acti-
vate the processor's internal test -signal gen-
erator. The idea is fine: You put the micro-
phone in your favorite viewing/listening
position, activate the generator, and adjust
each channel's output via the rear -panel
pots as you sequence the signal generator's
output through your speakers. (The center
LED in the array turns amber when you're
within a dB of the predetermined reference
level.) But this seemingly simple process is
tremendously awkward in practice. The
LED array is on the front panel, and the
pots are on the back. The only way I could
watch the first while adjusting the second
was to put a mirror in front of the processor
and stand behind it. Then I could adjust a
pot and trigger the remote's "Test" button
to advance to the next speaker. The meter's
long settling time is also a bit disquieting:
You're never sure whether you've moved
the pot enough until the meter tells you
you've moved it too far. You could argue
that manual trim pots don't impose the sig-
nal-to-noise penalties that some micro-
processor -controlled adjustment circuits
do. Even if that's true, I don't think the re-
sulting inconvenience is worth the nominal
performance boost.

Once adjusted, however, the trim levels
held remarkably well, regardless of the mas-
ter volume -control's setting. There was very
little tracking deviation as I moved up and
down a fairly wide range of playback levels.
The LED array has no SPL scale, but I veri-
fied initial setup level of 84 dB (±l dB) with

a recently calibrated Radio Shack sound -
level meter. When I reduced the master gain
by 20 dB (as measured for the front left
channel), all channels remained within the
±1 dB window except for the subwoofer
output, which was 2 dB down. At an inter-
mediate average of 77 dB, the subwoofer
output was just 1.5 dB low. Not bad at all.

After calibrating the AV81HT, I listened
extensively to a variety of audio -only and
A/V sources. The sound quality was quite
good. My main digital source was a Rotel
RDD-980 CD transport feeding an Adcom
GDA-700 D/A converter. Amplifiers includ-

"VW 'Yolks and "Beetle" ore trodernorks of Volkswogen AG "Open A.re" os o ttodensork of Sennheoser Electvonoc Corp.
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Why is it always so different at the movie -theater?

Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?

Is it the People?

What about sound?

The galloping horses. Thunder.

Explosive SOUndtracks?

SOUND!
The PSB Stratus Series loudspeakers give you a

true home theater sound experience, full range

capability and brute dynamic power.

The popcorn is on you.

For your nearest PSB dealer call Toll Free 1-800-263-4641.
PSB -A UNIQUE VOICE

IN THE CROWD.
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ed a Kenwood KM -X1 (THX-certified six -

channel) and an Adcom GFA-555Il
(stereo). Stereo listening was through a pair
of Spendor LS3/5A speakers biamped with
a Janis W3 subwoofer. A KEF Reference 100

center -channel speaker and a second pair of
LS3/5As (an older Rogers variant) complet-
ed the home theater array.

Two aspects of the AV81HT's sound real-
ly impressed me. The first was a very pleas-
ing presentation of a wide variety of music.
Although I've never heard the "stunning"
preamplifier differences some audiophiles

and reviewers seem to revel in, the AV81HT

(at least in stereo mode) added nothing un-
pleasant. Neither did it diminish enjoyment
of music I know fairly well. I was particular-
ly taken with Radka Toneff s evocative ren-

dition of Jimmy Webb's "The Moon Is a
Harsh Mistress" on the Toneff/Dobrogosz
Fairy Tales disc (Odin CD03). Although an
old recording ('82 or thereabouts), it usual-
ly brings any high -frequency aberrations or

dynamic limitations into sharp focus. The
AV81HT sailed through this with nary a
trace of grunge or constriction.

Better AUDIO for your VIDEO !

VANDI-

Model 2---
Phase-correct
main speaker

"Legendary
performance
on both films
and music"

Model 1
Phase -correct
main speaker

"The standard
for affordable
speakers"

In its pursuit of per-
fection, specialty
audio has estab-
lished high-fidelity
standards that only
the best speakers 1140,0

can reach.

Model 2W
Three driver,
300 watt amplified
subwoofer

"Rocks the
foundation"

-1m°LTCC Phase -correct
center speaker

"Ultimate realism."

Model 3
Ultra high-
performance
phase -correct
main speaker
The ulitimate embodiment
of the VANDERSTEEN
boxless full -range design.

"Incomparable detail
'11 and resolution"

VSM
Phase -correct
wall -mount
loudspeaker

"The ideal
surround
speaker"

Now your home theater system can meet these standards. A VANDERSTEEN
phase -correct home theater system creates a coherent and expansive sound -field
with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. You will hear
why "boxless" is definitely better as the system's incredible realism heightens
your emotional involvement in your films.

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers true
to both science and music. If you are looking for a system that convincingly
reproduces every nuance of a film as easily as it conveys the essence of music,
we can direct you to your nearest carefully selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.

piNirr\rdr-v\ial Pt !PITY
Please write or call for a brochure
and the name of your nearest dealer.

//\ )NsiL L_\ AUL
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324
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The second pleasant discovery was that
someone at AMC apparently did a decent
amount of listening when choosing the
characteristics of the unfortunately named
"PBX" operating mode. Call it what you
will, it's one of the best surround enhance-
ment modes I've yet heard for music repro-
duction: pleasant, refined, and enjoyable
over the long haul. It brings the soundstage
forward just a bit and deepens the apparent
area behind the front speakers-and does
this without the rear -channel intrusiveness
I've noticed in almost all other music -sur-
round modes offered by other processors.

A word of warning about AC connec-
tions: Keep the AV81HT plugged into an
unswitched outlet, and use the front -panel
or remote power switch exclusively. Other-
wise, if you accidentally cut off power to the

AMC'S AV81HT
IS AFFORDABLE, FLEXIBLE,

AND MORE THAN

SONICALLY COMPETENT.

AV81HT, it will express its displeasure with

a decidedly audible pop through your
sound system. If you then reapply power
before your amplifiers have been off long
enough for the power supplies to discharge,
you'll hear something far louder and much
more unpleasant. (You will make this mis-
take only once, however, unless you enjoy
checking tweeters periodically.) I suspect
that the AV81HT's output relays open only
as part of a turn-off sequence initiated by a
power -down command. It would be far
better if they automatically tripped when-
ever the power supply collapses.

How to summarize my reactions to
AMC's AV81HT? It's affordable, flexible,
and more than sonically competent. Al-
though the good stuff is hidden under a
somewhat quirky, ergonomically chal-
lenged exterior, the AV81HT is a damn fine
preamp/processor. A
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A True
American

Classic.

A select few products have become a true American

classic...and even fewer have remained one for almost half

a century. Among audio brands McIntosh alone

deserves this rare distinction.

McIntosh components are designed, engi-

neered and hand -built to the same exacting

standards by proud American craftsmen as they

have been for almost 50 years.

McIntosh labcfmcy. a¢.. 2 ChM= St.. BrOarnIcm. NY 139012699
1607)723-3512 Eu1507)724-0519
thsmbutsd in Australia by W C WedderSpOon Pry Ltd 02 642 2595

The quality of a McIntosh component is visible even

before you turn it on. So, it should come as no surprise that

while others have made short-lived claims to be

"state-of-the-art," only McIntosh electronics con-

tinue to retain their value (and performance)

long after the others are forgotten.

McIntosh components. A great investment. A

great American institution.

McIntosh
Components of Excellence.
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When you've got questions about Audio and Video,

sk. a specialist
Should I buy a laser disc player,
when the digital video disc (DVD)
is coming out soon?

After the CD appeared, how long
did it take before you could find all
of your favorite LP's on CD?

Probably at least a decade. The laser disc
has been the undisputed format of choice
for quality video for at least a decade. One
can find almost any mainstream title and
many obscure titles on laser disc. While the
DVD will allow you to watch new releases
in a high quality format and gradually build a
library of older favorites, it will be a long
time until you can buy or rent any movie
you wish on DVD. An additional advantage
the traditional laser disc will have over the
DVD is the size of its packaging. Like LP
covers, laser covers are large enough for
supplementary information and pictures,
yet thin enough to allow storing many in a
small space. The DVD will require small
harder -to -read booklets, like those in CD
jewel boxes, with limited capability for
associated artwork. The laser disc is likely
to remain the format of choice for video
collectors for many years.

-Kirby Gaboury
Audio Etc...

Fairborn, Ohio

Audio

- What's the difference between a
.... : bipolar and dipolar speaker?

' .

Emerging recently to the forefront of
speaker technology have been two
diverse designs of speaker systems

called bipolar and dipolar. These speakers
look similar from the outside, both have
two complete sets of drivers, one set on the
front and the other set on the rear. But
each speaker system functions differently.
The bipolar speakers front and back drivers
move at the same time with the music and
are used as your main speakers in stereo
and your front right/left speakers in a home
theater system. A well designed bipolar
speaker will give you a 3-D sound without
losing the main focus of the exact placement
of the sound of instruments, singing,
dialogue and movie sound track pin
pointing. On the other hand, the dipolar
speakers have come into existence primarily
within the home theater realm. The dipole
surround speaker fires information both to
the front and back at opposing times of each
other, reflecting off the wall and into the
room. Sine the front and back of this
speaker are out of phase of each other, the
surround speaker has a cancellation zone
within the movie viewing area. Thus, the
focus of sound transcends forward to the
movie screen with the surround speakers
enveloping the listening area.

-Steve Lindemann
Fred's Sound of Music

Portland, Oregon
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Each month, Audio Magazine's newest feature "See a Specialist", will showcase some of the finest
audio/video dealers from across the country. The dealers, chosen as a result of recommendations from
equipment manufacturers, Audio Magazine staff and industry organizations, w II exemplify the best
audio/video dealers from New York to California. The chosen dealers will offer solutions to problems
that can best be handled by a specialty audio/video retailer.

If you would like to submit questions to dealers in your area please write to
See a Specialist, c/o Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019

QI don't seem to be getting enough
sound from my rear speakers and
my receiver's rear amplifiers are

rated at only 15 watts per channel. What
can I do?

AMany low and medium priced
receivers have marginal power for
the rear channels. If your receiver has

line outputs for these channels, it's a simple
matter to add ar external amplifier to beef
things up. This could be a basic power amp,
or you could use a line input on an
integrated amp or stereo receiver. If you
have no line outputs, several companies
make small units that will convert the
speaker level outputs from your receiver to
line level, allowing you to use the above
strategy. An alte -native might be to replace
your rear speakers with more efficient
models. A 6 dB ncrease in speaker efficiency,
from say 88 dB to 94 dB, would make your
15 watts perform like a more muscular
60 watts.

°WILSHIRE

-Lyn Perry
Wilshire TV & Stereo West
Thousand Oaks. California

TV, & STERF)

Should I bridge my stereo
amplifiers to get more watts? If I

do bridge them, will this allow
me to get better sound from my speakers?

Usually not. Most stereo amplifiers,
except if they are high performance
or expensive amps, sound better

and perform better unbridged. When
unbridged, most stereo amps are sable
down to 4 ohms fcr long durations and
maintain their primed specs. When
bridged, amps are stable only as low as an
8 ohm load and their specs are no longer
valid. Practically speaking, these arrps in
bridged mode are :hen unacceptable to
drive most speakers, which have a nominal
impedance of 4-6 ohms and can gc below
2 ohms at certain 'requencies. This can
cause the end user of bridged amplifiers
damage to both speakers and amps.

-Steve Campbell
In Concert, Inc.

Huntsville, Alabama

Presented by AUDIO
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Iwas in a hurry, the first time I
put the Martin -Logan SL3s into
my living room. I stuck them
where they looked right, turned
them on, and let out a deep
"aaah!"

But then I had to move the SL3s
back against the wall to make room
for a big gathering. Later, with the
aid of a knowledgeable, sharp -eared
friend and the copious instructions
in the excellent owner's manual, I
spent most of an afternoon trying to
set them up exactly "right," to no
avail. Frequency response sounded
irregular, and imaging fell apart as
soon as we moved our heads a few
inches from the sweet spot. My
friend left, and I abandoned the sci-
entific approach, stuck 'em where
they looked right, and went "aaah!"
again. (For the record, the speakers
are now about 3 feet from the front
wall and about 4 feet from each side
wall of my 14 x 22 -foot room-a
near -match of distances that should
not work but, this time, does. They are

also almost imperceptibly toed in.)
This difficulty in setup stems from

the speaker's dipole nature. Sounds
pour with equal facility from the
front and rear of the SL3's curved,
electrostatic midrange/tweeter pan-
el. That means everything above
about 250 Hz is coming at you not
only from the speaker itself but, a
few milliseconds later, from the wall
behind it. Both sounds bounce a bit
off other room surfaces as well. So
dipoles tend to involve the room's
acoustics in the final sound to a
much greater extent than do conven-
tional, monopole speakers. In the
right room and properly positioned,
dipoles can give you a very live and
open sound-but making sure you
have the right room and finding the
proper position can be tricky. I'd ex-
pect the sound of my own setup to
improve once I cover the wood -pan -

Company Address: P.O. Box
707, Lawrence, Kans. 66044;
913/749-0133.

For literature, circle No. 95

AURICLE
IVAN BERGER

MARTIN-LOGAN
SL3 SPEAKER

eled wall behind the speakers
with bookshelves, which
should break up and disperse
the reflections without mas-
sively absorbing them. Yet
such is the nature of dipole
sound that, until I install the
shelves, I won't know for
sure.

Below 250 Hz, the sound is

not dipolar, because a con-
ventional, 10 -inch cone
woofer in a small enclosure
takes over. The crossover is a
steepish 12 dB/octave and
seemed seamless once I had
the speakers properly placed.
The SL3's specs cite response
of 30 Hz to 24 kHz, ±2 dB,
and what I heard when the
speakers were in the manu-
facturer -recommended posi-
tion came pretty close to that
(although I can't vouch for it
all the way up to 24 kHz). In
fact, I even reduced one
speaker's bass output by 3
dB, using the two -position
switch on its rear panel.
However, in the final posi-
tion I picked, the bass
seemed pretty well gone by
40 Hz, though the sound still
seemed well balanced and
not thin. If you're not too
proud to use tone controls, a bit of
bass boost solves the problem per-
fectly in all but the very low end;
turning my bass -control knob to
somewhere between 1 and 2 o'clock
fixed things up without making the
midrange too heavy. I'd want to use a
subwoofer to discreetly augment
tones below 50 to 60 Hz or so, but I
could live a long time without one.
This is the kind of bass I'd expect

from woofer
systems this
size, but not
from speakers
costing $3,195 per pair.

Yet I'm still going "aaah!" In my
final setup, I get terrifically smooth,
natural response and an image that's
firmly locked in when I move
around. Pink noise is remarkably
smooth, though its balance does al-
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'S EXACTLY THE

QUALITY OF SOUND

YOU'D EXPECT FROM A

HIGH -END CD PLAYER.

' A CD PLAYER COSTING

TWICE ITS PRICE.

The new Rotel
RCD970BX is a

premium quality CD
player that delivers per-

formance and technology
normally found only on far

more exotic and expensive designs.
A new 18 -bit ladder -type D/A con-

verter with continuous calibration
results in nearly 20 -bit resolution. A

toroidal transformer and superb quality filter
capacitors contribute smooth, uninterrupted

power. A CDM9 swing arm ensures instant access.
precise tracking and gentle handling of your most

cherished recordings. And a new PC board, close tolerance
components. and gold-plated, RCA -type coaxial digital

output all add to this remarkable music machine's stunning
performance. You get all of this and more in an attractive, low -

profile, high performance CD player with scan, random, 20 -track
programming, repeat and time information, plus an infrared remote.
We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer
and audition the RCD970BX. If you're
impressed with the sound, wait until you
hear the price.

ROTEL OF AMERICA

ter slightly when I move my head (an effect
not noticeable on music). I also get an un-
precedented feeling, in adjacent rooms, that
there's live music in my living room, an ef-
fect I attribute to the SL3s' dipole nature.
I'm not getting as much depth as I did with
other placements, but I am getting a wide
spread. Obviously, I have a bit of fine tun-
ing to go-those tricky dipoles again.

Since the SL3s stand 64 inches tall, they
can overwhelm some rooms' decor. My wife
nonetheless thought them quite handsome,
perhaps because the partial transparency of
the upper half keeps them from looking
massive. That height can also make these

SETTING UP

THE MARTIN-LOGAN SL3s

TAKES A LOT OF CARE,

BUT THE SOUND WILL

AMPLY REWARD YOU.

speakers tippy on deep carpets, as their
footprint is a mere 13 x 14 inches each.
Screwing the supplied spikes into the bot-
tom of each cabinet solves that problem
and also ensures you won't accidentally
move your speakers out of their hard -found

optimum positions. And the SL3s are no-
ticeably shorter than the Sequel Its that they
replaced. (The model name was changed,
says Martin-Logan's Gayle Sanders, "be-
cause we could not see making sequels to
Sequels indefinitely.")

The input terminals, near the floor on
the rear panel, have hexagonal metal nuts
instead of the usual fluted plastic ones,
which makes connections easier to tighten.
Removable links enable bi-wiring or bi-
amping. The terminals accept large spade
lugs and pretty hefty wires, but not banana
plugs. Recommended amplifier power is
100 to 200 watts per side, and rated sensi-
tivity is 89 dB.

Like all electrostatics, the SL3s require a
DC polarizing voltage, taken from a power
supply that must be plugged into your wall.
However, rated power draw is only about
2.5 watts per side, and signal -sensing cir-
cuitry shuts the power off if there's no in-
put for a while. Turn -on time when signal
resumes is just 2 seconds.

My overall reaction? The aaahs have it. A
PERFORMANCE BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.

Rotel of Americo, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 tel 1-800-370-3741 tax 508-664-4109
CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Master Craftsman Jacob Albright

3021 Sangamon Avenue

Springfield, Illinois 62702

(217) 544-5252 FAX (217) 744-7269

800-283-4644

TOP TEN REASONS
NOT TO BUY LEGACY SPEAKERS

10. Our cabinetmakers are too Finicky.

9. Neighbors might think you play the
violin.

8. You cant pronounce Levlar. titanium
and neodymium.

7. Buying direct saves you money.
You already have too much money.

6. You won't buy anything with
a warranty longer khan your
first marriage.

5. LEGACY is the critic's choice.
What do they know?

4. Your friends may not go home.

3. Feeling Clapton draw a quick breath
between licks is too realistic.

2. LEGACY customers have that
smug. satisfied look.

1. Our lull Free number Is loo
damn hard to remember.

Get Real . . .

Get LEGACY

Call 1 -800 -Audio -Hi
FOR YOUR FREE COLOR BROCHURE

CIRCLE NO. 24 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We know speakers inside and out

Kevlar San

The World's finest midrange

Record Royce

L. 4



AURICLE
JOHN C. HALLENBORG

MUSE ELECTRONICS
MODEL TWO

D/A CONVERTER

Manufacturers that develop
D/A converters and mar-
ket them in the $1,500 to
$2,000 range encounter
plenty of competition, as
this type of product has

for several years been well represent-
ed by a welcome selection of such
machines. The experienced audio-
phile has come to expect a lot from
these components-sophisticated,
beefy power supplies; attractive,
well -crafted chassis and faceplates;
solid construction; and clean, uncol-
ored sound. Muse Electronics joins
the fray with its $1,700 Model Two, a
machine with all the above -men-
tioned qualities and more. Muse, es-

Address: P.O. Box
2198, Garden Grove, Calif.
2642; 714/554-8200.
r literature, circle No. 96

tablished in 1988, also offers five
models of solid-state amplifiers, a
solid-state preamp, a new outboard
phono stage, and three powered sub -
woofers. The
company's
electronics
share a clean
look of mini-
mally etched al-

uminum face -
plates in either
black or silver;
straightfor-
ward, heavy-duty
well as high -quality jacks, plugs, and
switches.

The Model Two D/A converter
was designed by two of Muse's top
people, who clearly set out to deliver
more than a hint of cost -no -object
performance at a judicious price.
They have created a very capable ma-
chine that includes a few design in-

novations that should successfully
differentiate it from the competition.

Internally, the Model Two's cir-
cuits are laid out on three p.c.
boards, separated from one another
to minimize interference. The signal
arrives at the digital -filter board
through either of two 75 -ohm, S/P
DIF inputs with BNC connectors.
(An adaptor is provided for standard
coaxial connection; a 110 -ohm,
XLR-connected AES/EBU input is
available for $300 and an ST optical
input for $200.) The inputs are select-

ed via a three -position toggle switch
on the front panel. A blue light indi-
cates that the converter has locked
onto the incoming signal (it will ac-
cept sampling rates from 32 to 48
kHz). There's no on/off switch and no
indication (other than chassis temper-

ature) of whether or not the converter
is active until a signal is applied.

Through precision pulse trans-
formers, the signal is passed on to a
specialized receiver that uses a
phase -locked loop to synchronize to
the incoming data stream. Left- and
right -channel information is passed
along with timing signals to an ap-
plication -specific processor that pro-
vides eight -times oversampling and
digital low-pass filtration. (Another
$300 option is Pacific Microsonics'
digital filter and HDCD decoder
chip set, a code cruncher that has

gained a con-
siderable fol-
lowing in the
months since
its introduc-
tion. Muse Elec-

tronics does not
recommend the
HDCD alterna-
tive, but simply

who specifically
desire it.) The signal is then reconfig-

ured into 20 -bit words and sent via a
serial data port to the DAC board
proper.

The DAC circuit board is the
largest of the three and incorporates
a number of innovations, some of
which are the subject of patent appli-
cations. Extremely high-speed differ -

THE MUSE MODEL TWO

MUST BE CONSIDERED

AT THE FOREFRONT OF

$2,000 D/A CONVERTER
OFFERINGS.

construction; as offers it to those
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First Advent Created Sound As It Was Meant To Be Heard.

Now Sound As It Was
Meant To Be Seen

If you haven't heard your favorite movies through Advent Home Theater Speakers, you haven't seen anything yet.

So listen carefully and watch the action come to life Advent's 360° sound field puts you in the middle

3f it all, fusing sight and sound into a unique sensory experience that fills the room. Advent truly

brings the movie mater experience home for you to enjoy. CI-oose an affordable Advent

speaker system. Like our acoustically -matched HT103 front and center channel speakers and

our HT204 rear channel speakers. Purchase individually or as a complete system. The HT204s feature

dual -pivoting speakers for easy, flexile mountiag and optimum sound imaging. For ultimate impact, add our 100

Watt SUB.10 powered subwoofer thrt produces bone -deep, roaring sounds

you can feel. So open your ears and see the sound that everyone is / A DV[
talking about. Far free literature and the locatioi of an Sound as it was meant to be heard

Advent dealer near you, call 1-800-477-3257.

ADVENT HOME THEATER SYSTEMS
Make evsrything you see sound better

01994 Ads rot t, a I ,2i,lt.rt.(1 trademark of Intermit
AIrcraft P!'.`,111, phlograph,

al .(rn.rn rc. In Canada. call SCL Products 604-273-1095 (Vancouver), 416-890-0298 (Toronto).



ential receivers are used to maintain signal
quality. The signal is reclocked in that sec-
tion, after which a logic circuit attempts to
eliminate jitter introduced in the digital -fil-
ter stage. From this point on, the circuit is
designed to prevent fluctuations in the
ground or the power supply from affecting
timing accuracy. At the heart of the board
are four of Burr -Brown's highly regarded
PCM-63K-P DAC chips, one pair for each
channel. Each individual chip operates as a
19 -bit device, but the pairs are configured
to function as 20 -bit DACs with excellent

linearity around the critical zero -crossing
point. Current -to -voltage conversion is
achieved in each channel by means of a sin-
gle resistor ahead of a passive signal -recon-

struction filter. The analog output from the
reconstruction filter is buffered and ampli-
fied by a single gain block that provides
both balanced and unbalanced outputs. As
delivered from the factory, the Model Two's
output from a full-scale digital input is
1 volt-half (6 dB less than) that of most
other DACs. So in most systems, the pre -

amp should be capable of appreciable gain.

WOULD RnuonE invEnT R DEVICE THAT!
REVEALS THE LIMITATION OF AUDIO CABLESE

"Every reviewer who
writes about wire should have a

Wireworld Interconnect Comparator.
so should every retailer who sells cables...

I've never experienced an easier, less stress-
ful way to audition cables. And the findings are

terrifying... especially if you feed the output into
a headphone amp for even more vivid results...
My worst tears were confirmed about certain

over -hyped wires, while I was relieved to
find that some of my laves did survive

the tests with dignity intact:'

Ken Kessler, HI -Fl NEWS &

RECORD REVIEW, Oct. 1995

"It is
obviously apparent

that this splendid device.
beyond simplifying the lives
of reviewers and retailers. is
destined to bring pleasure to
many dedicated listeners:

Bebo Moroni, SUONO,

Italy, Sept. 1995

t.kv.01

0
WIREOORLD

4hriS"
f-toet_ITY AUDIO

"The Comparator
is extremely revealing

of an interconnects sound,
end is an invaluable tool for

judging interconnects."

Robert Harley,
EOPHILE, Vol. 18,

THE 11115WER 15 SIMPLE,

UST LIETtill.
As

soon as I replaced111111

my reference powercord with
Aurora, I knew this was no ordinary

cable: the lower bass became lower. and
at the same time. the resolution improved.
The Gold Eclipse also sounded extremely

neutral and vivid. and seems to be capable
of supreme tuning ability for the total
system. Once again. the magic of the

audio world is restored.'

Makoto Akikawa, AUDIO

ACCESSORY. Japan,

Summer 1995

CABLES
7-

Wireworld. Inc.
3320 Griffin Road. Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33312  954-962-2650  Fax 954-962-2603

Canada: Pro -Acoustics  145 Barr #11. Montreal. Quebec H4T 1W6  514-344.1226  Fax 514.344-4760

Mexico: Sismex S.A. de C.V.  Av. Universidad 613, Col. Del Valle 03100  525-605-8200  Fax 525-688-7922
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The main component of the power -sup-
ply board is a special multiple -secondary
transformer. Power is supplied to the main
DAC board through shunt regulators and
Class -A (constant -current) sources. Each
channel benefits from a dedicated power-

transformer winding. Power for the input
receiver and digital filter comes from sepa-
rate windings. Supply regulation is provid-
ed locally, and power for the front -panel in-
dicators is delivered by discrete driver
components. Connection to 115 -volt AC
service is via an IEC power cord.

For auditioning, I fed the Muse Model
Two from a Denon DCD-1015 CD player
and from a Forsell CD transport. Other
components in my system included a Con-
vergent Audio Signature preamp, a pair of

THE MODEL TWO'S

DESIGN INNOVATIONS

SHOULD SUCCESSFULLY

DIFFERENTIATE IT

FROM THE COMPETITION.

amps, and a pair of Brentworth Type
loudspeakers. Cables were Kimber Silver
throughout.

Fed by the Denon player, the Model Two
performed very well, responding pre-
dictably to the the uneven quality of vari-
ous CDs. Some of the recordings were pro-
duced in the mid -1980s, when few
excellent -sounding discs were made. How-
ever, the latest generation of CDs from au-
diophile labels (Chesky, Dorian, Clarity,
and others) produced bell -like immediacy
and robust dynamics. Clearly, all the basic
fundamentals were properly reproduced.
On major -label discs, various multimiking
recording techniques were readily dis-
cernible. Samuel Barber's Adagio for
Strings, with David Zinman conducting the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra (Argo
436288-2 ZH), was characterized by deep
soundstaging, harmonic richness, and
proper maintenance of separate orchestral
sections. Through the Muse Model Two, a
fresh performance of Vivaldi's "The Four
Seasons," by the Orpheus Chamber Or-
chestra with Gil Shaham (Deutsche Gram-
mophon 439933), set a modern standard
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COUNTERPOINT DIGITAL A Promise kept.
When we first introduced the Counterpoint DA -10 in 1993, we made a commitment: to produce the first D to A
Converter that would keep up with the inevitable changes going on in the digital world. We've kept that promise, and the

DA -10, along with the DA- I I CD transport, include the latest, and possibly most important innovation in digital audio

yet-HDCD®. Hearing is believing, and anyone that hasn't yet experienced this phenomena ought to. And, as always,
owners of existing Counterpoint products are invited to update their units. Just call the factory for details.

If you're unfamiliar with the sound of Count
from those you know (and trust) will convince

On the DA -10
"So what kind of animal is the Counterpoint? It is

very much in the top league. But above all else, it is
future proof. So as well as being both exotic and sexy,
the Counterpoint is goddam sensible..". -Alvin Gold,

Audiophile Magazine, U.K.
"With their very first foray into digital, Counterpoint

has scored a quadruple coup...If one longs for the days

of analog tube sound...the moderately priced DA -10
will have them smiling from ear to ear, as they relax

with their CD's as never
before."-an IAR BEST BUY,
J. Peter Moncrieff.
In Vienna, noted musicolo-

gist Dr. Ludwig Flich put
the DA -10 in REFERENCE
CLASS, the highest rating.

In Japan, the DA -10 was
selected as COMPONENT OF

THE YEAR by Stereo Sound.

 RECIXIETICD1

: ..,TEPPOINT ELECTRONIC SYSTE.,
Counterpoint DA -1)

'"3
ISTERIIAT1ONAI

CONSUME,

ILIC MIMICS SNOW

DESIGN & ENGINEERING AWARD

erpoint Digital products, perhaps some words
you that an audition at your dealer is in order.

On the DA -11
"If a transport can ever be described as near ideal,
then the DA -11 deserves that accolade...That's the
kind of musical involvement that this
transport/dac(DA10/11) has on offer: the music comes

alive in the living loom." -Eric Braithwaite, U.K.
"By building such quality from relatively modest
blocks, Counterpoint has demonstrated a mastery of
the digital medium. A mastery that demands our rec-
ommendation. -RECOMMENDED COMPONENT,
HI FI CHOICE , U.K.
"Mixed in with the big boys
($7,000 plus prices (sic)) the
Counterpoint survived
remarkably unbloodied...each
had its own strengths. The
DA -11? Its strength is its
unparalleled delicacy and
overall coherence." -KEN
KESSLER, HFN&RR, UK.

oamITION

COUNTERPOINT ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC.

, ,1

DESIGN & ENGINEERING AWARD

We'd love to hear what you have to say. Please call for your nearest Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.

COUNTERPOINT. THE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY COMPANY.
2281 Las Palmas Dr., Carlsbad, Ca. 92009. Toll Free: (800) 275-2743. Fax: (619) 431-5986.
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for this classic piece. And through the
Forsell/Muse combination, Shaham's mas-
tery of both his violin and the music over-
laid a deliciously woody harmonic texture.

The playback of music for piano is per-
haps the best simple test of a component's
capabilities. On Earl Wild's performance of
Rachmaninoffs Variations on Themes of
Chopin and Corelli (Chesky CD58), each
note was set forth by the Denon/Muse com-
bination with a liquid concentricity that
manifested a taste of the real instrument.
Putting the Forsell in the chain improved
the effect while adding very subtle ambient
cues that I could hear only late at night,
when background noise was nearly nonex-
istent. The Muse could hardly be faulted in
going about its business, although some
tube-ophiles might prefer the more round-
ed sound of DACs with vacuum tubes in
the output. Such machines tend toward a
richer, more forgiving character.

In dissecting the Muse Model Two's
sound, I assessed high frequencies by using
CDs heavy with cymbals, violins, flutes, and
piano. The Chesky brothers somehow get
the "nth" degree of shimmer from cymbals

in their latest generation of recordings, and
the Muse was up to the task of reproducing
them; feathery brush strokes, for example,
decayed clearly and cleanly into blackness.

In the midrange, Dawn Upshaw's bright
portrayals of Canteloube's Songs of the Au-
vernge, with Kent Nagano leading the Lyon
Opera Orchestra (Erato 96559), were free of
any stridency or unevenness that might
point to deficiencies in the hardware. Can-
teloube's regional classics were very finely
delivered, as Upshaw gives what amounts to
a tutorial on singing.

Susannah McCorkle's interpretation of
Carlos Jobim's "Waters of March," on From
Bessie to Brazil (Concord Jazz CCD-4547),
was stunning. So smooth and precise was
the sound that it was easy to forget that a
collection of resistors, capacitors, and so
forth was involved in listening to the Forsell
driving the Muse.

Son Seals's Nothing but the Truth (Alliga-

tor ALCD-4822) is a no-nonsense blast
through the electric heart of modern blues .

It's easy to appreciate his guitar's forte, har-
monics, through the Muse, despite the fre-
netic construction of his songs.

For comparison, I set the Muse Model
Two head to head against two more expen-
sive machines: Theta Digital's DS Pro Gen-
eration III, a reference unit of a year or two
ago, and the Audio Logic Model 34, a sin-
gle -bit machine that has a tube analog
stage. The good news for potential buyers of
the Model Two is that there was not much
to tell it apart from the Theta, which sold
for $4,000 not long ago. The $4,400 Audio
Logic had a laid-back quality that some lis-
teners would prefer, and it would do well in
systems suffering from two -dimensionality.
Also, the Audio Logic has that tube magic
that you either want, need, or consider a eu-
phonic coloration to be avoided.

The Muse Model Two performed flaw-
lessly throughout the audition period-not
an unusual occurrence, but one worth not-
ing. It must be considered among the few
machines at the forefront of the $2,000 D/A
converter offerings. Whatever flaws it might
have were so minor that they could well be
attributable to the recordings or to gremlins
in other parts of the reproduction chain.
Overall, a very nice job by the Muse Elec-
tronics crew. A

"IN ACCURACY, SMOOTHNESS AND STELLAR GOOD LOOKS,
THE CROWN JOULES DON'T HAVE MUCH COMPETITION."

DON KEELE. AUDIO MAGAZINE

I COULDN'T BELIEVE MY EARS. I WAS EXPERIENCING ONE OF THOSE AUDIO MOMENTS THAT I WILL
SOMEDAY TELL MY GRANDCHILDREN ABOUT. MY EARS COULD SEE THINGS NEVER BEFORE SEEN WITH
A NATURAL PRECISION I WASN'T SURE REPRODUCED MUSIC WAS CAPABLE OF. WITH LIVE RECORDINGS
THE JOULES WENT FAR BEYOND THE USUAL CROWD NOISES AND TINKLING GLASSES IT WAS AS IF
I COULD HEAR THE SMOKE IN THE ROOM AND THE HUMIDITY OUTSIDE. NOT MANY SPEAKERS CAN
DO THIS. IN THIS REGARD, THE PERFORMANCE OF THE CROWN JOULE IS AN ALMOST SINGULAR
EXPERIENCE.

UNDERSTAND THIS, THE CROWN JOULE IS A 2 -WAY OF THE HIGHEST RANK, A DESIGN DESERVING THE
UTMOST RESPECT. LIKE ITS MAKER, THIS SPEAKER HAS CHARACTER COMBINED WITH THE ABILITY TO
GET YOUR ATTENTION AND KEEP IT. FOR THE MONEY ITS FLAT OUT EXCEPTIONAL, IT IS ONE OF THE
FINEST BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS MONEY CAN BUY MAYBE THE BESTIII. AND FOR THAT REASON THE
CROWN JOULE IS TRULY A COMPONENT OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT. WHERE ELSE CAN ONE FIND A BIT OF
AUDIO STATE -OF -ART FOR UNDER $2,000.00.

MARTIN DE WULF. BOUND FOR SOUND

MAGIC COMES IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES. THE CROWN JOULE WITH SUBSTRATE IS A RELATIVELY
INEXPENSIVE MAGIC CARPET THAT REALLY FLIES. IF YOU LOVE MUSIC, THESE SPEAKERS WILL GIVE YOU
WHAT YOU PAY FOR, MUSIC. THE CROWN JOULES WITH SUBSTRATES REMINDED ME MOST OF MY OLD
AVALON ASCENTS, AND WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT THE AVALONS WERE OVER THREE TIMES THE PRICE,
THAT'S SAYING SOMETHING INDEED. MOST NOTABLY THEY OFFER AN IMAGE DENSITY AND
PALPABILITY IN THE MIDRANGE WHILE PRESENTING A DEEP AND WALL TO WALL, WIDE SOUNDSTAGE. THIS
IMAGE DENSITY, THIS UNETCHED BUT DETAILED SOLIDITY, IS WHAT GIVES THE JOULES WITH
SUBSTRATES THEIR ABILITY TO TAKE YOU FOR A WONDERFUL MUSICAL RIDE AT A REASONABLE
PRICE. BUT THE JOULE ALONE, AT ITS PRICE, MAY BE PEERLESS. HOW MUCH DO I LIKE THESE
SPEAKERS? I BOUGHT A PAIR.

MICHEAL GINDI

STUNNING, GORGEOUS AND SENSUAL LOOKING. THE CROWN JOULES REALLY DID SOUND LIKE MUCH
LARGER SYSTEMS, WITH BIG SPEAKER EXTENDED BASS. AT MODERATE LEVELS, THE CROWN JOULES
SOUNDED SURPRISINGLY SIMILAR TO THE B&W 801 MK.III, IN BOTH VOICING AND QUANTITY OF BASS
AND IN BASS EXTENSION. IT WAS HARD TO TELL THEM APART. IN ACCURACY, SMOOTHNESS AND
STELLAR GOOD LOOKS, THE CROWN JOULES DON'T HAVE MUCH COMPETITION. I GIVE THEM A HIGH
RECOMMENDATION.

DON KEELS, AUDIO MAGAZINE

01-L 01

9344 GLENOAKS BLVD SUN VALLEY. CA 91352  TELEPHONE (818) 768-5123  FAX (818) 768-8013

CROWN JOULE
W / SETTING

CROWN JOULE
W / SUBSTRATE

TESLA 2
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The
Proof

AMPLIFIER COMPARISON

a/d/s/
280CMX

Cost of Comparable Crossover

Total 40 Power (watts)

Price per watt (before crossover)

Pike par watt (Madill, crossover)

&MOS Output Devices

Transient Perfect Power S..ippr;

Speaker level inpos

Removable Speaker 8 Power connectia

Canvas Bag Packaging

Warranty Period (Dealer vistaed)

Introducing the first
5 year warranty far
car ampli=fiers.

Dispelling Car Audio Myths...

a/d/s/ amplifiers
are too

expensive.
The best sounding amplifiers in the world also
offer the best price performance value.

Two Channel Amplifiers

Precision Power Phoenix Gold S. !,-ream Alpine
A2 0G M5275 Re y". -e 30C, %,P.V-10.10

$379 1533 9399 S43:

5270 $159

110 1308 105 200

53.45 $4.05 53.110 $2.25

$5.53 S4.12 SS.31 $2.25

3 yeas 1.5 yews 2 wars 1 ea

855E51

Six Channel Amplifiers

a/d/s/
610X

MX Series Amplifiers / Crcssover Systenss

a/d/s/
CIRCL E 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

wiundstrearn Sonv
Feference 405 X M -C2000

$899 1,E0

$3.46 5267

Sound. As it should be.



AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

VPI TNT III
TURNTABLE

WITH FLYWHEEL

The search for ultimates in
high -end audio is a search
through extreme technologies

for extreme performance,
very often at an extreme
price. In the case of VPI's

TNT III turntable with flywheel,
such an investment pays off with su-

perb sound quality-showing that
the best in analog can still equal the
best in digital. But the investment is

not negligible; the standard TNT III
costs $5,000, plus $800 for a dedicat-
ed stand with a heavy acrylic top.
The version I assessed here, which
substitutes an extra -heavy flywhee

Company Address: 77 Cliff -
wood Ave., No. 3B, Cliffwood,
N.J. 07721; 908/946-8606.

For literature, circle No. 97

for the normal one, is $6,000, plus
$900 for its matching stand (whose
larger top is made of medium -densi-
ty fiberboard).

Let me not give the erroneous im-

pression that only the most expen-
sive extremes
count. Despite

the advances
usually found
in many ex-
pensive top -
of -the -line
products, you
do not have to
pay such prices

to enjoy LPs; you can enjoy them for

remarkably little money simply by
buying good used LP components,
many of which are available at bar-
gain -basement prices. You can spend

less than $1,000 for a cartridge, tone -

arm, and turntable and get 80% to
90% of the performance you'd get if

you'd spent $10,000 or more. VPI,
for example, has excellent turntables

at lower prices, such as the HW-19

Junior (about $1,000 with a good
tonearm and cartridge).

I do not, however, personally
practice the restraint I preach. I au-
dition every expensive cartridge,
tonearm, and turntable I can, and I
treasure each new small increment in

performance. In fact, it is this search

that makes me admire the current
version of the TNT so much.

Like several other top-quality
turntables, the VPI TNT III is the
product of years of steady evolution

and improvement. Throughout this
evolution, I have enjoyed its sculp-
ture -like styling and have consis-
tently considered it a contender for
the title of best turntable at any
price. The TNT is also a practical in-

vestment (as practical as high end
gets), since VPI has a proven track
record of service and commercial
stability, and each new version of the
TNT has been upgradable. Each
TNT has also been easy to set up,
well made, free of mechanical and
operating noise, stable in sound
quality under all operating condi-
tions, and reliable in performance. I

consider these five traits essential in
a high -end turntable.

The TNT III's chassis floats on
four suspension springs. This pro-
vides exceptional stability when each

spring is properly loaded and allows

the use of virtu-

ally any tone -
arm without
having to adjust

the turntable.
The acrylic and
aluminum plat-
ter supported
by this chassis is

also quite heavy,

with a 15 -pound lead -ring insert to

reduce wow and flutter and the
residual effects of stylus drag. It
turns on a precision -machined bear-

ing, 4 inches long, with support
bushings widely spaced at the top

THIS VPI TURNTABLE

IS AN INVESTMENT

THAT PAYS OFF

IN SUPERB

SOUND QUALITY.
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The typical home theater system consists of a subwoofer, left and right stereo speakers

and a center channel speaker. Not hard to spot are they?

Here s the Polk RM7000 home theater system. The stereo speakers ore mounted on the wall.

The center channel speaker and the subwoofer are inside the cabinet!

INTRODUCING POLK'S NEW RM7000 HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER SYSTEM

"As thrilling as home theater is, it's impossible to get

excited about the pile of home theater speakers that

engulf your TV. I didn't think you should

have to sacrifice the look of your home to

home theater. So I created a high perfor-

mance system that gives you what you

really want ... big speaker sound without

the big speaker." Methew Pet

Wait till you hear the RM7000

system. You'll be astonished. Its true-to-

life sound results from the same ground-

breaking technology, Dynamic Balance®, used to create

our acclaimed flagship speaker, the LS90. Yet the RM

satellites are so small, they fit into your palm. Most

importantly, so small they disappear into your room.

CIRCLE NO. 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD

II 1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10006

polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment
Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.

The powered subwoofer, with our newest tech-

nology, high velocity compression drive;' guarantees

you powerful bass in a size that will fit

into your furniture. In fact, with the

RM7000 we've miniaturized everything

but that big, room -filling Polk sound.

For more information on the

RM7000 and other Polk home theater

speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK

or dial our toll -free deal-

er locator to find your

nearest authorized Polk dealer. Stop

in and tell them that you want the big

speaker sound without

the big speaker.

The powered subwoofer fits easily into

your furniture and, thanks to its

revoiationary technology, guarantees

more bass in less space.

Nlatt*ew'oft=
Co-fourtkr, Polk Audio



and bottom to provide stable, totter -free ro-

tation. A screw -down record clamp is used,

offering most of the advantages of vacuum

clamping; this is effective in coping with
moderately warped records, and it avoids
the potential pump noise and vibration of a
vacuum system.

A well -proven synchronous motor ro-
tates the TNT III's platter. VPI believes that

the self -correction in a servo leads to audi-

ble modulation of rotation speed and that
direct -drive motors set up too much vibra-

tion in the turntable. To make the motor
quieter, it is now mounted in a recess at the

top of a 21 -pound cylinder machined from

nonmagnetic stainless steel.

A redesigned electronic power -line con-
ditioner (PLC) allows precise adjustment to

any speed, from 331/2 to more than 45 rpm,

with a separate toggle switch to change the

basic two speeds. This supply is said to al-
low the motor to operate at the point where

it becomes synchronous, which reduces
motor vibration and improves the match

I'VE ALWAYS THOUGHT

THE TNT A CONTENDER

FOR THE TITLE

OF BEST TURNTABLE

AT ANY PRICE.

between the motor's torque and the belt
loading. The PLC feeds the motor current
at 54 Hz for 331/2 rpm (and 72.9 Hz for 45

rpm), for further isolation from any 60 -Hz
power -line problems that might modulate
the output of the PLC. The motor pulley is
now oversized, to compensate for the re-
sulting reduction in motor speed. This re-
quired some redesign of the TNT III's iso-
lated drive system, which is said to reduce
noise transmission to the platter, provide
very stable rotation, cut down background
noise, and allow better reproduction of
low-level detail.

The turntable's drive system now uses
passive side pulleys to load the belt and
smooth out the residual togging of the mo-

tor. This three -pulley drive provides better

balanced rotation, helps neutralize the side
load inevitable in single -pulley designs,
and reduces rumble and wear on the
bearings.

The standard TNT III has a flywheel on
the motor to remove any remaining pulses

that might be transmitted from the poles of

the synchronous motor. The version I test-
ed had a far heavier flywheel, which was lo-

cated between the motor and the platter.
According to VPI, this flywheel, turning at
around 500 rpm, gives this TNT III version
as much inertia as a 1,600 -pound turntable

turning at 331/2 rpm. Although I cannot ver-

ify this claim, I can state that the TNT ap-

parently does have even better speed stabil-

ity and an even lower noise floor.

No turntable can be reviewed without
considering its coloration of sound via the
tonearm, cartridge, and mounting system
used to audition it. I used the TNT III with
four different tonearms: the Wheaton Tri-
planar IV, Lustre, and Eminent Technology

Two tonearms and a modified Bohsei AC -

300 tonearm rewired with Discovery cable.
Similarly, I used a wide range of current
and older cartridges-including products
by Argent, AudioQuest, Benz -Micro, Decca,

Koetsu, Monster Cable, Ortofon, ScanTech,

and Sumiko. The AudioQuest AQ 7000NSX

and ScanTech Clavis ( imported by Lyra)
were my main choices.

Setup was remarkably easy. The TNT III

gave me all the space I needed to mount any

arm. I could repeatably switch tonearm
mounting boards without having to adjust
springs, weights, or damping for any arm.
The TNT III's shape, plus its dustcover's
transparent base and fully removable top,
allowed me to easily check cartridge align-

ment and to set azimuth, vertical tracking
angle, and tracking force. These may be
blessings only reviewers take advantage of,

but they're blessings nonetheless.

The TNT III had remarkably small sonic

interaction with different tonearms and
cartridges. I heard no colorations I had not

previously experienced with the cartridges
and tonearms I used in my listening tests.

I used the VPI TNT III on the dedicated
stand and on a RoomTune Justarack, both

of which were in my listening room. I also
set it up in my equipment room, well away

from the speakers, so I could check for any

effects of acoustic breakthrough. Mass and

the proper suspension tell: There was re-
markably little difference between the
sound when the VPI TNT was in the room
with the speakers and when it was else-
where, even at very loud volumes.

Our Brand Is Playing
In These Fine Houses:

AZ Jerry's AudioNideo: Phoenix, Tucson
CA - Audio Concepts: San Gabriel,
Long Beach  Wilson Audio: Woodland
Hills  Sound Center: Beverly Hills  San
Francisco Stereo: San Francisco  World
of Sound: Mill Valley  Stereo Showcase:
Vallejo  Century Music: San Jose 
Sounding Board: Berkeley  Breier Sound
Center: San Diego  Genesis Audio: El Tom
CO - Listen Up: Denver, Boulder.
Colorado Spnngs
CT - Roberts Electronics: New London
DE - Sound Studio: Newark. Wilmington
FL - Stereo By Design: Miami  Audio
Visions: Tampa  Cooper For Stereo:
Clearwater  Audio Video Interiors:
Melbourne  Stuart Audio Video: Stuart 
Absolute Sound: Winter Park  House of
Stereo: Jacksonville  Stereo World:
Naples. Ft. Meyers  Vern's Electronics:
Boca Raton
ID - Phase 4 Stereo: Idaho Falls, Pocatello
IL - Columbia AudialVideo: Highland Park.
Rockford. Arlington Heights  Audio
Consultants: Evanston. Libertyville.
Hinsdale. Chicago  Glenn Poor's Audio/
Video: Champagne
IN - Sound Productions: Carmel
IA - Audio Room: Marion, Dubuque 
Pflanz Electronics: Sioux City
KS - Audio Mart: Leawood  Kief's
Records & Stereo Supply: Lawrence
LA - Stereo Video Center: Shreveport
ME - Harbor Audio Video, Camden
MD - Gramaphone: Lutherville, Ellicott City
MA - Nantucket Sound: Hyannis
MI - Stereo Shoppe: Traverse City,
Saginaw, Lansing, Okemos, Ann Arbor 
Stereo Center: Flint  Classic Stereo:
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo
MT - Video Sat & Sound: Billings  Stereo
Plus: Missoula
NE - Stereo West: Omaha, Lincoln
LV - The Upper Ear: Las Vegas

- Harvey Electronics: Paramus  Sight
& Sound: Bernardsville  Hal's Audio
Video: Trenton
NY - Harvey Electronics: New York. White
Plains, Westbury  Stereo Chamber:
Orchard Park

- Audio Craft: Westlake. Cleveland.
Akron, Mayfield Hts  Stereo Lab,
Columbus. Cincinnati

- Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City
- Chelsea Audio: Beaverton, Portland

TN - Sound Room: Johnson City, Memphis
- High Fidelity, Inc.: Austin  Bjom's

Stereo: San Antonio  Hi -Fidelity: Lubbock
 Home Entertainment: Houston. Plano.
Sucyuland, Dallas  Brock Audio: Beaumont
 Bunkley Sound: Abeline  Audio Tech:
Waco. Temple  Stereo Video Center:
Longview, Marshall, Tyler  Don's Hi
Fidelity: Amarillo
NT - Audio Works: Salt Lake City
WA - Huppins HI FI: Spokane
WI - Flanner's Audio/Video, Inc.: Brookfield
 Sound World: Appleton. Green Bay
VA - Sound Approach: Newport News
In Canada contact: Aralex Acoustics Ltd.
(604) 528-8965
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The most striking aspect of the TNT III
was its exceptional ability to minimize
noise and also to provide rock -solid stabili-
ty of pitch. Audiophiles who have not ex-
perimented extensively with turntables or
heard really good analog signal sources may
not appreciate just how much detail is on
many LP records and how much less noise
is apparent with a really excellent turntable
than with a merely very good one.

The VPI III helped get an amazing
amount of music out of even the oldest
members of my LP collection. This was es-
pecially striking with solo recordings-par-
ticularly of lute, guitar, piano, and harpsi-
chord. Surface noise seemed to drop, and
the music seemed to bloom. The natural
character of the instrument was more ap-
parent, and the small sound cues that hu-
manize a performance were clearer.

I am a particular fan of chamber music,
and some of the best records I know of were
issued years ago on the Accent label-many
recorded in Belgium, in rooms or halls
where I heard similar performances when I
worked for NATO. The VPI allowed anoth-
er touch of realism in terms of clear ambi-

ence, imaging, and soundstage life to these
records. In some ways, the VPI served as a
time machine, taking me back to music I
had lived through.

I also enjoyed an improvement in musi-
cal dynamics. This was most striking in the
reproduction of low-level dynamic and
transient information. Further, I got an ex-
cellent sense of space. The TNT III did not
alter or expand the soundstage on a record
but did do a remarkably good job of allow-
ing the full width and depth of the sound -
stage to be properly reproduced.

While I scarcely have perfect pitch, I have

always been sensitive to even small amounts
of wow and flutter, both of which the TNT
III appeared to contribute very low
amounts. Coupled with a lack of mechani-
cal noise, this reinforced the feeling of being

at a live performance rather than just hear-
ing one reproduced.

The VPI system does allow superb deep
bass-and bass that challenges the best dig-
ital sound in terms of extension as well as
definition and control. In lab tests, I realize
that the bass of digital components mea-
sures much better than that of analog com-

ponents. And yes, I can more accurately
hear very low -frequency response with my
test CDs than with my collection of LP test
records. But at its best, analog bass is
nonetheless superb.

This same neutrality in timbre is offered
in the midrange and top octaves, and the
TNT III helps keep both timbre and resolu-
tion consistently clear from the beginning
to the end of the record. Vacuum clamping
may work slightly better and produce
slightly more consistent sound with some
records than the TNT III's screw -down
clamp, but nothing I have heard does a bet-
ter job with as wide a range of records.

The TNT III is a truly excellent turntable,
a new benchmark in the evolution of ana-
log sound. A combination of this turntable
with a top tonearm and cartridge will pro-
vide immensely musical and involving
sound. There's no question that digital
technology can provide far less measurable
distortion, but I have great doubt that a dig-
ital system can provide more pleasure If
you are willing to pay a premium for great
LP sound quality, the TNT III can give you
magic for your money. A

Since 1955, this man (holder of 5 patents),

has quietly been revolutionizing

loudspeaker design.

Bill Hecht, a true
audio pioneer.

r
r
TECHNOLOGY

C'ritically-acclainted performance and value in premier loudspeaker systems.

For more information call or write: 6400 Younaerman Circle  Jacksonville, FL 32244  904-777-0700  Fax 904-771-7793
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RECO .;SICALR DINGS

Schubert Piano Trio in B Flat
(Op. 99), D. 898; Adagio in E Flat,

D. 897; Allegro in B Flat, D. 28
1 he Mozartean Players

HARMONIA MUNDI FRANCE
HMU 907094, CD; 59:43

Sound: A, Performance: A-

Schubert Piano Trio in E Flat
(Op. 100), D. 929

The Mozartean Players
HARMONIA MUNDI FRANCE

HMU 907095, CD; 59:23
Sound: A, Performance: A-

b

etween these two discs, we ap-
pear to have everything Franz
Schubert ever wrote for piano
trio, and there's not a note I
would willingly give up. Only the
E -Flat Trio was published (as Op.

100) during Schubert's lifetime;
that edition followed Schubert's in-
struction to his publisher that the Fi-
nale be cut by some 100 bars. Al-
though this performance (like every
other I've heard) honors the request,
the original version is also included,
as an "appendix." The booklet notes

suggest that Schubert was excessively
compliant to the conventional view,
in which this extremely long Trio
was seen as outlandishly so, and that
the music is more whole in the origi-
nal form. I tend to agree; it's great to
be able to hear the Trio either way.

The other full-scale Trio, in B Flat,
was never offered for public perform-

ance or publication until after
Schubert died, and its history is less
clear. What is clear is that both Trios
date from within a year or two of his
death and represent his genius in full
cry. When the B -Flat Trio was pub-
lished (as Op. 99, so that for many
years it was known as "No. I"-
which, in order of composition, it
seems it was), Robert Schumann
seized on it as a masterwork that
overshadowed the already familiar
Op. 100. Both Trios are superb and
have deservedly remained staples of
the chamber repertory.

Also included with the B -Flat Trio
are a lovely Adagio (published post
mortem as a "Nocturne" for piano
trio), which evidently represented

Schubert's first thoughts on a slow
movement for that Trio, and a
charming early Allegro that Schubert
called a "sonata" movement.

The Mozartean Players are
fortepianist Steven Lubin, "classical"

violinist Stanley Ritchie, and "classi-
cal" cellist Myron Lutzke. Obviously,

we're talking so-called authentic
style here. Their sound is, in fact,
lean and lithe, with minimum vibra-
to. The arresting freshness and alert-
ness of their playing makes conven-
tional performances sound heavy
and overblown by comparison.
These are wonderfully sensitive and
supple readings, marred only slight-
ly-and only occasionally-by ruba-
to or dynamics that, in overarticulat-
ing a minor structural point, cause
the overall line to falter a bit.

The recording venue on the Pur-
chase campus of the State University
of New York is not the hall whose
acoustics I've admired in other
hands. This one sounds a little less
fulsome here, in keeping with the
spare sound of The Mozartean Play-
ers, but still very attractive. Spatial
differentiation is as crisp as the per-
formances; the close-up perspective
is surrounded by a radiant, if re-
strained, ambience. Robert Long

,41.44, FAURi

Collected Piano Music
Kathryn Stott, piano

CONIFER CLASSICS 75605 51751
Two CDs; DDD; 2:09:24

Sound: A, Performance: A

A reissue in two-fer form of two
justly celebrated discs. Kathryn
Stott's playing is superb, each piece
is a gem of
craftsmanship,
and the pickup
is impeccable.
The parade of
nocturnes, im-
promptus, bar-
carolles, and whatnot may be more
than you'll want to take at one sit-
ting, but more limited sampling
yields delights. Robert Long
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Sweet Sou
of Iflnyl is Back
 Original Generation Master Tape SoIne
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The GAIN System**,
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"A very good choice."
- Audio Magazine

"...possibly the most speaker that
can be had for the money."

- The Sensible Sound

Since 1983 LEGACY AUDIO has wowed

thousands of music lovers without
the expense of the middleman.
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G
We're so sure you'll love our gear,
we'll refund your money if you're

not 100% satisfied.

The Best Equipment

The Best Service  The Best Prices

800-Aumo-HI
( 8 0 0 2 8 3 4 6 4

3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702

Symphony No. 9 ("L'eve Future")
Camerata Silesia Singers Ensemble;
Polish Radio National Symphony,

Christian von Borries
POINT MUSIC 446-505, CD; 58:56

Sound: B-, Performance: C

When electric musicians transfer
their music to orchestral instruments,
something gets lost in translation..
The power of Jimi Hendrix's "Purple
Haze" comes from overdriv-
en, distorted electric guitars
as much as melodic inven-
tion, and no matter how
"down" the Kronos Quartet
gets, they'll never achieve
hat kind of intensity.

That's Glenn Branca's dilemma as
well. He's best known for his "guitar
armies," in which he created a wall of
distorted overtone layers. It was a glo-
rious, all -encompassing sound mass,
.1. exhilarating in its own right as the

texture sounds of Gyiforgy Ligeti or
Krzysztof Penderecki.

Symphony No. 9, "L'eve Future," is
scored for orchestra and voices, how-
ever, and performed by the Polish Ra-
dio National Symphony. Its elongated
melodies arc and flow, played out over
choirs and like a slow-motion wash.
But as Branca can do when he leaves
downtown and enters the classical art
world, he loses it, abandoning the

very elements that made him
distinctive in the first place.
His choral writing, in particu-
lar, sounds labored, and the
"la -la" section of the sympho-
ny borders on parody. "Free-
form," the other work by

Glenn Branca on this album, strives
for a more Philip Glass style of
melodic minimalism. Yet even here it
seems as if Branca missed the electric
juice that contributed such texture to
his earlier works. John Diliberto

11111111111111111=111111111MMIIIIIK

Czerny: Quatuors Concertants
(for four pianos),

Op. 230 and Op. 816
Baynov Piano Ensemble

ARS PRODUKTION FCD 368 331
CD; DDD; 49:54

Sound: A+, Performance: A+

The name Carl Czerny may strike terror in
the hearts of many adults who, as children,
were subjected to the dense, difficult, and bor-
ing finger exercises that were overused by far
too many piano teachers. In fact, his exercises
and etudes make up
only about a 10th of his
catalog of more than
2,000 compositions.

Adaptions and tran-
scriptions for the piano
were the major part of
the output of the I 9th-cen ury Viennese com-
poser/piano teacher. Most melodies came
from operatic "hits" of the day, most of which
are now out of the repertory. Czerny excelled
in passages of brilliant virtuosity and velocity,
and he didn't even stop at music for a single
keyboard!

One of Czerny's arrangements of a Rossini
opera overture indicated "Up to 8 Pianos."
The two Quatuor Concertants were written
for a fund-raising concert to assist Danube
flood victims. The four pianos were played
mainly by female members of the nobility, and
Czerny was careful to give each woman exact -

ly 19 pages of sheet music to avoid jealousy.
Bellini, Auber, Meyerbeer, Flotow, and Mozart
are among the opera composers quoted in
the pieces. Mozart's melodies stand out, as
expected, as does Paganini's familiar theme
"La Campanella."

Tomislav Baynov founded his ensemble
about six years ago to perform unusual piano
works written for six or more hands. On this
disc, all four pianos are clearly spaced out in
the soundstage, and the technical demands are
fully met by all six pianists. It's something like
hearing Horowitz, squared! John Sunier

Bruckner: Symphony No. 8
(Haas Edition)

NDR Symphony Orchestra, Giinter Wand
RCA VICTOR RED SEAL 09026 68047 2

Two CDs; DDD; 1:27:52
Sound: A, Performance: A+

Gunter Wand has previously made live
recordings of four other Anton Bruckner sym-
phonies with these same orchestral forces and
in the same hall in Hamburg, the Musikhalle.

All are powerful, origi-
nal, and polished down
to the tiniest detail.
Wand feels that record-
ing live captures an
emotional power miss-
ing from the typical

recording session. With today's equipment
there is no need for degradation of sound

(217)544-5252  Fax: (217)744-7269 AUDIO/JANUARY 1996
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ME TRUTH.
THE WHOLE TRUTH.

AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.

For more than three centuries, experts have been trying aberrations in the test room? The answer of course lies in

to discover the secret behind some rather good our legendary oversized voice -coils, our unique MSP cone

sounding small wooden boxes from Crc- material and the minimization of phase

mona, Italy. (For the members of the Butt- problems. As well as in our famous super -

Head -Generation amongst our readers: fast Esotar tweeters, whose

these are called 'violins' made by a r backwards -radiated energy is

dude named Stradivari.) For the completely absorbed for echo -

last two decades, some small free sound reproduction. Not to

wooden boxes from Skander- mention that Dynaudio speakers are

burg, Denmark have turned out still meticulously handcrafted, from

to he just as puzzling. truly superior materials, in extremely

limited numbers.

Why do our loudspeakers sound so

open and natural? Where does the al)

solute transparency and precision come

from? And what about the well-defined.

powerful bass? Why do even our small

but perfectly shaped models (like the

Contour 1.3 our company raccoon Knud-

sen is sitting on) outperform most, if not all, coffin -sized

To create beautiful true music, and nothing

else. If you want to experience the Dynaudio

effect, please call us at 708 288 1767 or fax

us at 708 288 1853 for the addresses of the

few true dealers and a free copy

of our famous "Book of Truth".

It is a truly remarkable experience as well.
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when recording live. In fact, the sonic impact
of everything in this superb series beats any
studio recordings of these works.

The Eighth is the pinnacle of Bruckner's
symphonic art, with greater size and complex-
ity than even Beethoven's Ninth. The wind
and percussion sections are greatly reinforced,
adding to the powerful sonic impression. The
familiar block -like architectural structure of
earlier Bruckner symphonies is developed into
a towering musical cathedral. One music
scholar summed up the Eighth as "Struggle
and despair, victory and resignation...united
in a unique apotheosis..." John Sunier

Chadwick: Symphonic Sketches;
Malpomene Overture;

"Tam O'Shanter"
Czech State Philharmonic; Jose Serebrier

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
RR-64CD, CD; 62:50

Sound: A, Performance: A

Audiophiles have long known this small
San Francisco label for the exceptional sound
quality of its recordings, and now it intro-
duces the latest wrinkle in CD technology,

High Definition Com-
patible Digital (HDCD).
That alone will pique
the interest of some.

Massachusetts Yankee
George Whitefield Chad-
wick (1854 to 1931) nev-

er exactly became a household name, but the
more time passes, the more he becomes recog-
nized as an important seminal figure in the

history of American serious music: Charles
Ives studied with Horatio Parker, and Parker
in turn had studied with Chadwick.

One musical virtue especially stands out
here: Chadwick's downright, unabashed tune-
fulness. From time to time, you have the fleet-
ing impression he must have quoted some of
his themes from, say, Stephen Foster. Jose
Serebrier and his talented orchestra, the Czech
State Philharmonic of Brno, make the most of
it in every regard. Paul Moor

Stravinsky: The Soldier's Tale
Ron Bohmer and Reed Arnbtrong, actors;

Sally Goodwin, narrator;
Solisti New York, Ransom Wilson

CHESKY RECORDS CD122
CD; DDD; 66:25

Sound: B+, Performance: A

Many exciting versions of Stravinsky's
miniaturized Faust legend have been pre-
served on recordings, so this one has some
heavy competition. The
seven -member chamber Igor Sin:amok% I

W.1ensemble is top-drawer, t Itgn.

with kudos to violinist
Erica Kiesewetter. Actors
Ron Bohmer and Reed
Armstrong make the
mini -drama come alive, and Sally Goodwin
offers a welcome variation on the usual use of
a male narrator.

Actions on the soundstage are superbly
conveyed by Chesky's use of a single, vacuum -

tube Blumlein mike and the choreography of
the musicians, actors, and sound effects

Hum. dm soldat
11.r 141.
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MANTIC _BENCH -1/ANTASIE S
he French symphonic organ
school was made possible by the
mechanical inno-

vations of organ builder
Cavaille-Coll. With these
aids to a variety of tonal and
expressive effects, and more
brilliant finger work, the
music became more roman-
tic and orchestral.

The dozen tracks here
range from early Cesar
Franck to late Marcel
Dupre, and all are performed in
the superb acoustic environment
of the Mormon Tabernacle on one
of the world's best-known pipe or-
gans. The present Aeolian -Skinner
instrument possesses 147 voices,
206 ranks, and 11,623 pipes.

Selection of the works obviously
demonstrates not only the bombast and

power possible with the king of instru-
ments but also subtler, more lyrical quali-

ties. The Franck Fantasie is
the lengthiest, the delight-
ful French Rondo of Leon
Boellmann the shortest
and lightest.

The long reverb time of
the Mormon Tabernacle
doesn't lend itself especial-
ly well to rapidly moving
passages, and John Long-
hurst generally adopts ap-

propriately leisurely tempos.
Bruce Leek's live -to -two -track,
20 -bit recording captures both
the spatial layout of the thou-
sands of pipes and the reverber-
ant field of the gigantic acoustic

space itself. Nether regions of the organ's
pedal system are cleanly preserved for
subwoofer excitation. John Sunier

Works by V
Boellmann,

Franck, Dup
Wido

John Longhu

KLAVIER KC

CD; DOD;
Sound: A, Perfo

ierne,
Alain,
re, and

rat, organ

D 11069
79:47

rmance: A
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Sunfire

OW1

Load Invariant. Nigh Fidelity Stereo Power Amplifier

Imagine.
A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul of a 9 watt triode.

III I 01111)111:
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The new Sunfire stereo amp: sonic magic by Bob Carver.

It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want it to be,
but it does share a very important characteristic with one. It
incorporates the current -source (high output impedance) property
of a triode -- the very property that is the dominant factor (perhaps
ninety percent) of the sonic magic that makes listening to classic
vacuum tube amplifiers so much fun. So when you choose our
current -source output connections for your system, you'll have
a sumptuous high end, and a midrange that positively glows.

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its uncanny tracking
downconverter, has the ability to raise goose bumps with its
awesome power. Using 12 herculean International Rectifier
Hexfets, it can drive any load to any rationally usable current
or voltage level.

A choice of outputs.

You can connect most speakers to the voltage -source output, with its
near zero impedance, to experience the powerful dynamics and

tight bass you've always wanted more of.

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic or
ribbon speakers, then connecting the higher impedance
current -source output can coax forth a sensuous, delicately
detailed musical voice associated with low -powered classic
tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to biwire, you may just arrive at the best

'F.T.0

possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible bass
whack, current output to midrange and treble for a huge
three-dimensional soundstage with detail retrieval so stunning
that you will often hear musicians breathing.

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul that
complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And
each will lead to a multilayered soundstage so deep and wide it
will take your breath away.

Performance that's difficult
to believe.

The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's
worked successfully for over twenty years with both tube and solid
state designs, and he understands the intrinsic subtleties of each.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere
peak -to -peak output current capability with 600 watts rms per
channel continuously into 4 ohms* and 2400 watts rms into 1
ohm on a time -limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive Motorola
triple -diffused output devices, each capable of 20 amperes
without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit a Sunfire
dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself how it all
comes together.

300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.5.4. THD.
Inputs are gold XLR balanced and gold RCA standard.

Sunfire Corporation
Price: $2,175.

Dealer inquires invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.

For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking
downconverter, use the reader service card or write to:

Sunfire Corporation. PO Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290
CIRCLE NO 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD

from the mind & soul of Bob Caner



around it-all enhanced by the clarity of the
company's high -resolution digital recording.
Those of the opinion that imaging and sound -
staging make no difference in listening enjoy-
ment should sit in front of speakers that image
well and audition this CD. It's also very effec-
tive via any ambience surround system.

Unfortunately, there are some uneven voice
levels, and the natural acoustics of the record-
ing site are of a reverberant indoor space-not
the outdoor environment in which most of
the drama takes place. This creates a troubling
contradiction between story sense and
acoustic location. John Sunier

Vasks: Cantabile;
English Horn Concerto;

Message;
Musica Dolorosa; Lauda

Normunds Schnee, English horn;
Riga Philharmonic Orchestra,

Kriss Rusmanis

CONIFER CLASSICS 75605 51236
CD; DDD; 76:43

Sound: A-, Performance: A

For the West, one positive fallout of the end
of the Cold War has been better access to some
glorious recent music from Eastern Europe

uA\GER'3' LARK'
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million connected equipment warren-,
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and Russia. In this instance, the passion and
courage demonstrated by the brave people of

Latvia in demanding
their liberty is reflected
in music from one of
their leading living com-
posers, Peteris Vasks.

Conductor Kriss Rus-
manis is half Latvian.

Because of his keen interest in the music of
Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia, he became ac-
quainted with many of the leading composers
of those countries and performed their music.
A planned series on Conifer devoted to new
music from this region begins with the power-
ful and affecting works of Vasks.

Vasks has ties to the Polish school of com-
position and admires Lutoslawski, G6recki,
and Penderecki. Yet one may find his more
melodic style closer to that of Arvo Part. There
are a number of very emotional climaxes, and
emphasis is placed on music for strings and on
long, sad melodic lines. All of this can be
heard in the "Elegy II" movement of the
haunting English Horn Concerto. Vasks refers
to Eastern European roots full of sadness and
suffering but says such tragic history gives, in
artistic terms, "a terrific impulse to be cre-
ative, to express our emotions."

The titles of two of the works establish their
mood: "Cantabile" and "Musica Dolorosa."
"Message" is a fascinating piece for string or-
chestra, percussion, and two pianos that in
some sections echoes Bartek's "night music
pieces." The composer describes "Message" as a
battle between the forces of good and evil. The
final work, "Lauda," is a song of praise to Latvia.
There are allusions to folk dances, and such un-
expected percussion instruments as temple
blocks and bongos are used. John Sunier

Labyrinth: Works by York, Krouse,
Copland, Basie, Eagan, Sousa;

Traditional Works
LAGQ

DELOS DE 3163, CD; DDD; 62:48
Sound: A+, Performance: A+

For its third Delos CD, the dynamic four-
some of American guitarists, the LAGQ (yes,
the group formerly
known as the Los Ange-
les Guitar Quartet),
turns its American -
made guitars to 11
pieces by American
composers. "Simple
Gifts" from Appalachian Spring and the "Hoe
down" from Rodeo are among the expected
Copland transcriptions. Busy LAGQ member
and composer Andrew York brings to the al-
bum three varied pieces, including "Bantu,"
which is a cross between African drumming
and Dave Brubeck.
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Three guitars of the LAGQ are similar six -
string Spanish guitars, and the fourth, a seven -

string, allows an extended range. The similar
pitch range of all four makes possible an
equality of solos and the passing around of
themes, which is not always possible in guitar
quartets using a "family" of differently pitched
instruments. Location of the four guitarists
in front of the listener is precise and almost
binaural in spatial realism.

The CD's title, Labyrinth, comes from a 21 -
minute epic by Ian Krouse, which is based on
a Led Zeppelin theme. Krouse uses the theme
as a kind of "portal" between the worlds of

rock and contemporary classical music. Two
of the players must tune differently, and
pitchbending, bottleneck slides, flat -pick-
ing, and even singing are part of the musical
language. John Sunier

Bryars: The Last Days
Balanescu Quartet

ARGO 448 175, CD; DDD; 72:43
Sound: B, Performance: B+

Gavin Bryars has received a lot of attention
in the last few years for his renovated early
works, The Sinking of the Tiatanic and Jesus'
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Blood Never Failed Me Yet (Point Music). But
those pieces date back 25 years, and in the in-

terim, the British com-
poser has been creating
beautiful and rarefied
chamber music. That's
what is on The Last
Days, a collection of two
string quartets and a vi-

olin duet performed by the Balanescu Quar-
tet, the ensemble of choice for contemporary
British composers. And it is certainly the right
choice.

Alexander Balanescu and company extract
every nuance from the sublime melodies of
Bryars' elegiac yet austere pieces. Bryars is one
of the few composers who can write exquisite-
ly beautiful lines and avoid the temptation to
schlock it up. His String Quartet No. 1 is set
on a slowly repetitive ground pattern that
shifts from member to member while the oth-
ers emerge with long, arcing solos. But Bryars
is not constrained by his minimalist tenden-
cies. He abruptly shifts gears into a more stri-
dent, almost Bartok-like cadence, full of omi-
nous foreboding.

On "The Last Days" (the piece for two vio-
lins), Bryars weaves a gorgeous theme that re-
calls his earlier work, "The Old Towers of
Lobenicht." But here it is stripped down to
just two violins, played by Balanescu and Clare
Connors, in a tone poem for the end of the
world. I rather like the sound of rumbling
traffic bleeding through the studio walls; in
my opinion it gives "The Last Days" an even
more ominous tone.

By their nature, Bryars' quartets don't have
the lush appeal of his exquisite chamber
pieces, but they reveal the structural depths of
a composer who can operate in a classical tra-
dition or an avant-garde one, and make of
them something of his own. John Diliberto

Mendelssohn:
Piano Works, Vol. I
Benjamin 1-ritli, piano

NAXOS 8.550939, CD; DDD; 71:23
Sound: A, Performance: A

Included in this first volume are the Six
Preludes and Fugues of Op. 35, the Three
Caprices of Op. 33, and the "Perpetuum Mo-
bile" in C, Op. 119. It's a
delightful collection, ex-
pertly and lovingly
played and picked up in
clear and appropriately
intimate sound. So in-
teresting are the Six Pre-
ludes and Fugues-which give ample evidence
of Mendelssohn's familiarity with Bach but
proceed very much in their own way-that it
astonishes me I've never before heard them.
All this and a budget price! Robert Long
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TimeWindow SurroundScape:

The New Playing Field

DCM's critically acclaimed

TimeWindow' loudspeakers set

new benchmarks for stereo imaging

and soundstaging in 1974.

Now, our new TimeWindow

SurroundScape speaker system

expands the performance envelope

for home theater, and eliminates the

need for rear channel speakers and

the extra wiring they require.

Using DCM's PrestiDigitalTM

LOUDSPEAKERS

crossover electronics and ShadowTM

driver management technologies,

two TimeWindow SurroundScape

speakers create the surround sound -

stage of front and rear speakers.

DCM SurroundScape speakers

"enlarge" your room, enhance the

excitement of movies, and add

greater depth to your music.

For the DCM dealer nearest

you, please call 1 -800 -878 -TIME.

Hear why the critics say, "When it

comes to designing home theater

speakers that are exceptionally

musical, nobody does it like DCM:'
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ROCK -POP
R E C O R DINGS

Letter to Laredo
Joe Ely

MCA MCAD-11222, 51:50
Sound: A-, Performance: B+

0 Ely's 10 albums, Letter to
Laredo asily the most western,
and that s specifically attributable to
flamenco guitarist Teye, who is a wel-
come addition to Ely's crack band.
The Spaniard's guitar supplies the al-
bum w a unifying thread that re-
in s the lyrical thrust of songs
about desperados-men and women
on the run.

From Laredo's opener, "All Just To
Get to You," to its closing "I'm a
Thousand Miles from Home" (both
songs buoyed by Bruce Springsteen's
harmonica), the album is a travel-
ogue of human trouble. In Tom Rus-
sell's epic corrida, "Gallo Del Cielo,"
Carlos Saragosa steals a gamecock

and tries to win back his stolen !ands
by gambling on the rooster's sight-
ing. In "Letter to Laredo," an escaped

man reveals that he was convicted
because he lied to protect his love.
"Saint Valentine" is the story of a
tragic figure in a dented Continental.

Ely almost always covers a song
from his compadre, Butch Hancock,
and on this album it's "She Finally
Spoke Spanish to Me," a sequel to
the classic "She Never Spoke Spanish

to Me." When she finally spoke, it
was "Adios!"

Joe Ely is a great romantic charac-
ter with an abundance of charisma;
he's a terrific songwriter, singer, and
showman who has never received his
due. Though Letter to Laredo doesn't
have the rocking whip -crack fire of
its predecessor, the overlooked Love
and Danger, it's a thrilling doc-
ument in its own right. And a won-
derfully detailed recorded sound
brings warmth and texture to Ely's
emotional reads. Michael Tearson

Joe Satriani
RELATIVITY 1500, 60:24

Sound: A+ Performance: A+

Guitarist Joe Satriani broke
through in a big way back in 1987
with Surfing with the Alien, his plat-
inum -selling debut for Relativity. A
virtuoso of the highest order, Satri-
ani continued making waves on Rel-
ativity with a series of instrumental

Burned
Electrafixion

ELEKTRA 61793-2, 47:13
Sound: B+, Performance: B

Anachronisms during the
synthesizer -dominated '80s,
Ian McCullough and Will Serceant
turned to guitars-especial y
electric 12-strings-to create
a neopsychedelic, gothic
blend that included Mideast-
ern fiddles and variot..s exot-
ica. Their band, Echo and
The Bunnymen, was a neces-

sary alternative to nearly everyt--ing
else coming from their home Dose in
England. Ten years lcter and y7-crs
after Echo's dissolution, McCiIlcugh

and Sergeant have reunited for a
new project in which jangly guitars
are subbed for noisy, fuzz -toned
ones, and drums have a grandiose
sound that borders on bombastic.
Electrafixion retains Echo's penchant
for modality, but this time it's with a
harder, more aggressive sound. And
with vocals, drums, and the overall

mix drenched in reverb,
Burned almost feels like a
live set.

These songs don't get
any better than good, nor
do they ever approach what
McCullough accomplished

on his two fine solo records. But
there's a guitar -driven sound on
Burned that is unique and deserves
to be heard. Mike Bieber
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-A/Vv- The GAIN System

NATURE'SENCORE

NEW RELEASE UDCD 2-651 UDCD 655 NEW RELEASE UDCD 65E

BETTER SOUNDING MUSIC. UPGRADE TO ULTRADISC II TM
Your favorite artists soind surprisingly better on U tradisc II Why4 Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering technology
is a cut above-cad you can hear the differerce. As the crectors of the 24k gold audiophile CD, we have
developed major cclv.3nces such as The GAN System"; a proprietary mastering system that uses the
highest grade of di it] technology available. Starting with the on nal master tapes, we a -e able to capture every
last nuance of the ciigiial recording. What does his mean? You'll hear music Ike you've never heard it before'

Ultradisc IITM The Original 24K Gcld Audiophile Compact Disc.
To receive a coPr ratalog or The GAIN System'. technical paper, call S0041235759.

105 Morris Street  Sebastopcl, CA 95471
WWW URL address. httplIwww.mofi.caml

In Canada all 800-267-1216
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Find these great
titles and more

in the Mo3ile Fidelity
Sound Labl
Audiophile
Section at
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Crxpenencearticulate

soundscapes created by the

new Vivaldi loudspeaker from Audio

Artistry. From the inventor of the

Linkwitz-Riley Crossover comes a

unique dipole design for superior

sound in the widest range of rooms.

Let Audio Artistry bring your music to

life. Call (919) 319-1375 or fax (919)

319-1416 for the Vivaldi dealer

nearest you.

poinling Tour worLd rill iriioal

hs,t us at CE S. Room 6244 Sahara IA -Loh and
Alexandria Tower, Rooms 342 and 344.
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Critics Rave...
"...The Biggest Bargain Of All Time !"

Stu McCreary,.Positive Feedback, Vol.5 No.3

"...One Hell Of A Buy !!"
The Inner Ear, July 1995

A IC4".

SE -40 Single -Ended, Pure Class A, 40+40W (80W mono) for $980.00
NEW!! SE -40 matching vaccum tube pre -amplifier, SEP- -1 now available for $880.00

Call Solo Electronics 01(510) 887-8016 for the Golden Tube Dealers near you
2462 Tripalcii Woy. Hayward CA 94545. FAX 887-1657. HANDCRAFTED IN USA

outings that seethed with metal-esque energy

without resorting to any of the tired cliches as-

sociated with that genre.

On his seventh Relativity release, there's

newfound urgency and directness in Satriani's

playing. Rather than dab-

bling in dense textures
with layers of over-
dubbed guitars or relying

on high-tech harmoniz-

ers and other state-of-
the-art outboard gear, Satriani goes right for

the throat by using a powerful back -to -basics

ensemble. This group includes such players as

rhythm guitarist Andy Fairweather -Low and

drummer Manu Katche.

On hard-hitting numbers like "Cool #9,"
"S.M.F.," and "Moroccan Sunset," Satriani
plays with a minimum of effects, digging for

his bluesy roots with the screaming fervor of a

Stevie Ray Vaughan. Satriani's earthy take on

the Mississippi Delta blues tradition, as heard

on "Look My Way," is at once authentic and

Hendrixian. He flaunts those mind -boggling

guitar -god chops on "Killer Bee Bop," a fero-

cious heavy-metal romp, and on "Luminous

Flesh Giants," an imposing bit of metal-esque

maelstrom.

Veteran producer/engineer Glyn Johns,
who spun the dials on such rock classics as

The Rolling Stones' "Honky Tonk Women"
and The Beatles' Let It Be album, is largely re-

sponsible for the very clean, singing tone that

Satriani achieves throughout much of this
brilliant -sounding CD. The sparser arrange-

ments and cleaner, more deliberate approach

really allow Joe Satriani's genius to shine
through, resulting in what is his finest, most

fully realized recording since Surfing with the

Alien. Bill Milkowski

Ballbreaker
AC/DC

EAST/WEST 61780-2, 49:53
Sound: B+, Performance: B

Let Them Eat Rock
I lie Upper Crust

UPSTART 026, 37:00

Sound: B+, Performance: A

Album after album of loud, obnoxious, bla-

tant, sexist, blues -driven old -school hard rock

doesn't leave much to say except that some

things never change. The Rick Rubin -pro-

duced Ballbreaker is more of the same from
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AC/DC. Hardly a master-

piece, it works primarily
for one reason: Angus.
Angus Young is a truly
superb guitarist, unhur-
ried and soulful, but he's

got an aggressively ferocious, British hard -
rock tone. He gives attitude and stamina to
otherwise tired, obsolete "crotch rock," typi-

fied by titles like "Cover You in Oil," "Hard As

a Rock," and "Caught with Your Pants
Down." With their signature double -tracked
wall of guitar, AC/DC still provides a catharsis

that's obviously more physical than intellectu-

al, even when their songs are merely okay.

The Upper Crust, who owes much to early
AC/DC of the Bon Scott era, takes the bawdy

humor one step further by writing and per-
forming from the perspective of the 18th -cen-

tury English aristocracy and under the guise
of names like Lord Bendover, the Duc d'Istor-

tion, etc. This also entails powdered wigs, pan-

taloons, and songs that
satirize snobbery and so-

cial stratification. The
gimmicks work by com-
bining the big, vintage
hard -rock sound with

humor that pure yoke band. On "Let Them

Eat Rock," Bendover goes out of his way to
sound like Bon Scott while singing "I myself
have felt the pang of hunger/But I know about

one thing worse/That's the way I feel after a
12 -course meal/When I feel like I'm about to
burst." From here it only gets funnier and
louder. Mike Bieber

Washing Machine
Sonic Youth

DGC DGCD 24825, 68:23
Sound: A, Performance: B

In the early '80s I regarded Sonic Youth as a

bunch of no -talent, no -playing, no -hearing

charlatans; detune a guitar and thrash and
wail in the realms of "skronkified" atonali-
ty-what's the big deal? Or so 1 tliought. And
I was right; these folks were charlatans of the

highest order. But somewhere along their
long and winding road, Sonic Youth began to

deal with song forms. And their 11th album
strikes me as more intriguing, more substan-
tial, and more-dare I say it-accomplished
and challenging than the last couple of
R.E.M. offerings. Imagine a collaboration be-
tween Patti Smith, Sonny Sharrock, Arthur
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Lee, Glenn Branca, and
The GTOs, and you
might understand where

Washing Machine is
coming from. Noise -gui-

tar mavens Thurston
Moore and Lee Ranaldo wrap their corrosive
overtones and feedback squalls into the con-
text of cohesive, albeit simple, pop tunes. Vo-

calist/bassist Kim Gordon delivers the angst
factor on "Panty Lies" and then dips into a
campy Shangri-Las-type bag on "Little Trou-

ble Girl," a '30s girl -group number with ap-

propriate chick -singer backup from Kim Deal

of The Breeders and Memphis icon Loretta
Velvet. Gordon saves her toughest vocals for
the trashy, two -chord title song, which builds

to a glorious white -noise track out to rival
Hendrix's "EXP."

Moore and Ranaldo unleash with sick
abandon on "Becuz," which sounds like a nod

to Patti Smith's version of "Because the
Night." They combine for some industrial -
strength sonics on "Junkie's Promise," a driv-

ing number that recalls The Rolling Stones'
two -guitar rave-ups on Get Yer Ya-Ya's Out.

CHESK TEST DISCS
MUST FOR ANY SERIOUS AUDIOPHILE.

'FDR CERTAIN,
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CLARITY DEFINED
See the dimension

Sense the image

Feel the power of performance...

Challenge your perceptions of tube amplifiers at a VTL dealer today.

P.O. Box 2604, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
TEL (909) 627-5944 FAX (909) 627-6988

httpilwww.vd.com/-Imanley/
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Lel Us Enialain You!
As a professional association

of audio/video specialty stores.

PARA sets the standards for

high quality retail shopping.

Member dealers know quality,

service, and [Host of all, they

know music and fame theater.

PAM Home Theater Specialists
PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language. helping you get
the best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's lust right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you! Professional AudioVideo Retailers Association

And their droning guitar work on "Saucer -
Like" owes more than a bit to Roger McGuinn

and The Byrds' "Eight Miles High" (a tune
originally inspired by John Coltrane's modal
excursions on the tenor sax).

Sonic Youth reaches its lyrical peak with
"Unwind," a lovely pastoral ballad that Moore

suggests will appeal to The Moody Blues set.

It's a tad more twisted, given those detuned
wind harps, but mellow nonetheless. The am-

bient "Skip Tracer" is the other side of the
coin to "No Queen Blues," a brutal display of

grinding wah-wah grunge on a vamp. But the

centerpeice of Washing Machine is "The Dia-

mond Sea." In this 20 -minute anthem for "the

charred youth of today," as Moore calls it,
Sonic Youth runs the gamut from kinetic
rhythms to poetic moments of introspection
to waves of scary white noise. Powerful and
disturbing stuff. Bill Makowski

The Grassy Knoll
ANTILLES 314 527 908-2, 62:33

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

The Grassy Knoll is what the recently rein-

carnated King Crimson could've been if they
didn't have to carry all their historical bag-
gage and worry about putting clever pop
songs on their album. They create progres-
sive rock seared by fusion generators, hip -
hop sampling, free -jazz
saxophone wailing, and
industrial noise.

The Grassy Knoll fa-
vors the 180 -degree turn,

slash -and -burn approach

of John Zorn's Naked City band, but with a
rocker's sensibility for melody and groove. If
those aren't enough reference points, just think

of the last time music had your feet dancing
and your head spinning. John Diliberto

Mumtaz Mahal
V. M. Bhattaaj Mahal/N. Ravikiran

WATER LILY ACOUSTICS
WLA CS -46 -CD, 44:08

Sound: B, Performance: A

A few years ago, V. M. Bhatt-who plays an

instrument called the Mohan Vina-made the
magical A Meeting at the River, a fusing of
blues and raga, with Ry Cooder. Bhatt's new
collaborator is bluesman Taj Mahal, and the
recorded result, Mumtaz Mahal, is equally
wonderful, tilting more toward blues this
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time. It has a lighter, more playful feel, as
Bhatt and Chitra Vina master N. Ravikiran
work around Taj Mahal's

guitar and voice with
the exotic sounds of their

exotic instruments.

The opening selection,

the wordless "Coming of
the Mandinka," is the album's most raga -like.

It sets a tone for the set, which includes an
111/2 -minute exploration of "Come on in My

Kitchen," Taj's "Rolling on the Sea," the
gospel standard "Mary Don't You Weep," the

Leiber-Stoller classic "Stand by Me," and the

reggae favorite "Johnny Too Bad." The album

closes with "Curry and Quartertones," an im-

promptu discussion by Taj of the album's cre-

ative process, revealing the warm fellowship of

the session. Mumtaz Mahal is an ever surpris-

ing, ever delightful flower that unfolds before

us. (P.O. Box 91448, Santa Barbara, Calif.
93190.) Michael Tearson

i11111111: Nkdonl

Peel Slowly and See
The Velvet Underground

POLYDOR 31452 7887-2, five CDs; 6:28:00
Sound: A, Performance: A+

Years ago, Brian Eno remarked that while
not many people bought The Velvet Under-
ground's records, everybody who did went on

to form his own band. If ever there was a
group whose influence stood in stark opposi-

tion to its commercial success, VU was it.

From 1965 to 1968, The Velvet Under-
ground recorded four albums that provided a
soundtrack to New York's avant-garde scene,

songs describing the gritty side of life in the
'60s-a contrast to the "flower power" years

in which the band germi-
nated. These odes to alien-

ation, sexual frustration,
and drug addiction are in-

congruously mixed with
out-and-out pop music
(such as "I Found a Rea-
son" from the album
Loaded)-a model of how
to combine accessible

music with honest, penetrating lyrics. Peel
Slowly and See contains all four VU albums in

their entirety, supplemented by all available
studio outtakes, demos, and live recordings,
presented in chronological order. An added
bonus is journalist David Fricke's excellent
20,000 -word essay. Daniel Levitin
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SHOCKING

POWER

600-4AlTS!

Finally, a true professional amplifier is available
on a factory direct basis.

This design in daily use at over 5000 movie
theaters around the world!
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR,
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FULL FEATURED AMPLIFIER
ON THE PLANET!

r
SPECIFICATIONS:

POWER -
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650 WATTS -MONO

Peak Current -85 amps

THD @ rated power: < .15%

Call Today- It will be at your
door in 48 hours for just $25

30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

Q2 CHANNEL

* FAN COOLED
Professional

PRO Quality

COMPARE AT $1,200
SAVE OVER 40%!
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LIMITED TIME OFFER
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FACTORY DIRECT

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

1 800 395 1222
24 HOURS A DAY

CINEPRO Theater Products
Redwood City, CA
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JAZZ -BLUES
R E C O R DINGS

The Capitol Blues Collection
Various Artists

CAPITOL; 11 CDs

Sound: C to B+,
Performance: B to A+

Before hearing even a note, you
know that this collection was no
rush job; the packaging, annotation,
mastering, and even the vibrant cov-
er art demonstrate Capitol Records'
commitment in doing justice to
these historical recordings. Noted
blues expert Pete Welding was inti-
mately involved with this series, and
his care for the music shines through.

There are some real gems here.
The jewel in the crown is the

Muddy Waters/Memphis Slim set
called Chicago Blues Masters, Vol. 1

(CDP 8 29375 2). It was recorded
primarily live with a small combo at
Carnegie Hall in 1959. This group
plays with such restraint that every
nuance comes across clearly, and the
hall's resonance adds space to the
sparse arrangements. This disc cap-

tures Chicago's premier blues am-
bassadors in their prime, and its only
flaw is a heavier concentration on
Memphis Slim and not nearly
enough Muddy-he sings on only
four of the disc's 17 songs, although

he plays on the Memphis Slim
tracks.

No less brilliant is the three -disc
T -Bone Walker set, The Complete
Capitol and Black & White Record-
ings (CDP 8 29379 2), which shows
off this guitar innovator's 1940s
recordings. Although not a house-
hold name, Walker was a musician's
musician whose approach was ex-
tremely influential on B.B. King and
(oddly enough) Chuck Berry. In fact,
much of what we hear in today's
blues and rock guitar styles can be
traced back to T -Bone Walker.

The Capitol and Imperial labels
were not in the vanguard of the blues

movement, so their vaults are a bit
limited. The collection's live Son
House item, Delta Blues and Spiritu-
als (CDP 8 31830 2), is interesting in
how it captures a great blues artist in
his later years, but most of its ver-
sions of these songs pale compared
to the studio recordings and don't
wear well on repeated listenings. Roy
Brown's best work was done prior to
signing with Imperial, and while
there's merit in his contribution to
this series, The Complete Imperial
Recordings (CDP 8 31743 2), his
Deluxe/King recordings (for most of
which he wrote his own material,
unlike here) are far superior. The re-
mainder of the titles-Rediscovered

'ure Emotion
Chico O'Farrill

MILESTONE MCD-9239-2, 49:47
Sound: B+, Performance: A

For his first solo recording in 30
years, master composer/an-anger
Chico O'Farrill has assem3led a
Latin big band capable of handling
some very complex music.

Now in his mid -70s, O'Farrill has
built a 50 -year career around Afro-
Cuban jazz, a rhythmically infec-
tious genre initially viewed by many
as only a fad. But the basic charm of
this music has caused it to endure-
endure, become popular, and evolve.
O'Farrill has been at the forefront of
the movement all the while, and this
particular album shows why.

From the opening bars of the tu-
multuous "Igor's Dream" to the sensi-
tive romantic bolero "Pura Emocion"
to the modern Latinized versions of
"Perdido" and "Get Me to the Church
on Time," O'Farrill's hard -charging,
percussion -laden brassmen make the
most of every written nuance, milking
every emphatic solo to the max.

A 12 -minute var-
iation on the un-
likely theme "La
Cucaracha" pro-
vides the goods
with which to judge
el maestro's vast

talent. Employing two French
horns and an extra trumpet for
added color and power, O'Farrill
turns a simple folk song into a tour
de force. And he has created an apt-
ly titled album. James Rozzi
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Blues (CDP 8 29376 2), the Sonny Terry col-

lection Whoopin' the Blues (CDP 8 29372 2),

and Lir Son Jackson's Complete Imperial
Recordings (CDP 8 31744 2) -concentrate on

second -level artists or on artists for whom

these recordings were an adjunct to their pri-

mary work.

Still, Capitol should be congratulated for

reissuing this music properly, and we hope
this series will continue. Let's hope it will also

push them toward making some new record-

ings, perhaps creating a new home for current

blues musicians. /on & Sally Tiven

A Better Understanding
Sonny Fortune

BLUE NOTE CDP 7243 8 32799 2 0, 57:20

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

After his successful Blue Note debut devot-

ed to Thelonious Monk's music, saxist/flutist

Sonny Fortune has gone "from all -Monk to
all -me." And though A Better Understanding's
nine tunes are his own, formative influences

are evident. "It's a Bird" captures a be -bop

head, paced a la Charlie Parker. "Long Before

Our Mothers Cried" mines an Afro-Cuban
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Phone: 1-800-978-6253 Fax: 1-212-343-9142
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ADVENT HERITAGE Tower Spkr. . . . $418
PINNACLE AC650 Bookshelf . . . . CALL!
NWT FULL UNE CALL FOR BUT PRICE!
CAMBER 3.5T1 Audiophile's Choise . $799/pr
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BIC-VENTURA V12 12'X100W . BEST BUYS
CELESTION MP1 Best Mini Book Shelf CALL!
VELODYNE F1000 80W-10' Powered Sub . . $589
KEF ALL MODELS CALL FOR BEST PRICE!
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YAMAHA RXV2090 AC3 CALL!
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groove courtesy of percussionists Jerry Gon-

zalez and Steve Berrios and is an obvious nod

to Fortune's former employer, Mongo Santa-

maria. And "Tribute to a Holiday" wraps the

chord changes of "You
Don't Know What Love
Is" around the memory
of a singer named Billie.

As 'usual, Fortune's
crisp, lilting tone and

fierce attack on fast tunes are captivating;

equally compelling are the contexts he's as-

sembled on this outing, which range from duo

to septet. Fortune is one of the few players

whose improvisations on flute stand up well;

his duet with pianist Kenny Barron on "Never

Again Is Such a Long Time" offers suitable

proof. On "Awakening," he's overdubbed two

alto flute parts to achieve shell-like overtones.

It was Fortune's fiery saxophone work that

powered The Elvin Jones Jazz Machine a few

years back, and it ignites this effort even more.

His alto jabs playfully with bursts from Gon-

zalez (who doubles on trumpet) and trom-

bonist Robin Eubanks on "It's a Bird." It rides

a mile -wide groove on "A Swing Touch," and

his soprano horn nearly takes flight on the
opening and closing tracks. Like Sonny For-

tune's previous release, this album is a sleeper

jazz hit. Larry Blumenfeld

The Sea
Ketil Bjernstad

ECM CD 78118-21545, 74:42

Sound: A+, Performance: A+

On The Sea, Norwegian pianist and com-

poser Ketil Bjernstad "develops further the
ideas and sounds" of his previous album, Wa-

ter Stories. Like its predecessor, The Sea fea-

tures guitarist Terje Rypdal and percussionist

Jon Christensen. A new addition is cellist
David Darling.

Bjernstad's inspiration for both albums is
the fjords, rivers, glaciers, mountains, and
ocean of Norway's untamed western coast.
Acknowledging that the

grand piano is also a
string instrument, many

passages meld it with
the singing strings of
Darling's cello for rich

sound -color combinations that sometimes
conjure up an entire string section.

The new improvisational heights achieved
in The Sea wash over the musical partitions

NAKAMICHI  PIONEER
i tE,:t

 SCOTCH  BROTHER  HARMAN KARDON 
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between classical and jazz, chamber and sym-

phonic, improvised and composed. This 12-

part work is as fine a musical evocation of the

sea as those of, say, Debussy, Vaughan Wil-

liams, or Britten. John Sunier

Blues of the Month Club
Joe Louis Walker

VERVE 314 527 999-2, 58:06

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Over the past several years, bluesman Joe

Louis Walker has consistently satisfied with

his gospel -tinged vocals, raw and funky guitar

work, and accomplished songwriting. With

former Stax stalwart
Steve Cropper at the pro-

ducer's helm of his third

release for Verve, Walker

turns in another typical-

ly strong offering accom-

panied by his crack band, The Bosstalkers.

Walker's gospel influence comes across

with authority on "You've Got To Lose," an

Ike Turner original churchified by the pres-
ence of The Spiritual Corinthians as back -

tectron,
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ground vocalists. He convincingly stakes out

some R&B territory reminiscent of Otis Red-

ding on the upbeat "Lost Heart" and then digs

into a Delta gutbucket feel on the slide -guitar

showcase "Bluesifyin'," which invokes such

towering influences as Howlin' Wolf, Light-

nin' Hopkins, and Muddy Waters. And Walk-

er's knack for pop hooks is perhaps best exem-

plified on two catchy originals, "Hidden
Feelings" and "Get It Right," both featuring
The Memphis Horns.

Another striking aspect of Walker's talent

comes across on "Your Lyin' Eyes," a finger -

style solo acoustic blues done up in the old-

time Delta tradition of Son House and Missis-

sippi John Hurt. It's this kind of earthy
authenticity that separates Walker from
would-be bluesmen who cater to the yuppie

and buppie set. This guy is indeed the real

deal, a fact that becomes all the more obvious

after one listen to the sly, hip shuffle blues,
"I'm Not Comin' Over."

Robert Cray may pack fans into big the-

aters, but Joe Louis Walker has my vote as

blues MVP of the year. Bill Milkowski

Damn!
Jimmy Smith

VERVE 314 527 631-2, 61:52

Sound: A, Performance: A+

Verve, the record company with a rep for
resuscitating careers of veteran artists via ex-

cellent concepts, has come up with another
beauty. They've taken

the baddest Hammond

8-3 organ player on the

planet, matched him
with the hottest Young

Turks on the scene to-

day (along with a few classy veterans for good

measure), and recorded an album of funk and

bop classics. The results are bound to make

any die-hard Jimmy Smith fan stand back,
shake his head in disbelief, and mutter
"damn!"

There are no rococo ballads or schmaltzy

show tunes here, as has often been the case

with Smith's albums. Damn! is nothing but an

energized, pure -burn blowing session, which

makes its spirit reminiscent of Smith's great

1957 sessions with a young Kenny Burrell, Lou

Donaldson, and Art Blakey.

The venerable Bernard Purdie lays down

the drum groove on the funky opener, James

Brown's "Papa's Got a Brand New Bag."
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Smith, of course, eats it up before giving a lit-

tle solo time to trumpeter Roy Hargrove. The

funk continues on Horace Silver's earthy ode

to his mother, "Sister Sadie," and returns on

Herbie Hancock's "Watermelon Man." A
swinging rendition of Bobby Timmons' "This

Here" features the late, great drummer Arthur

Taylor in perhaps his last recorded perform-

ance. Trumpeters Nicholas Payton and Har-

grove trade solos with Smith on Dizzy Gille-

spie's "Woody 'n' You" and reprise their solo

bravado alongside saxophonists Mark Turner

and Ron Blake on a blazing septet rendition of

Charlie Parker's "Scrapple from the Apple."

Other young guests-like guitarist Mark
Whitfield, bassist Christian McBride, and sax-

ophonists Tim Warfield and Abraham Bur-
ton-heat up the proceedings with gutsy solo

work of their own. But they all must take a

back seat when Smith unleashes his mighty
B-3. It sounds like these young chopsmeisters

invigorated the old master; the energy level of

this session is up a few notches from Smith's

last outing, a 1994 trio record titled The Mas-
ter (Blue Note). Apparently, Jimmy Smith
loves a challenge. Bill Milkowski

Mother Mace
Jerry Granelli

INTUITION INT 2130-2, 51:28

Sound: A-, Performance: A

Jerry Granelli understands the art of struc-

tured improvisation and freedom within
form, which is the reason Another Place was

one of the finest examples of collective impro-

visation in 1995. Granelli's melodic style of

drumming takes his group from atonal, al-

most classical abstractions to gut -bucket im-

provisations with the
same skillful hand.

Granelli has assem-
bled an amazing group.

Jane Ira Bloom is emerg-

ing as one of the few true

1

Y'-

heirs to Steve Lacy's soprano style. Her lines

are quirky yet fluid, her improvisations rarely

following the standard path. Anthony Cox,
who also composed a couple of the best tunes

on the album, is a cerebral bassist who never

forgets his role as the music's root force. It's

nice to hear vibraphonist David Friedman in a

more challenging context, but it's underrated

trombonist Julian Priester, with his uncanny

gift for atmosphere and melody on the slide
instrument, who is the real treat.

Another Place takes clear advantage of three

decades of jazz on the edge. Whether it's barn -

burners, such as "Opener," or the more im-

pressionistic "Hello Nellie," this ensemble
plays with the collective intuition of a New
Orleans band but with the freedoms won at

the outer reaches of jazz. John Diliberto

Family
Roy Hargrove

VERVE 314 527 680, 77:46

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

On Diamond in the Rough, Roy Hargrove's

fiery 1990 debut for RCA/Novus, the gifted

20 -year -old trumpeter came charging out of

the gate in a hurry to prove himself. Har-

grove's technical com-

mand and diamond -
hard attack quickly
established him as a hot

new lion on the scene.
No longer in a hurry to

prove anything, Hargrove takes his time and

settles into a more reflective calm on Family,

his most personal project to date.

Backed by his working quintet of pianist
Stephen Scott, drummer Gregory Hutchinson,

bassist Rodney Whitaker, and saxophonist

Ron Blake, Hargrove opens on a luxurious

note with "Velera," a ballad dedicated to his

mother. He later returns to a mellow vein on

Hoagy Carmichael's "The Nearness of You,"

featuring a luscious tenor solo by David "Fat-

head" Newman. An expressive reading of
guest bassist Christian McBride's hauntingly

beautiful ballad "A Dream of You," which
sounds inspired by John Coltrane's "Central

Park West," brings back this relaxed, lyrical

bag. Hargrove stays there for "Pas de Trois," a

graceful waltz with pianist John Hicks, and the

gorgeous Jimmy Van Heusen/Johnny Burke

ballad "Polka Dots and Moonbeams." But

perhaps his most revealing moments are on the

Larry Willis -penned "Ethiopia," an intimate,

meditative duet with bassist Walter Booker.

Wynton Marsalis, one of Hargrove's early

mentors, guests on Fats Navarro's jaunty
"Nostalgia," which includes some lively ex-
changes between the two trumpeters. Har-

grove reserves his signature burn and high -
note bravado for Cedar Walton's "Firm
Roots" and for originals like "Another Level"

and "Brian's Bounce." Elsewhere, he makes

his case with understated elegance and, as al-

ways, an eye toward tradition. Bill Milkowski

AUDIO/JANUARY 1996
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Audition the
New Spectral DMC 20 II
Pre -Amplifier and the
HDCD SDR-2000
Pro D/A Converter Sonic Frontiers SFD-Il

Finest processor available
at its price with HDCD

EAD Theater Master
With HDCD and Dolby D gital AC -3.

Simply the most advanced D'A converter-surrourd
sound processor on the market.

Wilson Audio
Watt Puppy 5's
Audition Wilson Audio ---- the
finest available. Look for the new
"affordable" Wilson Audio
Speaker.

We Take Trades - Large Selection of Used Demo Gear -

SOUN
Electronics - Aragon/Acurus Audio Alchemy B&K California AJdio Labs
Counterpoint Creek Day Sequerra Denon EAD Fanfare FM Forte
Krell Krell Digital Magnum Dynalab McCormack Melos Micromega
Mike Moffat Labs Muse NAD Nakamichi Pioneer/Elite
Pass Labs PS Audio Rotel Sonic Frontiers Spectral Sumo Wadia

Soeakers Aerial Avalon Apogee Bose/Lifestyle Celestion Dunlavy
Epos Green Mt. Hales Joseph KEF Martin -Logan Mirage N.E.A.R.
NSM Signet Shahinian Snell Sonus Faber Spica Unity
Vandersteen Wilson

Analog - Audioquest Benz Blue Oasis Eminent Technology Grado
Immedia Lyra Morch Rega Revolver SME Sota Sumiko/Bluepoint
VPI Wet Tempered Wheaton/Triplanar

Krell
K

Integrated CD
Playback System

Dunlavy
Audition the entire line

of Dunlavy products
including product of the

year -the SCIV

12 Spectacular Showrooms - Custom A V Installation

ORKS
Wife - Audioquest MIT MIT Reference Straight Wire
XLO XLO Signature

Video - Ampro Citation Da-Lite Draper Fosgate JVC Lexicon
Panasonic Pioneer/Elite Proton Runco Snell THX Sony Sony XBR2
Toshiba Stewart Filmscreen Vidikron

Custom Installation - Jamo Niles NPR Russound Sonance
Square D/Elan Xantech

Solidsteel Power Wedge Sound A ichor
Target Tice German Ac. Shun Mook MIT

Z -Stabilizers and More

SOUNDWORKS 1.5 MILES NORTH OF 495 (CAPITAL BELTWAY)

10534 CONN. AVE. KENSINGTON. MD 20895 (301) 929-8600

FINANCING AVAILABLE  WORLD WIDE SHIPPING = VISA



AUDIO PROCESSOR

BBE ARS
Audio Restoration System

HEADPHONES
Grado SR60
Digital Headphones
 Vented diaphragm
 Non resonant air chamber
 Mini ph() with 1/4- adaptor

' .-ru: transducer
operating p

FREE
SHIPPING

Sennhmer HD414

JVC HP D990

Sony NDRV600

Sennhe:ser HD580Il
ec headph

Koss E5P950

Sterling TE400 Orig

AKG K240M

Grado SR100

169

: neadphon.,

Sennheiser HDC451

54495
57995

on, 56995
5249
5459
511'
59995

s169
139

AUDIO PROCESSOR

Hughes AK -500 Retriever

,U., AN-JUU

operate in coniunchon with
surround type encoders

Meadtown Shopping Center

a/ 413Coj o
HAFLER SALE

Hafler 915 17" Preamp $ra

$469
Hafler 9130 Power Amplifier

g5269
Hafler 9180
MOSFET Stereo Poweron Arno

 Bridgeaole to 300W mono '703 $399
Hafler 9290

12 5499.A41305 wSLETchanSneit8eorhemp Power Amp

 B,,,,qe.ti,!a 420W 3

Hafler 945 Preamp/Tuner
 Deteatable tone controis  Remo le
switching  18 Tuner presets

,
04

!Jr, 700

CD PLAYERS

NAD502
Single CD Player

: MASH 1 -bit high

J2X 03 21 Track prograr
output Serial digital out '

 NAD Link -remote costs,
 Signal transfer Full

f,1^71,,,r, .--1!r' AIIN;;;:_
Technics SLPD1010

Mer
fired

art 8 rein-. 5229
NAD 5000 19 '500 5299
Philips CDC935BK

43ted 5199
Philits)5n21PBK

control 5139
JVC )(mini 5189
NAD 5060

changer with remote 5229
JVC XLV261TN

NAD 517

JVC XLM417TN CALL
Brand Name 100 CD Changer 5399

it
Stock 0550;4 IOU Usk changer

;et

,tereo headphones 5129
headphones NEW

SOUND CITY HOLIDAY SPECIALS

NAD2700THX
THX Power Amplifier

ACIaptr.e sod chpp,
Bridgeable
" normal

.1 to Tilt home Meats

Brand
Name DAT
Digital
Audio Tape Deck

Infinity SSVV10
Servo Sub

JVC HR-S7100U
Super VHS
1 -11 -Fl VCR

Ong.'899

Kenwood UD552
Mini System

Ong '949

1131. PS120

Powered Subwoofer

Ong
" 699

OM
2

*z

JVC XL21050TN Rated #1
Super DICIFINE CD Player
 Mechanic; rem resonance 8, vibration'

Last
Ong 750 Call

Brand Name
Turntable

,  bed drive system
:sass tone arm  Servo con-
-to/

,eluded

Ong 129

Philips DCC900BK
DCC Deck

Atlantic Technology 154SR

Surround Speaker

Orig.'169/pr

Brand Name
DSP A/V
Receiver
 ilow x 2 power output
 Surround 50W 2  DSP with 6 3-
 Dolby0 Pro Logic decoding
 Remote control
 4 or 8 ohm operation
 Subwoofer output Stock.13455

Sonance SF 400
On Wall Speakers

A 0 me A 0t L- -I- .I-
ADS  AcMmt  Aucio Control  Aiwa  AKG  Altec Lansing  Aulo Quest  Acoustic Pesach  Audio Alchemy  Auci0 Source  Atk, : ._ ndcgy  Ei&K  SW  Bazooka  BBE  Beyerdynirdos  Belo:AM  Einother

Caton  Carve'  Orkin Vega  Caesticn  Cif DesigriS CantnnCodeAlarm - CVVD Deran  Dynamat Grado  Wier  HarmoniKozion  Hitachi Hughes  Infinity  Ira  JBL  JVC  K40 Koss UNCOrl
kflISANStIl  Monitor Audio  Monster Cade  NiES. OrrnMtut  Orion  Panamc  Prigs  Pinnade  Pioneer  Pananax  PR Room  PS Aulio  Rane  Radford Fosgoto  Runco  Sounctralsnen

ci,Li 050t:di'  Senhemx  Sherwood  Shoo  Sony  Sonance  S9  Ste  art  Taroy  Target  Technics Terk  TI uei 6. Iliad & Morel

FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

201-263-6060

WE SHIP TO CANADA Alk.
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

No Credit Card Surcharges
Se Hable Es anol

01111111CIIIMI
Mon -FriFri

10am - 9pm EST 8am - 12pm EST
Mon -Fri

Saturday_ Sat 9am - fpm EST
9am - 6pm EST Sun 11am - 5pm EST

Patry lor al brands we sel  ad reSeflerelae lor hfcceaplacal emae  NO refunds ai mew or car Memo proicrs Dai Cele** ectaange ken dare recegatal reUre mustbe mker mew 14 days ol react al merehydee WWI re a
DIV& are span a resockelg lee  lers nut be er onyel °Alan ma packapg *pig and lardng rot *mate  kracorwrissoned sinner This a0and es cairn sorcefes al other morn expag



Route 23 S. Kinnelon, NJ 07405

NEW! NEW! NEW!
AUDIO chemy
°um:Alchemy Ow.

DTIPro 32 Aatl Jitter Filter
Next generation jitter correction with DTIPro 39's inc,
ble two stage digital filter and 32 -bit DSP
Coaxial. AES/EBU. Toslink 8 glass input
AT&T outputs

NEW DITB DACMan D/A

Labs cables has specs and pertarmance tnan $400
IID'A's of three years ago Features advanced new Crystal

Seri,-ccedu.-1^, .433,11'3 A Ch -r
Stock.16096 $129
DAC-in-the-Box D/A
TAlchemy's DAC-in-the-Box iDITI3) nas icter-CA,
processor with both coxial and optical digital in ruts 8 0
board power supply Recommended for CD plater
laser disc 8 cable DMA upgrades
Stock4115101

NEW 1111Pies Digital Filter
DTIFlus anti -jitter filter is designed for audioph les whc
want advanced jitter reduction for CD players bit don t
need fanq_AES/EBU or AT&T ins or outs Sams specs a
the new OTIv2 0 - at 12 the price,

$249m.1016100

CALL

*199

Full Line Of Audio Alchemy
Products Are Now
Available...Call For

Information & Pricing

MINI SYSTEMS
NIAiwa NSX-V70
Mini System
 IDOW cs power outp,.!
 Digital signal processor
 Electronic graphic ED  9 -
Band spectrum analyzer
 Super woofer output  BBE
 3 -Disc CD changer  Dual
auto reverse cassette deck
 Dolb B noise reduction
 AM/FM Digital tuner
 Full function remote control
 Rear surround sceakers

Air T411-1190
Power output, CALL

CALLSony MHCC9EX

Denon D500
-everse cass

Panasonic SLPH2
.1 tunerrahrm clock $199

JVC MXC330
,a1 J.,'ote CALL

JVC UXC7 (Black or white) $329
TechniCS

D . : -te

3 -Disc CD changer with remote $749
kenmood UD302

Dual auto rev. 3 -Disc CD chant:s399

5599

Brand Name
10 Disc Car
CD Changer
 10 Disc changer with RF
modulator and remote
 1 -Bit DrA conceder
with 8X OS
 High speed disc change Connects TO

Ecaosoytoinaosttatlelm FMmodua!I oor Virtually Any

Stereo System

Il go

OCI 8le0 503

CASSETTE DECKS
Technics
RS-TR373

Transport, Mecnan.sm

 2x2 Motor Full -Logic
 Double Auto -Reverse
 Dolby HA Pro 8 Dolby

1111 B -C NR Systems

Aiwa ADS950 $299& HY Prow remote
NAD 602 5279
Harmon/Kardon DC5300

NR $369
Brand Name svis,
Dual cassette Doibiu. C rth Pro Stock#9522 IrZ17

CD CHANGER SALE

 Standard antenna
commonerinroutput Existing Car

1. we Are A Factory Authorized Dealer
2. 30 Day Price Protection Guarantee
3. Best Selection
4. No Surcharges For Credit Card Purch2ses
5. We Ship Worldwide
6. Open Until Midnight Monday -Friday
7. TOLL FREE Customer Service Hotline
8. We Will Not Be Undersold
9. IL Day Money Back Guarantee
10. TOLL FREE Technical Support

Complete Home Theater
Speaker Package

2 Pair Jamc
Coronet 40
Compact Lcudspeakets

Jamo SW600E Jamo Center 50
Powered Sub Center Channel

7.iipoter
. ers ..ii -L',"'. '. ..ai

 ,oiia, ' .i s-ciii-P, sound . 3 4 oppie !.-,pieic
 Electronic control box with controls  Video, shielded
for on/oh. level. phase 8 frequency

FREE SHIPPING
Orig. 51650NOW $899

FREE Shipping Applies When Purchased Before January 31 1996 ONLY

CAR AMPLIFIER CLEARANCE SALE
Hafler MSE-88
Car Amplifier '32
 76W/ch x 2 into 4 ohm

: 9

 Runs mono aria s!
 MOSFET output
 Transnova circuit.
 2,2W 4 inth 4 0"r-

Orig a/d/s/ PQ8.2 58920W x 4 car power amplifier Ond 5229

Soundstreem Granite 110.2 $159

Rockford Fosgate FG300 5499
Ong SD.

150W x 2_Efriclvd On S"

)04SO X092025

Brand Name Amp Stocka12062 sng Soondstream Granite 180.6 5249
$169

6,5/43 channel a-

Sony. XM4045

Granite

Advent PA450 5289
Altec. Lansing ALA2000 2 or

60.2 5109

cAu50W a 4 briddn., nplitier Orig Sl.

5169

20W a or 55W =
579

JBL GT0100 JBL GTS150
power amplifier

599 50W 2 -
.ver amohter

SUPER SALE  SUPER SALE  SUPER SALE  SUPER SALE
Technics SAGX190

Brand Name Toler Ong 0199
-er Stock

Brand Name TIE® Receiver
2 Stock.9516

Pinnacle PM Sob Or,. sno
'Aare, with chaduct port

Teac E011110 Ong 599
volt. :

Philips FR931 Ong 5529
nd w: remote

Whistler Car Alarm
ar alarm

Sonance Director 20

Sonance 53000 Orig 5399
ttem

AR Partner 570 Ong 5299
.stem

Altec Lansing 115 ong 5179

Audio Source Amp One

Pana max NAX1000+ Ong 5299
,cloy 1eic

Panasonic infrinnn Ong 5699

Sony STRD1015

sryij
$99
$899
5119
$59
229

5149
5169

5259Pr
5229Pr
59frir
5229
5249
5429
CALL

DCM CX Center 57495
annr

Design Acousti:s P524 Sagms
speaker r, Jul 4

Parasound P121/20 5995
Audio SOWNS VS One brig $119 549

cr.nter chattel speaker

Cerwin Vega A712 ono sem ST9gPr
sf eakers w 17- woofers

Cerwin Vega AT15 on, siOn 5599Pr
:peaker w 15" woofers

Franklin MWD440 prig sit

Panasonic LX900 Ong 5999

Panasonic -X- nn Ong 5899

Design Acoustics P50155

$4995
5769
$699
$69

Denon NS1 System Ong 52000 $n95
-0 log,: ay

Denon D2005 mg sisoo JVC R0850
An ,D clanger $995

DCM Sub710 Orip 539!
built-in 50W amp

NAD713AV 00,15,1
JOItv'T. Pro Looic 5n1f, t 3 y 15W a 2 NEW
Kinergetics SW150V «M MOO CALL Advent HT103 odium

amplifier some theater speakers

Celestion Little 1 Ong 5179

Celestion CS2 Ong 5229
2 ..

$329

B&0 Beolab 3000 Ong $1700
P rueakers

Advent.Fgete!akelm $149

Advent Prodigy Stocert1339
D. 5438

Advent A1099 Ong 5499

Infinity RS12 Ong 5899

Panasonic 1019550 Ong $359

SOny SPPA250 orcegrisnrg
machine

Teac TRSV7000 oho $140
,D24Wx2

JBL 5C305 Ong 5i99
2 . csei speaker

bin er

Jensen A82 mg sis
Junel car stereo an

Hughes MHO Ong Sin
;RS sound retrieval system

5129Pr
5149Pe
5999"
$69
$199,,
5289
$439
5299
5129
5329
5129
CALL
$39
$57
5269

X30 Da] _PLiiikd ,dC9:=1:?aria.
Means you have the Insuran of knowing you have bought any of our products at the guaranteed lowest price. If you find a lower price on an identical item

advertised by an authorized dealer within 30 days from the date of purchase, send us a copy of the ad and we will gladly refund you the difference.

Priority Code AUD196 Ask For Our S i ecial Pricin i On Demo Products Call For Products & Brands Not Listed We Will Not Be Undersold!

CIRCLE NO 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Great sound
doesn't have to

look ugly...
VER1TfTnieModulaiTurniture

brings beauty & function to
your home theater

Most other Home Theater Furniture
looks like it belongs in a factory.

lloite combines the warmth and beauty
of natural wood with the funcuon

and versatility that only a truly modular
furniture system can provide.

cute.. the expandable system that me'u
your needs today & tomorrow.

4 Media Unix

V Component Unit

_:nits run be combined in unlimited
stays, allowing you to create custom
designed furniture that's perfect fm
..,ittr needs. Prices start at 3179.00.

Fat free color literature & prices.
Call 1-800-432-8005
Fax 1-201-667-8688

E -Mail soriceav@aol.com

soRice
PO Box 747-52, :Cut ley, New Jersey 07110

NS I I, I ,1(RAGS
A.,010/VICIECt SUF.F.C3Ftl-111 ESIGN

Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the
art of design and craftsmanship.

"We will even design a piece to your exact
.specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.

The
I -Beam

Component
Center

T.V. Swivel
Available.

Media-Raxx,
All Sizes

(adjustable)

Audio
Racks

#5000 #2300
and others.

Comes in
4 colors to
choose from.

The Audio
Center
1-3 Bays
Any Height

Adjustable
Glass
Component
Shelving.

The Eye -So
Stack Rack
System

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy
of our detailed Newsletter with product photos
and specifications...

We Manufacture:
 Audio Racks  Laser Disc Storage

T.V. Recorder Tables  Projector Tables
 Amp Stands  Monitor Swivels
 Big Screen Pedestals
 Speaker Stands
 Turn Table Foundations
 CD Storage Racks

 Wall Brackets
 Audio Dusters
 Tube Flex Kits
 Custom Designs

Available

4147 TRANSPORT ST.
VENTURA, CA 93003

(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434

STORADISC See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their top choice Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL.
555 Whitehall Street. Atlanta CiA 30303 1-800-848-9811

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Audio)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464, San Francisco, CA 94188

SIMPLE
SLEEK

STEEL

$29.95
THE DJ -I08

MEDIA STORAGE SYSTEM

108 CD's/CD roms
66 Audio tapes
40 VHS videos in any combination
 Welded steel construction

23"L x 14"H x 6-1/2"W
 Dividers to organize and keep

collection in place
 Available in black or white baked

powder epoxy finish
 Lifetime warranty

1-800-807-9819
AUDIO/JANUARY 1996

120



The Cube
by Lor( nt7 Design

Stores

306 CDs

u.,'..rngour patented ALL STORAGE SYSTEM. no slots.

no plastic molds, no wasted space  Full -extension drawer
slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood 
23' H x 19 w. 17 I/2" D  Fully assembled  Stockade 

Available in Light. Medium. Dark Oil Stain (S225) &
Black ($235) - Plus shipping and handling

To order or for fret brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc.  P.O. Box 277

209 Parkway Ave. N.  Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers.
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI

AUDIO RESEARCH. KRELL. Linn. YBA. Aragon, Acurus.
BSA. MARTIN LOGAN. VANDERSTEEN. NHT. PARA-
DIGM. Spica. NEAR. Totem, JM Labs. EAD. Micromega,
CAL. Golden Tube. Fourier. Tara Labs, Lexicon. (6081
284-0001 SPECIALS: AMC. Spica & Audio Alchemy.

AUDIO VIDEO SPECIALTIES. Authorized dealer for AMC
 Arcam  Elac  Dynaudio  Hitachi  Jamo  Panamax 
Pioneer  Platinum  Proton Audio  Sanus  Sonographe 
Tributaries  PH: (4141963-9928. 3801 N. Oakland Ave..
Shorewood. WI 53211.

STEREO WORLD IS YOUR DIS-
COUNT SOUND SOURCE DEALS ON SONY. PYLE, DE -
NON. PROFILE. CLARION. KENWOOD. JVC, HIFONICS,
POLK, BLAUPUNKT, PIONEER, SCOSCHE EFX. KITS,
BASSBOXES, AND MUCH MORE! CALL OR WRITE FOR
FREE SALES FLYER. FREE UPS! OUR 8TH YEAR. VISA/
MC: COD. P.O. BOX 596. MONROE. NY 10950. (914)
782-6044

AUDIO UNLIMITED In Colorado offers Accuphase. Acous-
tic Energy. Acrotec. AnTight. Airtangent, Audio Meca by
Pierre Lurne. Audio Note. Basis. Benz -Micro. Bitwise.
Chang. Chano. CODA. Zoethecus, Day-Sequerra, Dynavec-
tor. Ensemble. Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda. JM Labs, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab. Magro. Micromega. Wilson Benesch,
Morch, Musical Design. Music Metre. Muse. Symphonic
Line. Onix. RoomTunes. Solid Steel. Sonoran, Sound An-
chor. SOTA. Decca. Totem. Unity Audio. Vimak. Wheaton
Triplaner, YBA and more...PHONE/FAX John Barnes at
(303)691-3407. Audio Unlimited, 2341 West Yale Ave..
Englewood. CO 80110. VISA and MC accepted.

FOR SALE

BIG DISCOUNTS!! SAVE$$!!
NAKAMICHI, PSB, CARVER, POLK, NHT, NAD,
DENON, SNELL, VELODYNE, KEF, M&K, B&K,
PARASOUND, ONKYO, PS AUDIO, SPICA,

IN STOCK. FAST SERVICE!

SOUND SHOP
360.692.8201

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the fDllowing
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
informat on with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage fp- returned merchandise, and
whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. o- foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you pur-
chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manu-
facturer's warranty. If in doLbt, con-
tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition td, or instead of, the manufac-
turer's warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what is
covered y warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product
be serviced, what do you have to do,
and will the product be repaired or
replaced' You may want to receive a
copy of The written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of
the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction 'rom the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's sate or your local Fos-. Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser tha-. you are
unable tc resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

FOR SALE
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy. sell 8, trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251.11 Northern Blvd. Little Neck. NY 11363.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350; OMEGA/
SRMT1 $2.900. SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7 $499; ED -1: AUDIO-
TECHNCA AT -0C9 $259: ALL UNUSED (212)966-1355.

DEMO/TRADE-IN SALE: Onkyo, Pioneer Elite. Rotel,
MK. B&W. ARC. CAL. Martin -Logan, McIntosh. Sonic
Frontiers, and much, much more. Call for our list of high -
quality demo and trade-in components. Champagne Au-
dio: (217) 355-8828.

SAVE 400/e ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers. subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
AL03. 3021 Sangamon Avenue. Spring-
field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE FET-VALVE hybrid tube amplifiers
and preamplifiers achieve ultimate faithfulness to the spint of
the music.ttmega III active feedback amplifiers and full function
buffered preamplifiers provide stunning cianty with economical
prices, sinated heatsinks, rugged engineering. and no output
failures in years! New complete preamplifiers. headphone am-
plifiers. and phase inverters or your PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, AND
ST -70 recycled with AVA circuits (kit or wired) from 5195 include
new cards and precision controls. Active feedback circuits for
DYNACO and HAFLER AMPLIFIER chassis set new stan-
dards for transparency. dynamic range. and liquidity. Free illus-
trated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine. 2202 River Hills Drive.
Burnsville. MN 55337. (612) 890-3517. Fax: (612) 894-3675.
E-mail: avahifint aol.corn.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Featu-ing legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers 8.
ROTEL Components.

AMC-ApogeeAudioAlchemyAudioquestAudioStatic
 Cardas  Cary  CWD  EAD  Epos  Exposure 

Fanfare  Forte  Fned  Golden Tube  Grado  JM Lab 
Kimber  Kinergetics  Lightspeed  Magnum-Dynalab 
McCcrmackMelosMonarchyNakamichiPSB Rotel.
Jeff Rowland  Vandersteen  VPI. SUMMIT, NJ
(908)277-0333

ENJOY JITTER -FREE MUSIC! AT $549 FOR THE BASIC
PLAYER AND $649 FOR THE REFERENCE ONE TRANS-
PORT. WE HAVE BROKEN THE PRICE BARRIER. ISO-
LATED STABLE CLOCK MODULES AND OTHER UPDATES
STILL AVAILABLE. DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. G8D
TRANSFORMS. (602)650-1155.

Silver Interconnects by TEK LINE from $49.00 -
$149.00. 10 gauge speaker wire $.75/ft. 12 gauge $.50/ft.
much more. FREE catalog TEK LINE. PO Box 598, Har-
bor City, CA 90710-0598. Phone (3101 983-3764, Fax
(310)983.3762.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE. PS,
CWD. KEF, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOOUEST,
FRIED. MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, CARY,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING. CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

CON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demysti-
fy wire technology. Ask for literature.
AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Cherry Hill. NJ 08034
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FOR SALE
ACOUSTICS 101 teaches how to construct recording studios.
including materials recommendations & diagrams Topics
walls. ceilings. floors. HVAC, doors & more. Better bottom -line
advice than you'll find anywhere else! Send $11 95 ck/mo to
USAFoam. 11571 E. 126th. Fishers. IN 46038. (317)842-2600.

IMPROVE THE SOUND OF YOUR STEREO SYSTEM OR
HOME THEATER. No gimmicks lust good science See& hear
a difference, Send check or money order 155.9511or guide IMC.
PO. Box 263 Glen Carbon. IL 62034-0263 Satisfaction Guar-
anteed'

SIN9ERS f REMOVE
 VOCALS

Unlimited,. w Cost, Instant N Available
Background Music from OriginM Standard
RecordnAs! Does Everything Karaoke

Thompson
does.. BW.d.! and_gives you the

Vocal tinatrx'"
Free eProchure Er Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept AU -1 /
7988 LT Pa way ft ,
24 Hour Demo/Info Request I./n.(4182.2486 - Ext St
Uthonia, GA 30058

When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STU-
DIOS. AT DISCOUNTED PRICES CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION. 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE. CHAMBLEE. GA 30341 (800) 659 -TAPE (8273).
IN GA (404) 458-1679 FAX (404) 458-0276.

MONEYSPENT SOUNDLY
AUDIO EXCELLENCE. INC.

Ts But Arno 8 V1010 EQUIPMENT FROM All MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

DENON  NAKAMICHI  ONKYO
SONY ES  YAMAHA  BOSE  KLIPSCN

KEF  Poll  AND MORE!
SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATRE &

CALL Now (212) 229-1622
143 West 26th Shoot, Ns York, NY 10001
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

B&O  B&W  CARVER  DENON  FOSGATE 
H/K  KEF  LEXICON  NAD  NAKAMICHI 
ONKYO  POLK  VELODYNE  24 HOUR AUTO-
MATED PRICING  MANUFACTURERS WAR-
RANTIES  COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE 
AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS (904)
321-0100.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
disccunt prices'

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mad Or* Center 11711 Monant

Garden Grove. CA 92641

9831 SUM Store 13110/Ai:pole St

Garter Grove. CA92644(71053367643

UPRO SOUND OUR 20th
& STAGE LIGHTING`"" YEAR!

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP di Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO. CALL
1-800-752-4018.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
Buys -Sells Trades Repairs Modifies

(Al) AS IS. (D) Demo. (EX) Excellent (F) Fair,
(G) Good, (M) Mint, (N) New. AMPLIFIERS. Accuphase
P260IEX) $759. Air Tight ATM2(D) $4995. Audio Research
D110B(EX) $899: Audire NOBLE-II(EX) $683: 138K ST202
BALM) $598. ST2020 BAL(N) $598: Carver AV405(D) $583,
AV634(D) $437, TFM6CB(D) $280. TFM1 5CB(D) $390.
TFM55(D) $799. TFM75(D) $1604: CM Labs 130k1RM(G)
$299. Conrad -Johnson MF80(D) $999; Counterpoint
SA12(EX) $699, SA220(EX) $1671. SOLID -1(N) $899. SOL-
ID -2(D) $1399. Crown MACRO-REF(D) $2995; Denon
POA5000(N) $899: Kinergetics KBA75(D) $1499; Krell
KAS(M) $18237. KMA160(EX) $3191. KSA100S(M) $3761.
KSA150(EX) $3039: McIntosh MC225 $599-999. MC250(G)
$295. MC275 52819-3995. MC2100 5227-499. MC2105
5303-899, MC2120(G) $649. MC2150(G) $749: Nods CAN-
TABILE(D) $1304: OCM OCM500(D) $1916; Rotel
RB970BX(D) $273: VAC V70-MKII(D) $2175. CABINETS:
CWD CALL. CASSETTE DECKS: Carver TD1770(D) $442:
Denon DRS810(N) $442, DRW840(N) $363: Nakamichi
550(AI) $303. CD PLAYERS: Carver SD A360(N) $361:
SDA370(D) $476; Denon DCD570(N) $221, DCM320(D)
$265. DN650F(N) $788, DN961FA(D) $1465: Kinerptics
KCD40(D) $1495. Nakamichi OMS7(EX) $189: Philips
C0920(D) $135. CDC925(D) $187: Role) RCD820(AI) $227,
RCD965BX(D) $410 CD PROCESSORS: Aragon D2A-II(M)
$1212 $999: Cary CAD5500(EX) $599. Krell STEALTH(EX)
$1199, STUDIO(M) $1899 CD TRANSPORTS: Krell
MD2AC(EX) $1975. MD10(M) $4559 EQUALIZERS: Audio
Control OCTAVE(N) $141. TEN-PLUS-II(N) $294: Audi.
osource EO-TENIE X) $188: McIntosh M0101 $75-249.
M0104 $75-225. GUITAR AMPS: Ampeg GS12R(G) $379.
Peavey MARK-IIIP(EX) $396: SWR BABY-BLUE(EX) $455.
GUITARS: Fender TELECASTER(M) $1215: Gibson CE-
CELEBRITY(M) $987. Rickenbacker 325JL(M) $987: Sigma
CR9(NOS) $256. HEADPHONES: Stax LAMBDA -CI AnS-
MX(D) $651. LAMBDA-SIG(D) $1299. SIGMA-PRO-T1)EX)
$987. SR34-PRO(D) $162, SR84-PRO(D) $189, SR-
LAMBDA-SIG(EX) $599. SRD7SB $129. INTEGRATED
AMPS: Carver CMV1185(N) $736: McIntosh MA5100
$151-449: PRE-PREAMPS: Accuphase C17-MC(EX)$227,
Threshold M1MC(M) $113. PREAMPLIFIERS: Air Tight
ATC2(D) $3666: B8K AVP2000)N) $699: Bedini BC800(EX)
$683: Carver C15V(D) $587; C20V(N) $759: Cary
CAD5500(EX) $599. Coda 01P(D) $1495; Counterpoint
SA2000(N) $1399, SA5000(M) $2995: Krell KBL $1995-2431,
KRC(M) $3799. KSL2(M) $1823: Lazurus CASCADE-MKII(G)
$299: Levinson 28(M) $1999: Marantz 7(EX) $2499. 7T
$227-499. 3300(G) $113: McIntosh C22 $1995-2500. C27
5399-699. C28 $227-649, C32 5303-999, C36(M) $759.
C37(EX) $1495. CR7 $167-299. MVS3(EX) $313: Nobis PRO-
TEUS(D) $1299: Precision Fidelity C8(AI) $299: Rotel
RC980BX(D) $450: Soundcraftsmen PRO-CONTROL-3(EX)
$151: SUMO ELECTRA(EX) $139: Superphon
REVELATION -II $167-303: VAC VINTAGE-LINE(D) $1099.
PROCESSORS: Audio Control PCA200(D) $180, PCA-III(N)
$265: Carver DPL33(D) $299; Fosgate 3601(EX) $113.
DSM3608(EX) $379; Marantz AX1000(N) $1519-5500. RE-
CEIVERS: Carver HR732(D) $364. HR742(D) $474; Marantz
SR4000(G) $151. McIntosh MAC1900(EX) $303-599; Philips
FR920(D) $199. SPEAKERS: Apogee CENTAUR(EX)$1139,
COLUMN(D) $1063, DUETTA-II-PWS(EX) $1671. DUETTA-
SIG(M) $3677, IN -WALL -3(M) $1034. SLANT -6 (EX) $1499,
SLANT -8 $2999. STAGE(M) $2276: B&W 803-MATRIX(D)
$1641, 805-MATRIX(D) $1166, DM640(D) $835: Genesis
IM8200(N) $607; JBL 4412A(D) $1052. 4430(G) $921: JM Lab
MICRON(D) $543: KEF LS3 5A-SIG(D) $1191, ONE(D)
$1155, 050(D) $574, TWO(N) $1660: Klipsch KG2(EX) $265.
KLIPSCHORN(EX) $3343: McIntosh ML1C $200-799.
ML2C(EX) $1063. XR230(M) $455, XR240(EX) $683: Sound
Lab PRISTINE(D) $2890: Synthesis LM2604(D) $759 TUN-
ER PREAMPS: Carver CT6(D) $518, CT7(D) $429: McIntosh
MX110 $227-1299, MX112 $265-399. MX113(EX) $303-549.
MX114(G) $349: Rotel RTC940AX(N) $383. RTC950AX(D)
$440. TUNERS: 138K TS108(D) $299, Carver TX11B(D)
$559; Magnum-Dynalab FT-R(N) $299: Marantz 10B(EX)
$2995. 2013(EX) $679; McIntosh MR55A $151-399. MR65
5113-599. MR65B $151-799. MR66 5227-1200. MR67
$227-899, MR71 5227-999. MR78 $799-1399, MR80
$999-1599. MR500(EX) $499, MR7083(M) $1299. Onkyo
T9090-11(0) $661, Role) RT950BX IN) $284: Sequerra 1(M)
$4519. TURNTABLES: Acoustic Research XA $53-196: Sota
MOONBEAM (N) $346: Thoeens TD125(EX) $151. VIDEO
DISC PLAYERS: Denon LA3000(D) $399: Philips COV487(N)
$529 FREE CATALOGUE. 8-5 ET M -F, POB 176AAA. Walton.
NY 13856 FAX: 607-865-7222.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
607-865-7200

FOR SALE

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
We've delivered something different for 16 years -natural.
musical results' Adcom, BAK and Hatter modifications,
rivaling expensive components. Adcom GFA-555 thru
5800 mods-Adcom preamps. tunerpreamps, Powerful,
transparent BAK mods. NEW! PA -2 cascoded circuitry for
Hafler amps -budget bliss' SuperConnect
interconnect -naturalness. not hype! Musical Concepts.
5749 Westwood Dr., St. Charles. MO 63304. (314)
447-0040.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD SOUND
ENIGMA. Smooth. Transparent" $695: EPOCH. Seduc-
tive, Natural!' $995: Highly -Reviewed CDT -4 transport
$695 -"Musical Concepts has put the fun back into CD
playback." says The Audio Adventure. Audio Alchemy
mods. including DLC $99 -up. Marantz and Pioneer CD
mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood Dr.. St. Char-
les. MO 63304. (314) 447-0040.

AUDIO BEST: LA. ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALIFOR-
NIA. PARASOUND. NEAR. COUNTERPOINT. AUDIBLE IL-
LUSIONS. POWERWEDGE. SOTA. SPICA. VMPS. MAG-
NUM. SOUND DYNAMICS, SOUNDLAB. CELESTION
(909)861-5413. APPOINTMENT.

DBX & ADC HARD -TO -FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/
WRITE RES. 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE. FREMONT. CA
94538 (510) 490-1622. FAX (510) 656-8878

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, Just like
the ones in the Editor -in -Chiefs office. Various years available
in limited quantities. $40.00 each. Also available. Hardbound
October Annual Equipment Directories. Years 1992. 1991.
1990. & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May Car Stereo
Dffectones for years 1991. 1990. 1989 and 1985. $8.00 each.
All pnces include postage and handling. All orders postpaid.
Check or money order only (no credit card orders) payable to
AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway,
New York. N.V. 10019. Attn: Michael Bieber, Or call
212/767-6301 for fudher information.

HI Fl FARM ENTERS THE ARENA FOR HOME THEATER.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION (800)-752-4018

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

FAIR PRICES! Alon - B&W - VMPS - Bang &
Olufsen - Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon -
Mirage - Crown - Eminent Technology - Mc-
Cormack - Citation - Angstrom - Denon - Triad
- Polk - Velodyne - Celestion - Audible Illu-
sions - Snell - AMC - Carver - B&K - Unity -
Alchemy 25 More Brands. Honest Advice!
TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS Audio Concepts,
Dynaudio. Eclipse. Eton. LPG. Vita. more! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. Catalog $2.00. MENISCUS. 2575 28th
St . S.W Dept. A. Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP-
GRADE ANY SPEAKER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.
FREE DESIGN GUIDE ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES. INC..
2844 CHARMONT DR.. APOPKA. FL 32703-5972
(407)786-0623

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS. 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell. Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS. POB
460. RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS
A JOURNEY OF A 1000 HER1/.

BEGINS WITH A SINGLE KIT.

NEW -FOAM
CALL TOLL FREE

,& Speaker Repair & Replacement Parts
Natinnsvide Service Since 1979 Jr

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM 1-800-639-3626 NATIONWIDE
SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND ACCESSORIES. Call us
with your speaker problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS Large selection of excellent
quality loudspeaker cabinets for custom builders and dealers.
Grenier Cabinets. 189 Jennings Road. Horseheads. N.Y.
14845(607)594-3838
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LOUDSPEAKERS
USED LOUDSPEAKER SALE: ADS -M12: $600; Altec Lans-
ing 508: 5500; Amrita Audio Tower: $750: B&W 640i: $800:
Boston Acoustics T1030: $650: Dahlquist D012: 5600; De-
finitive Tech CLR 1000: $250; Energy Ref. Con. 22: 5500;
Genesis Genre I: S625: Harmon Kardon 60's: $1200: JBL
L5: $450: JBL TH X Home Theatre System: $1500; KEF
Mode1100: 5250: K indell PLSA: S500: Magy MG -3A: $1000;
Merlin Sig III: $1050; Near 50M: $775; Polk CS100: $75;
Thiel CS2: $1150: Velodyne ULD151I: 51000. CALL (217)
544-5252.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?
SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replace-
ments any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY Foam
Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MCNISA/
DISCOVER/AMEX: 1-800-767-4041

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
The HRSW12V
will extend the
bass of your
stereo or video
system for that
"air shaking all
around you"
effect. HSU Research HRSWI2V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls brie heck of a thunder
buster

John E Johnson, Jr. Secrets of Home Theatre are
High Felehty, May 1995

the woofer achieves a combination of extremely quick speed
and gut massaging bass impact that I have seldom experienced
from any subwooler 

Peter Mitchell. Sfereoperle Vol 18 No 1, January 1995

'has developed so env,able reputation in es few shod years of
existence'

ThOrrin J Non°, Stereopeee Crude to HD171. Theater Vol 1 No I. 1995
'Hsu's HRSW12V e a wonderful subwoder It's good looking and
simple lo use, and es performance invites nothing less than
superlatives especially given its price"

Tom Nousane. Sounds Image. I ebruary March 1995

'The HNSW12V is one 01 the most potent subwoolers we have
used Sonically, rt is all one could wish toe and the price is right '

Julan H,rsc.n. Stereo Review December 1994

' all of the non boomy stomach massaging bass energy was
coming from a single 12.inch powered subwoder -

Peter !Atonal. Stereophde Vol 17 No 4, Aor., 1994

delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf -
Brent Butlerworth, Video Magazine. Aprt 1994

'One of the most elective subwooler demonstratons'
Gary Reber. Vir,c1,screen Renew Vol 3 No 1. Marc 1994

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V.
Wnre or can

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
I .800.554-0150 (Voice)
1-310 404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory dire, . s 30 day trial - money back
guarantee 5 year -lacturer's defect warranty

HSU

$400 OFF PAIR OF JBL 4312 STUDIO MONITOR SPEAK-
ERS! USED BY 70°. OF ALL RECORDING STUDIOS FOR
MIXING AND EVALUATION. 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER, 5"
MIDRANGE 8 DOME TWEETER. 100 WATT CAPACITY.
$499/PAIR! ORIGINAL REPRODUCTION HARTSFIELD
085s $5999/PAIR. SHIPPED WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC. HAL
COX, 1947. (415)388-5711, FAX: (415)388-3359. 164 TAMA-
LPAIS AVENUE. MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO
AREA.

GEMINI
DYNAUDIO and MADISOUND in-
troduce a new standard for Loud-
speaker Systems. The Gemini has the
sound quality of an electrostatic loud-
speaker, but has the power handling
capability and smaller size available
in a dynamic loudspeaker.

11' 7-3/4' -

Woofer: Dynaudio Esotec 15W75, 3
inch voice coil on a cast frame 5 inch
woofer - exceptional power capabil-
ity and bass clarity.

Tweeter: Dynaudio Esotec D-260
Soft dome with transmission line
chambering - smooth clean output
even at transients of I kilowatt.

Crossover: 6dB - Phase and imped-
ance compensated, Polypropylene ca-
pacitors in series circuits give new
meaning to transparency in sound re-
production.

r

Cabinet: MDF up to 1 inch thick!
Oak veneers, with grill and clear or
black satin finish.

Kit: All parts for home assembly in
one evening - If you don't love
them, we'll but them back!

Price: Special kit price: $925 per pair,
kits complete with cabinets. The
GEMINI speakers would be an excep-
tional value at three times this price.

Note: Minimum impedance 3Q.

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)

P.O. Box 44283
Madison. WI 53711 U.S.A.

Tel: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

Visa
MasterCard

LOUDSPEAKERS
HAPPY HALLADAYS! Call or write for 1996 HALLADAY
ACOUSTICS Catalog. 73 Spring St.. Suite 8. Saratoga
Springs. NY 12866. (518) 581-8095.
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"...reach-out-and-touch-it realism."
NY Times 800-783-1553 Ohm Acoustics
Corporation, 241 Taafe Place, Brooklyn,
NY 11205. FAX (718) 857-2472.
OHMSPEAKERO AOL.COM

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Lowest Prices,
shipped direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan,
886 East Channg Cross Cir.. Lake Mary. FL 32746.

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds or dollars wrong
 Kits b fit any speaker Advent. Al.

JBL. Bose. Infin EV etc
 Inc surrounds. adhesive 8 instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover No CODs
 Call last for Best Price
 Order by phone 24 hrs 704-697-9001

or call Toll Free BOO -747-3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock. NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

CD PLAYERS
DIGITAL OR ANALOG? You've invested a lot in your system --
don't le' awful digital sound min d. Now available: the new Dan-
iels Audio Zero -One CD Player. "the closest thing to analog".
Stands sonically shoulder -to -shoulder with Spectral. Levinson
and Theta. but costs only $750. Recent rave reviews in Chicago
Tribune. other publications. No -obligation in -home audition.
Also available: 5 -disc CD Changer. $798: phase coherent ca-
bles. Phone, FAX or write Daniels Audio Corporation. 178 North
Ridgelond, Oak Park, IL 60302. FAX 312/263-2335. phone
708/383-3319.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPUES. Jewel boxes,
record lackets, sleeves, storage boxes. 78 sleeves. dividers.
much reore! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS. ROOM 663.
POB 8212, COLUMBUS. OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

PRESERVE - ENHANCE + RESTORE
We Sell Audio Dynamite!

From Spinning 78's To The Outer Limits of Hi -Fidelity! Free
Catalog  KAB Electro-Acoustics. PO Box 2922. Plainfield.
NJ 07082-0922.908-754.1479.

HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowened LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98. East
Wareham. MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity  Wilson

Reference Recording - Chesky
Sheffield Lab Harmonic Mond'

nropnus RCA Living Stereo - Clavier
Mercury Living Presence plus many more

in and Out Of punt recordingSl

Catalog $3 In USA. $5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
P 0 BOX 2043  SALINA, KS 67402-2043

1-913-825-8609  FAX 1-913-825-0156

BEST VINYL RECORD SOURCE! Subscription service
with free records -Classic Records, EMI. Decca. Super
Analogue. Volume discounts. monthly specials, and more!
THE VINYL VALET, DEPT. AU. 509 W. 15TH STREET,
TEMPE. AZ 85281. (602) 829-8537: fax (602) 968-8382.
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WANTED TO BUY CABLE TV
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CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUY-
ING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGH-
EST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The
Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.
COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL to pick-up working or not.
MONO/Stereo tube MARANTZ. McIntosh, TANNOY Spkrs.
B&W. B&O. SEQUERRA Tuner. KRELL. Levinson. etc
(718)387.7316 or (718)383.3205 NEW YORK

WANT -JBL Hartstield, EV Patrician, Brociner, Transcen-
dent Singles OK. McIntosh. Marantz & other tube equipment
Larry Dupon. 26 38 W Albion. Chicago. IL 60645 1312)
338-'042 evenings.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC. JBL. MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY.
310-320-7020. 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, NA,
TORRANCE. CA 90502

MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE working or not' N YS I (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS

Integrated buyer, David Yo, since 1977 always buying vin-
tage tube Marantz, McIntosh. ARC. Quad, Leak Vintage
speakers. units from Western Electric. JBL. EV. Jensen, Altec,
Tannoy. Thorens TD -124, Garrard 301 P.O.Box 80371 San
Mauro, Ca 91118-8371 Tel 818/441-3942

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS High
End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., POB
176WB, Walton, NY 13856 Phone 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fn., FAX: 607-865-7222.

CABLE TV

LINK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR
EXPERIENCE! CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. QUALITY, SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISA/MC/AMEX/
C.O.D. ACCEPTED. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
CABLE LINX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1-800-501-0095.

'IllP...allt=aw *-0--.84----!m,......-....0-
TECHNOLOC.4Tc_S

CABLE TV CONVERTERS
&

EST CHIPS DE§cRAMBLERS
- Cat tc, 500c

-boards HT 2000
' 1M-2CL`0 10 2500

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-700-3947

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY. Does all Boxes - For
Free Catalog Please Call Mega Electronics 1-800-
676-6342.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY! CALL US LAST
FOR THE BEST PRICES!! ALL BRANDS. 24
HOUR SHIPPING. VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. VIDEO CONNEC-
TIONS INC. 1-800-677-0321.
WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. SAVE ON EQUIPMENT. CABLE RENTAL
FEES, & CONNECTION CHARGES STEALTHS. M-80. PI-
ONEER ETC DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME VISA/
MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/C 0 D QUALITY ENTERTAIN-
MENT 1(800) -72 -BOXES

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS: Replacements for most mod-
els. 30 Day Trial -1 Year Warranty! Dealer
Inquiries Invited. Visa/MC/Disc/Amex/COD
FOR QUALITY, PRICE & SERVICE CALL:
1-800-259-1187. Eagle Electronics Inc.,
#1,1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.
No Florida Sales.

TEST MODULES. Z -BOARD MODE L ST. HT, MM, 1000-5000
TEST CHIPS FOR ALL CABLE CONVERTERS CALL
1-800-503-9222. CUBES. EXTERNAL ACTIVATOR

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices,
Quality Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The AD-
VANTAGE. CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa/MC/Amex/Disc/
COD. ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 Riverwood
Dr., Burnsville, MN 55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase prod-
ucts. Contact ACCUTECH. 206 E Star of India Lane. Carson.
CA 90746 TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310) 324-7422 Hours'
9am-4pm Pacific Time

SPECIAUST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION Repair
Services Vintage military tubes & pads available Custom and
Vintage tube equipment for sale Selected Telefunken
12AX7's available.BWS Consulting 5609 N 23rd Street. Ar-
lington, VA 22205 (703)536-3910

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored by
Richard Modaffen. independent consultant to Audio Classics.
Ltd inventor and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh AUDIO
CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM. Walton, NY 13856 Phone
607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fn., FAX. 607-865-7222

MISCELLANEOUS

Control Noise, Room Acoustics!
Enhance acoustics, control dB's, revert). more!

Products  Answers  Catalogs  Advice
Call today' Quiet tomorrow!

1 -900 -89 -NOISE $2.89/min.
Acoustical Consultants of America, Inc

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
beat an
NY

rice' 5 05
A

SHIPPING FREE CAT
FUJI

DAT-12C - 1 69 D-90 79 T. 279
DAT-60 4 "ri Xt. vC 199 SA -90 159 SVnS2C 6.49
DAT-124 en 9.99 T 120 HGX 2.49 SAX -90 I 99 SVHS-II60 899
T-i2OV 1.79 ST 120 699 SAX -103 249 HI 8 120 599
1.7508THG 399 H18 120 599 T 120 EHG 2 49 ras :ac74 1099
CDR -74 749 DAT-124.c 799 DAT-120 649 JvC T120 1.79

x Il I po6 99 3MCDR-74 799 V 11 99
TAPE WORM

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!

Ahnolutely the hest selection of audiophile grade parts
at fair prices! Extensive deep in ?Anil inventory
featuring these vendors and man)' more. Free catalog!
MIT MULTICAP, WoNDER CAI., SoLES, SCR, RFL-CAP,

MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADIx x:K, V9sti y, Mitts,
HOLCO, REtilsTA, TDK, ALPS, Now., EAR, Dmix PAlo
CARD., KIMBFK, ACROTECII, & pure silver Char:tits Wire!,
IIrxrTau diodes, Simi foil inductors, all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes.
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feel.
International/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) (169-7181 or fax 1415) 669-7558 for a catalog.
Michael Percy, Boaz 526, Inverness, CA 94937

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.
203 Flagship Dr -Lutz. FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-048-2907

Get on our list -
to get loser to this
 MIT MuthCap  Wonder Cap  Kosher Kap  Solo  Hcesand Mus.Cap
 Solari  Siemens  OM  Hoke  Rel-Cap  Dralonc  IRC  Allen-Bradley
 Jeme,  %sista  Vishay  Cadoxi,  wits  Matsushrta  TKD  Noble
 Caritas  Korner Kale  van den Hul  Descovery  Auchocuest  MIT
 Alps  Bourns  Shako  Elma  Electroswitch  Niducion  Gold Aero  RAM
 Mallory  Panasonic HFO  Nichcon  Eta  New Old Stool  Ruby Tubes
 UltraAnalog  Bur,Brown  Crystal  Linear Technology  Analog Devices
 Edson Price  International Reciter  Hitachi  Motorola  UCC
 MagneOuest  Sow Frontiers  Pearl  Tube Sockets  WBT  Neuink
 Sound Coat  C.eoo Audo Engneenng  Assemblage and other kris

And it's growing and growing To order The Parts Connection 1995
Catalog ei Resource Guide. send $10 and mailing information You
also receive a Discount Coupon worth S10 off a purchase over 5100
or S25 oft a purchase over $250 as wet as The Eheadboard bulletin to
keep you updated on Our latest news information and growth spurts

or crea.I Cara mformalun

THE PARTS
CONNECTION

ISINIMINV =MC 1.1113

2790 Bnghton Road. Oakville
Ontano. Canada L6H 514

Toll Free Order Line

1-800-769-0747
(us. 8 Canada only)

Tel (905) 829.5858
Fax 19051829-5388

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE YOUR DREAM COME TRUE. EARN $90.000 YEARLY
REPAIRING. NOT REPLACING. LARGE CRACKS IN WIND-
SHIELDS. TOLL FREE 1 800 826.8523 (U. S./Canada)
WRITE GLASS MECHANIX, 4555 N W 103 AVE, SUITE 105
FT LAUDERDALE. FL 33351

EARN $40 PLUS/HR. as an independent Custom AudioNideo
Designer & Installer Intensive 7 day Workshop gets you star-
ted Must LOVE Music Limited seating for next Workshop. Call
for Application & Registration Form (303) 670-1808

VIDEO DUPLICATION/
CONVERSIONS

IF you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes Con-
verted. call High -Tech Productions 1-800-662-8336
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TUBE COMPONENTS

DEALER
ARIZONA

SHOWCASE
CALIFORNIA

4!
SOUND VALVES

AFFORDABLE TUBE COMPONENTS! (See our
display ad October AUDIO.) Currently seeking
exclusive distributor relationships worldwide.
Write -Fax today. Visit us: January 5-8 1996,
Las Vegas WCES, Sahara #S-7112. Quality
100% Made -in -USA designs by Harry Klaus.
Tube: Preamps $699 -up; Amplifiers $899 -up.
Mosfet: Amplifiers $499 -up. Factory -direct
sales welcomed! UPS COD. 30 -day satisfac-
tion guarantee. Sound Valves, 185 North Yale
Avenue, Dept. AM16C, Columbus, Ohio
43222-1146. Phone:614-279-2383, 10-4 EST;
Fax: 614-279-0368. .

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

WELBORNE LABS
250 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL OF

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO KITS AND SUPPLIES!!!
We've got mosfet Amplifiers, 30013SE Amplifiers. Lincstages and
Phonostages, AC Line Conditioners and many other Kits. Parts
and Supplies include: Kimber Kaps, MIT MultiCaps,Solen,WIMAL
Wonder InfiniCaps, Hovland MusiCaps; Caddock Holco. Resists
and Mills Resistors; RAM Labs, Sovtek Golden Dragon and NOS
tubes; Kimber Kable, DH Labes, Vampire. Cardas, VVBT, and
Neutrik Connectors, Cable and Hookup Wire:Alps, Noble and
Bourns Volume Controls; Enclosures, Books and other Supplies
for DIY'ers. International Orders Welcome. For our Catalog
send $12 (US/Canada) $16 (International) or call or e-mail with
Visa/Mastercard. Phone (303) 470-6585. fax (303) 791-5783.
e-mail: wlabs@ix.netcom.com.

WELBORNE LABS
P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198.

Eel ow %%me for more Information http://www.welbornelabs.com.

Classified Advertisers...

Millions of your prime
prospects can he found in the

industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi

Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply
call toll free and reserve your

space today!
1-800-445-6066

(9am - 5pm EST)
OT

Fax your order to 212--6--5624

HIGH - END !!!
Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE,
AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES. AUDIO
RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS.
AUDIOOUEST, CREEK, CWD, DAY

SEOUEPRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE.
FORTE, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB, MARANTZ, MIRAGE, NAKAMICH I,

ROTEL, ROCK SOLID. TARA LABS, THIEL.
WADIA AND MORE

5
REAL r I I SYSTEM

2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Pioenix, Arizona 85023

602-993-3351
We wart to help you choose the best Hi c

ILLINOIS

A  LID10

Legacy Amplifier and Pre -Amplifier

Call for a free catalog:
800 -AUDIO -HI

(800-283-4644)
Fax: 217-744-7269

Authorized 1:ItgLer
A Legacy

A Cary
A SLmo
A Fosgate

A Apature
A Micromega
A Pioneer Elite
A. Counterpoint
A Musical Designs
A Soundcraftsmen
A Kimber Kable
A Beyerdynamic
A Music Metre
A Qu,cksilver
A Monarchy
A Dynaco
A Hafler
A C Dda

The new

. -1)/his/Yry- speaker

Visit our
SPEAKER FACTORY ,

SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave.

Springfield, IL 62702

IMF

EYI

We don't sell
perfect systems.

kficr Ii wars. e.1' 11.411111.(1
III stein tAists. II ha, Ili be Will-
i" .(11. 1".111"11"". " Ill"

Ask Us How.

I0 AR- 1 700 Alo
3 1 0 51
11,214011TO \ \\t. \i i.. ii.i'i
Ii1R1/1-1\ 5.1:S 911245 Ait

CALIFORNIA

VALUEABLE
WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:
Adcom  Anfstrom  Atlantic Technology 

Apogee  Audible Illusions
Audiolab  Audioprism  AudioQuest 

DefinitiveTechnology  Denon  Grado 
Hitachi  Lexicon  Lovan  Mc Cormack 

Mod Squad  M&K NAD  NEAR  Paradigm 
Pa-asound  Pioneer  Power Wedge  Rotel 

Rum)  Stax  Sumiko  Sunfire  Theta
 Totem  VAC Velodyne  XLO & more!

(310) 370-8575

Systems
Design

Group

1310 Kingsdale Ave
Redondo Bch CA 90278

Tue-Fri 11am-7pm
Sat Clam-6pm

MAINE

Acurus ...Aragon ...Audio Research
.. Creek ...CWD Denon ... Grado

Jamo JM Labs ... Jolida
Lexicon ... Magneplaner ... Magnum
Dynalab ... Mark Levinson ... NAD
Prometheans PSB ... Revolver ...

Rotel ... SME Sota ... Sound
Connections ... Stax ... Stewart ...
Sumiko ...Symdex ...Synergistic

Research ...Thoren ...Transparent
Audio ...And Much More!

Hi Fi EXdiANgE
FORESIDE MALL  ROUTE ONE

FALMOUTH. ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION CALL 1-800-445-6066. 9AM-5PM EST



MASSACHUSETTS
DEALER

NEW JERSEY
SHOWCASE

NEW YORK

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for

Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K,
Beyerdynannic, Counterpoint, Dual,
Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,

Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,

Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,

Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax.
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorem,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

FAX (617) 277-2415
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

NEW YORK

ALPHA STEREO
Qunfifk; t 'ornre nt... ,P A. t'

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Atlantic Technologies, Audio Control,
Audioquest, Denon, JVC, KEF, Kenwood,
Kinergetics, Monster Cable, NAD, Near,
Nokomichi, Onkyo, Ortofon, Polk Audio,

PSB, Sennheiser, Sony, and Many
More Products!

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961

Monday -Friday 10am-gpm. Saturday 10am-opni
Mastercard Visa, ve'r, Arne \

PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES

 ACOUSTIC ENERGY  GRADO
 AIR TIGHT  GRAHAM
 AWN  GREEN MOUNTAIN

 ALTIS  HARBETH

 AUDIBLI ILLUSIONS  HIGHWIRE

 AUDIO ALCHEMY  JADIS
 AUDIOLAB  KIMBER KOLE
 BENZ -MICRO  KINERGETI(S

 8.1( COMPONENTS  KLYNE

 CARY  MEWS
 CEC DIGITAL

 CLASSE

 COUNTERPOINT

 (REEK

 DYNAVR1OR

 EMINENT TECH

 EPOS

 FANFARE FM

 GENESIS

 MERIDIAN

 METAPHOR

 MICROMEGA

 MONITOR AUDIO

 MUSE

 NAD
 PARASOUND

 PASS LABS

 PRESENCE AUDIO

 PS AUDIO

 PSB
 REGA RESEARCH

 ROTEL

 SC141

 SIGNET

 SOTA

 SPENDOR

 STAX

 STRAIGHT WIRE

 TARA LABS

 TARGET

 TOTEM

 TRANSPARENT

 UNITY AUDIO

 VA(
 VPI
 WELL TEMPERED

 WHEATON

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-4080 Bank Cards Accepted

"We Design Your
System And

Save You Money!"
FEATURING:

 HIGH END AUDIO
 THEATER SYSTEMS
 MULTI -ROOM SYSTEMS
 IN HOME SERVICE
 EXPERT ADVICE

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PROFESSIONAL REPAIRS

2(1 Fears of Sales & Sertire

201.744-0600

193BELLEVUE AVE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

NEW YORK

I I ) DI()  

\ I \ I )I I..\ \I Ilk
Servu,b the serous music lose 5,[1,0 1985, we
have realized that High -End Audio has
become a confusing term. Random matching
of quality components. will not assure you of a
system that can reproduce music. A call or visit
to Audio Outlet will. We specialize in products
that offer exceptional performance and value.
Give us a call, lets talk
music. If you just want
to know what we sell, call
us and ask or order a copy
of our 96 page catalog.
1,', . S4 CO.

0:4UDIO
UTLET Inc.

914-666-0550 FAX 914-666-0544

VERMONT
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VALUE.

WE DONT WASTE CUSTOMERS' /v1014EY,

gEITIIEI? DO THESE FOLKS.
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ToLL- FRET

800156 '034

801,l11,1.0 ofEst

audioischnica

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
HEM-ek- -11§_ws

We specialize In hard to find
phono cartridges and orig-
inal replacement styli only!!

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAING ORDERS
NY STATE (SIM SeP11I1

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream. N.Y 11582

Phones Open Mon Sal 9 am 8 pm

orroton swam

NEW YORK

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DEALERSspy:
HOME THEATER

SYSTEMS

ADS . BOSE  CARVER DENON
INFINITY  KENWOOD CAR

NAK  NHT  ONKYO  SONANCE
SONY ES  VELODYNE  YAMAHA

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
All returns subrecl to  restocktng charge.

VIRGINIA

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Hi-Fi Farm
c917f FEATURING:

Accuphase . Alon B&K. Cardas.
CODA. Creek, Epos.

Kimber, Magnum, Micro -Mega.
OCM. Quad. Quadrature,

Sonic Frontiers. Spendor, Threshold,
VMPS. and many more.

Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

616 Plaza, Suite #5, Moneta. VA 2412'

Call for information
1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted

VISIT THESE SPECIALTY RETAILERS FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION



DEALER SHOWCASE

WISCONSIN

Authorized Dealer For:

 KICKER

EXICON

' %STEP CABLE

 PS8

 REGOTON

 ROCKFORD FOSG:j

 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SONY CSS

 SONY ES

 SONY VIDEO

 SOUND ANCHORS

 SCIADSTRF_Al

 STAX

 TARGET

 THORENS

2808 Cahill Road. P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002

1.800-826-0520

1-800-906-4434
1 -800 -906 -HI-FI

FAX 608-255-4425
Authoried Dealer For:

 ADS
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 AVIA
 BANG & OLUFSEN
 CARVER
 CELESTION
 ENERGY
 GRADO
 HARMAN KARDON
 JVC
 LEXICON
 MONSTER CABLE
 NAD
 NAKAMICH

 NILES AUDIO
 OMNI-MOUNT
 POLK AUDIO
 PSB
 PROAC
 RECOTON
 SANUS
 SONY ()SS
 SONY ES
 SONY VIDEO
 SENNHEISER
 TARGET
 TERK
 THORENS

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

DEALERS...
The best place to be seen is where people are

looking. And each month, both enthusiasts &

dealers read AUDIO for information.

The AUDIO Dealer Showcase is an ideal
forum to reach interested audio/video enthusi-
asts who are active buyers themselves, and who

advise others on stereo and video purchases.

The Dealer Showcase is an exclusive section
designed to showcase your advertising

in AUDIO.

To place your ads, or for further
information call Toll Free:

1-800-445-6066
9am to 5pm est

In Canada: 1-212-767.5750

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
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Audio-Technica AT-MI.150 Phono Cartridge

Prior uditioning the new AT-ML150 phono cartridge, I
had not s usly listened to an Audio-Technica-equipped
turntable s' e the late 1970s and early '80s. Back then, the A -Ts
soon right when compared to the Shures, Micro -Acoustics,
and irados that I was using.

The AT-ML150 ($400) has changed that long -held impression.
The Vector Aligned Dual Magnet Design cartridge (claimed to
improve frequency response accuracy) is equipped with a

MicroLine stylus and gold-plated
beryllium cantilever, said to

improve channel separation.
The cartridge was easy to set

G R4: A-

up on my vintage Luxman
PD -264 and performed well

at a 1.4 -gram tracking force.
Using several direct -to -disc

jazz records from the late 1970s
and some recent Mobile Fidelity vinyl

releases, I found the AT-ML150 to be a neutral -sounding
cartridge with very good stereo imaging and solid, defined bass.
With typical discounts, I'm sure this phono cartridge can be had
for a good price.
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GRADE: B+

John Gatski

Onityo TX-SV9 1 9THX ReceiverAA A AAAA A
I of always impressed with THX certification as an

indn of quality in audio equipment. The Onkyo TX-
SV919THX receiver is, however, an exceptional unit. It may not
quality of the best high -end A/V separates, but it combines
good overall sound, an excellent Dolby Pro Logic decoder,
acceptable digital signal processing, and very good amplifiers in one
compactonit. Meeting THX standards may not do much to
improve the sound quality of most separate power amplifiers, but in
this receiver, it does seem to mean a significant improvement over
most receivete amps. The TX-SV919THX has 100 -watt front and
50 -watt rear amplifiers that no audiophile need be ashamed of. This
receiver does, however, need to be used with moderately efficient
speakers that present loads above 4 ohms. Although the Dolby Pro

Logic and Home THX processing are a bit noisier at high volumes
than I would like, the Onkyo provides good sound quality; there's
just a mild loss of transparency, data, and upper -octave clarity. It
also has intelligent ergonomics, a truly well -written instruction book
that most U.S. high -end firms could usefully emulate, good remote
controls, and programmable DSP features that allow you to tailor
the theater, stadium, concert hall, nightclub, and arena settings to
something approaching real life-instead of the fixed presets

common to most equipment. The rear
panel's connections are intelligently laid out
and easy to use with normal audio/video
interconnects and speaker cables. The
Onkyo TX-SV919THX receiver sells for

$2,099.95. That's scarcely cheap, but I have heard many high -end
A/V systems with far more costly components that did not sound
as good. Anthony H. Cordesman

B+
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Staedtler
-_gCQQQ.1;1Q-QQQ.q.g.tIg gels

irur rating of this kit, which enables temporary or permanent labeling of audio
cassettes, might be anywhere from A to C, depending on your needs. To mark the
glossy labels (18 are included), you can use the kit's supplied black -ink pen (a
rainbow of other colors is available separately), and the "permanent" writing can
be removed easily and cleanly with the supplied plastic eraser. Unlike some paper
versions, the full -coverage labels are stiff enough to go on easily without
wrinkling. They stick firmly but may be difficult to remove after long
attachment. The pen has too broad a point to permit tiny, detailed descriptions,

and the labels sit a bit awkwardly on the fancy contours of some premium cassettes.
So, while my wife (a singer) loves them for rehearsal tapes, I prefer typewritten file -

folder labels for library copies. The price is $4.98; similar kits are available for
videocassettes and floppy disks. Robert Long
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This picture tells you a lot about AudioQuest cables, but without a frame of reference
it doesn't tell you whether the boxes (or the viewer) are rising, calling or just floating.
Many inferior cables are popular, even though comparison against a proper reference
immediately reveals serious flaws. Because AudioQuest cables are referenced against

no cable (the bypass test), we understand each cable's strengths and \veaknesses.
We know that AudioQuest cables will give

whether on a mini -system or on a "big rig." ou °quest,.diyou a performance closer to the original,
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